


Going Underground 
- an integral part of good community planning 

Charles Fairhurst 
Professor 

''Out of sight, out of mind' ' summarized the problem of creating public a
wareness of underground space, a remarkable resource that is still largely 
underdeveloped, but available world-wide. Where used effectively it is, by 
its very nature, hidden and unobserved . 

As surface congestion increases, underground space can do much to resolve 
the conflict between maintenance of a healthy, pleasant living environment, 
and provision of community life-support systems of food, water, shelter, 
power, transportation , sewerage, waste disposal, security ... The "under
ground option'' must be recognized as an essential and integral part of good 
community planning. 

GOING UNDERGROUND provides, for the first time, a comprehensive 
and comprehensible description of the option, and what it offers . An im
portant publication, it is essential reading for all conscientious community 
leaders seeking effective solutions to community planning problems. 

Charles Fairhurst 
University of Minnesota 
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Underground construction 
obtains U .N. status 
In 1987, the International Tunnelling Association (ITA) was granted con
sultative status with the Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) of the 
United Nations as a Non-Governmental Organization (NGO). 

The objectives of ITA, founded in 1974, are primarily to stimulate the use 
of underground space for the benefit of society, and to support internatio
nal excange of know-how in the field. IT A has more than 33 member nations. 

The new status confirms that undergrond construction now is internationally 
recognized as a technique applicable within a number of fields for environ
mental protection, low-cost storage and enery savings, concepts which are 
all described in' 'GOING UNDERGROUND'' . IT A congratulates the Swe
dish Group for Subsurface Use with the initiative that has materialized in 
this most valuable book. 

Dr. Ing. Einar Broch 
President 
International Tunnelling Association (1986-89) 

* 
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Cover: Junction of the headrace and tailrace tunnels at the Juktan pumped 
storage power station. Illustration by Bjorn Beskow. 
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Foreword 
In 1977 and 1980 the Royal Swedish Academy of En
gineering Sciences was involved in the promotion of 
two international symposia: "Rockstore 77 - Stor
age in Excavated Rock Caverns", and "Rockstore 80 
- Subsurface Space for Environmental Protection, 
Low-Cost Storage and Energy Savings." Both were 
held in Stockholm and attracted considerable world
wide interest. In 1982 a UN workshop was held in 
Stockholm on the use of underground space in de
veloping countries. 

The purpose of the present book is to provide 
answers to the question: "Why go underground?". 
We have done this by presenting case histories illu
strating different uses of underground space, with 
examples of installations from the owners' and users' 
point of view. It is not a book about tunnelling techni
que. 

Aimed at decision-makers and engineering prof es
sionals outside the scientific and academic organiza
tions with which the Academy normally communi
cates, it provides reliable answers to the key question 
of whether the subsurface solution should be selected, 
and presents the arguments for and against. 

The Academy hopes to hear the views of interested 
parties from as wide a spectrum as possible, and to 
promote a fruitful exchange of knowledge and techni
cal experience. We hope that this book will act as an 
effective stimulus. 

Stockholm, in April 1988 

Hans G. Forsberg 

Director 

Royal Swedish Academy of Engineering Sciences 

An underground rock cavern for 
seasonal storage of JOO 000 m 3 solar 
heated water. The Lyckebo solar 
heating plant 15 km north Uppsa/a 
City supplies district heating to 550 
dwellings in the region. 
Pho/0: SKANSKA 
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Going Underground 
Since the very earliest days of civilisation, man has sought shelter, security and com
! ort by Going Underground. Using caves for storage and living quarters was a highly 
effective way of making use of the environment in those times, just as it is today. 
Underground space offers a stable and safe place for many types of human activity. 

Modern construction techniques are bringing down the cost of underground in
stallations, and they off er the almost priceless advantage of having a minimum im
pact on the environment, both during the construction period and in use afterwards. 

Whether the site is in open coun
tryside or at the very centre of a 
large city, underground construc
tion is a practical method of creat
ing usable space, now more than 
ever before. 

This is a book about Sweden's 
experience of such construction, 
which is the result of more than 50 
years of close cooperation bet
ween owners, consultants, con
tractors and machinery manu
facturers - a cooperation some
times ref erred to as a model for 
other countries. 

Frozen foodstuffs, stored under
ground at -32 °Cat Arstadal, Stock
holm. A very low power requirement 
for cooling means small drip losses, 
an example of why rock caverns 
make for a good storage environ-
ment. Photo: SKANSKA 

Renowned artists have given individual character to the stations of the Stock
holm underground railway. Construction entirely in bedrock has meant a cut 
in construction costs of about one third, as compared to the earlier cut-and-cover 
technique. Photo: ABV, Holger Staffansson 
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The underground power house of Sii/lsjo hydropower station (152 MW). 
The headrace tunnel concentrates the head of water 194 m down to the sta
tion. Formerly, it was spread over several kilometres of rapids. 

Wine tanks in the rock cavern of a 
central storage facility in Stockholm 
are kept at ideal storage temperature 
by the rock itself, with no need for 
heating or cooling over the year. 
Photo: SKANSKA 

PholU: JCC. 

Over 200 installations for underground storage of crude 
oil and various petroleum products are presently in 
operation in Sweden, and each installation may include 
one or several caverns. Large rock installations are 
cheaper to build and operate and also require lower in
surance rates than steel tanks. Left. Photo: 1cc 

One of the dry docks in the Stockholm naval base at 
Muska. Many metres of solid rock protect the entire 
base. Photo: Royal Swedish Navy 



Stockholm's waste-water treatment 
plant, the largest in northern Europe, 
is housed in JO km of tunnels inside a 
hill. A residential area has been built 
on top of the facility. 

Sedimentation tank of the Skansver
ket sewage treatment plant in Udde
valla. The plant is built "invisibly" 
inside a hill at the shore line of the 
city. Photo: JCC, Bjorn Enstrom 

Artist's view of loading a silo, part of the SFR repository 
for low and medium level radioactive waste, currently 
being built under the sea near Forsmark nuclear plant. 
fl/. 5KB, Magnus Gerne 

At Avesta, a 15 000 m 3 rock cavern stores heated water 
at temperatures cycling between 30 and 115 °C. The pur
pose of this test plant is to demonstrate the use of large 
caverns for seasonal storage of solar heat or industrial 
surplus heat which is then used for domestic heating. 
Photo: Anders Carlsson 
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The hexagon-shaped Berwaldhallen music studio has a 
volume of 13 000 m3 • There is room for 100 musicians, 
and in addition, a choir gallery for another 100 people 
and an audience of 1300. Photo: Ail-Nils Nilsson, Tio Foto 

The National Archives has its archive section housed 
down in a six-storey concrete structure built inside a 
rock cavern which provides both security and favour
able climatic conditions. Photo: Kurt Eriksson, National Archives 
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District heating, in which centrally produced domestic 
and industrial heat is distributed via a network to the 
consumers, dominates the heating of city centres in 
Sweden. Tunnels have proved economic for main pipes 
under city centres due to the lack of conflict with street 
traffic etc during construction. 
Photo: Bjorn Enstrom 

Entrance of the Aberdeen road tunnel in Hong Kong, 
one of many installations built in other countries by 
Swedish contractors. Photo: SKANSKA 



Operational safety (and also easy ac
cess for maintenance and upgrading) 
motivate cable tunnels under city 
centres. 
Pho10: JCC, Bjorn Enstrom 

Two Atlas Copco drill rigs operating 
in the St. Gotthard road tunnel, 
Switzerland. Tunnel length near 
17 km. 

Rail is presently experiencing a new 
era in which high speed puts new de
mands on track geometry. Tunnels 
help alignments cope with the topo
graphy. Photo: ASEA 

The latest starions of the Stockholm 
underground railway are given wide 
spans to create a spacious atmos
phere. 
Photo: SL, Hans Ekestang 

The St. Gotthard tunnel with its very e.fficient ventilation and safety installations 
provides an important road tunnel for today's heavy traffic from Switzerland 
to Italy. Photo: Atlas Copco 
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One century 
of rockdrilling 



Costs, benefits and technology 
Many places throughout the world have suitable 
geological conditions for underground construction, 
and for this reason underground space should be re
garded as a natural resource to be utilized wisely in 
the same way as valuable minerals or sources of 
hydropower. The key to the functional and econo
mic benefits of underground development is the 
availability of suitable ground conditions. A second 
requirement is knowledge of the technology and its 
economic and technical characteristics. 

Most of the installations de
scribed in this book are construct
ed in what is known as competent 
rock. In many cases, the mere fact 
that the rock is suitable for under
ground construction work means 
that such installations can be built 
more economically than conven
tional surface structures. 

Although these huge caverns lie 
beyond the scope of today's rock 
technology, they give an idea of 
the underground potential. 

Installations in weak rock and 
soil are usually more expensive 
and so require over-riding tech
nical or economic reasons for 
their construction. However, the 
difference between the two is 
often fairly small, and in Scandi
navia large hydropower stations 
and defence systems have been 
constructed in less competent 
rocks like limestone, shale and 
sandstone. 

Cost development 
for underground 
construction. Con
siderably higher 
wages for tunnel 
workers during the 
1960s went hand in 
hand with higher 
productivity as a 
consequence of 
better education, ra
tionalization mea
sures and more ef fi
cient equipment and 
machinery. In spite 
of higher wages, 
production costs for 
tunnel driving could 
be kept constant, or 
sometimes even be 
lowered. During the 
70's and BO's, costs 
for surf ace construc
tion have increased. 
Cost increases for 
subsurface construc
tion, however, have 
been very moderate. 

Price development 1960-1987 
(1960=index 100) 

Nature provides a direct com
parison: in good quality rock, ca
verns have been excavated to 
widths of 30 to 35 m with only mi
nimum reinforcement, and even 
spans of 50 to 60 m are discussed 
in all seriousness, but in sedimen
tary rock such as limestone, spans 
are often restricted to 10-20 m. 

The largest natural limestone 
caverns in various parts of the 
world, differ widely in size: some 
are 100 m wide or more, and the 
largest known cavern, the Sara
wak Chamber in Borneo, mea
sures an astonishing 390 x 690 m. 

150 

100 

50 

1960 

se-buildmg 
costs ♦ Excavation 
♦• costsfora40m2 

••-♦ tunnel 

1970 -75 -80 

Total 
price 
index 

Wheat 
(market price) 

-87 
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Benefits of going underground 
The feasibility of an individual underground installation de
pends greatly on its location and purpose, together with its 
eventual commercial value in use and the overall financial 
circumstance. Some of these aspects are described below. 

Commercial 
installation analysis 
When purely commercial installa
tions such as an oil storage are 
being considered, cost/benefit 
analyses are worthwhile, and the 
different components of the ana
lysis can be quantified with 
reasonable accuracy for compari
sons to be made between alterna
tive versions. Information ob
tained from installations that 
have already been constructed 
can be valuable, especially when 
the decision-makers have no prior 
experience of underground con
struction. The decision-making 
process is usually straightfor
ward, with only a few responsible 
parties involved. 

When evaluating installations 
forming part of the infrastructure 
of society, however, qualitative 
considerations can be involved, 
and these have to be evaluated on 
other than purely economic pre
mises. Political factors may have 
to be taken into account, and 
again comparisons with other in-

16 

stallations can be difficult if the 
local conditions involved are uni
que in some way. 

Design freedom 
A unique characteristic of under
ground installations is their ex
treme freedom of geometrical 
form: long tunnels can be built in 
any direction, caverns can be 
large, wide, deep or compound. 
The constraints of the surface and 
related structures, which deter
mine all surface buildings, do not 
apply below ground. Made-to
measure three-dimensional rock 
caverns off er incomparable ad
vantages . 

In Sweden, this independence 
from the surface has also brought 
benefits in terms of real-estate le
gislation. Wayleave for water 
tunnels and building permission 
for the whole route can be obtain
ed in a single judgement, even 
though the tunnel may pass under 
a large number of properties, and 
this frequently saves considerable 
time and money. 

Index 

150 

Relative construction costs 
for cold stores. 
( Lan d cos\s excl uded) 

25 ,000 50,000 75,000 100,000 150,000 m3 

Sto rage vol ume 

Larger cold storage facilities in rock 
caverns are reported to be 10-30% 
cheaper to construct and operate. 
Their thermal mass leaves them little 
affected by interruptions in the cool
ing. 
l//. SKANSKA 

- 10 

- 20 

Temperature increases during 
stoppages in cold stores. 

Aboveground 

Minimum costs 
- maximum security 
Many types of installation are 
constructed underground solely 
for economic reasons . For 
example, hydropower stations, 
oil stores and other commercial 
installations are built below 
ground even though an under
ground location is not strictly es
sential. The benefits include lower 
construction and operating costs, 
and less maintenance compared 
with the other options. 

For various types of installa
tion, an underground location of
fers additional advantages such as 

This artist's view of the Siillsjd 
hydropower station illustrates the 
truly 3-dimensional character of 
underground construction. 
l//. VBB 
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LPG storage Oil storage 
$/m3 $/barrel $/m3 $/barrel 

Price and cost level 1981 
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Cost comparisons between steel tanks (blue) and underground storage for LPG and oil. 

a degree of protection against 
interruptions to operation that is 
difficult to achieve on the surface. 
Vital telephone cables can be laid 
in tunnels so there is no risk of 
their being damaged by road re
pairs, while archives, shelters and 
defence installations are similarly 
well protected below ground. Ad
vantages of this kind are difficult 
to evaluate in economic terms. 

In city centres, the subsurface 
location itself can be desirable as 
extra space underground has a 
high value if the alternative is not 
to build or simply to re-locate. An 
obvious example is an under
ground railway system which can 
operate in tunnels completely un
affected by road traffic and 
weather conditions. Other examples 
include garages, transformer sta
tions and pipeline tunnels. 

Avoiding 
environmental conflicts 
Objectionable facilities can be 
placed below ground, and in this 
way are tolerated in locations that 

This is how subsurface space can be 
used to its fullest advantage in a har
bour area. To the left a petrol storage 
plant, in the centre a cold storage for 
foodstuffs, and beyond that a silo for 
grain. Here sufficient storage space 
has been provided at the heart of 
shipping, rail, and road transport ser
vices. 

would otherwise lead to conflicts 
with the surrounding areas . For 
example, waste water treatment 
plants can be built close to resi
dential areas if they are inside a 
rock structure. The alternative 
would be to build the plant 
further away and pay for the long 
transport distances from the resi
dential area. 

The environment also benefits 
from the fact that the construc
tion process itself takes place for 
the most part away from the sur
face. Large projects in city centres 

built "out of sight" eliminate 
disturbance to traffic and prevent 
noise and dust, to the public bene
fit. All that may be noticed in the 
surrounding area are vibrations 
from blasting and removal of 
rock spoil from the mouth of the 
tunnel. 

Just like improvements in 
quality, benefits in the form of 
safer, more efficient traffic, 
better environment and so on are 
often difficult to express in purely 
economic terms, but they are of 
great importance. 

17 



Technological characteristics 
Underground construction differs from other building work 
mainly in its dependence on geologicalf actors as the rock 
forms the constructiorz material. The method of working, 
the time taken and hence the final cost depend upon the sta
bility and workability of the ground. 

Geological conditions of rel
evance to the project can be as
certained by a number of met
hods. As detailed investigations 
are expensive, the normal practice 
is to gather only as much informa
tion as experience has shown to be 
necessary. The cost of further in
vestigation cannot always be jus
tified by its accuracy, and there
fore unforeseen defects in the 
rock sometimes have to be ac
cepted and overcome. It is not un
common for the design to be 
changed in some respect during 
construction to suit changes in 
ground conditions. 

In hard rock such as granite or 
gneiss, drilling and blasting is the 
predominant method of excava
tion, while for softer rock, ma
chines such as TBMs (tunnel bor
ing machines), road headers and 
shield machines have been devel
oped. There are other methods 
but these are the ones that tend to 
be the most widely used. All have 
been developed to a point where 
the contribution of each person 
and each machine in the project 
can be precisely calculated. 

The Swedish approach · 

structors and equipment manu
facturers. Project experience is 
collected and shared with a view 
to improving both methods and 
equipment (sometimes even be
fore the project is completed). 
One important incentive is that 
the construction contract between 
-the owner and the constructor 
usually stipulates risk-sharing in 
other words, both parties stand to 

gain from efficient problem-solv
ing. 

Another characteristic is the 
philosophy regarding the stability 
of underground structures. Dur
ing excavation, the surrounding 
rock mass tends to deform to a 
certain extent before reaching a 
new harmonic and stable posi
tion, and reinforcing procedures 
are designed to interact with the 

A characteristic feature of under
ground projects in Sweden is the 
traditional co-operation between 
the clients, consultants, con-

Reinforcement of roofs and walls with shotcrete is frequently used because of 
its good adhesive qualities and high reinforcing effect, even when applied in thin 
layers. Photo: JCC, Bjorn Enstrom 

Drilling and blasting - the predominant technique for excavating 
tunnels in rock consists of a cycle, normally repeated once per working shift: 

Electric-hydraulic drill rigs with two 
to four booms are used for rapid 
drilling of the blast holes. 

18 

The holes are charged with explosives 
in the form of cartridges or slurry 
from a mobile platform. The charges 
are distributed into the holes . .. 

. . . and are initiated according to a 
certain pattern so as to minimize the 
impact on the surrounding rock and 
achieve the desired-rock fragmentation. 



0 5 10 15 20m 

Mockfjird 1912 Porjus 1914 ~1937 

ground during this process. This 
philosophy lies behind the normal 
Swedish practice of using very 
limited reinforcement compared 
to many other countries.' 

The Swedish approach has a 
long tradition. At the beginning 
of the century people built mostly 
in fairly good rock, but with in
creasing knowledge and growing 
demand (mainly for hydropower 
projects in mountains where the 
geology is complicated), con
struction has spread gradually to 
more difficult ground conditions. 
Know-how has also been derived 
from several projects carried out 
in other countries. 

The Scandinavian construction 
technique combines normal 
smooth blasting (densely spaced 
boreholes and low-power charges 
around the periphery of the cavi
ty) with bolting, shotcrete spray
ing, and cement "grout" injec
tion where necessary. Construc
tion procedures are carefully tail
ored to local requirements, and 
cast-in-situ work is used only oc
casionally, mainly for swelling 
clays and similar difficult rock 
conditions. 

liiltal949 Kiforsenl953 t-la. springet 1980 

Cross-sections of Swedish hydropower tunnels in this century. There are 46 
years of development between the first at Mockfjard and the 390 m2 tailrace 
tunnel at Stornorrfors, so far the largest in Sweden. 
Ill. "Hydro Power in Sweden" 

This diagram summarizes the temperature and depth requirements for various 
forms of energy storage. Note that heavy crude and fuel oils need to be heated 
before being pumped. 
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Dust and fumes from the detonation 
are quickly removed by blowing fresh 
air into the tunnel. 

High capacity wheel loaders and 
dump trucks muck out the blasted 
rock. 

Loose rock is removed from the roof 
and walls. If necessary, the tunnel is 
then reinforced by bolting or shot
creting. 
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Stockholm 
Sweden's capital Stockholm is often called the 
Venice of the North because of its beautiful situa
tion on a number of islands, but another apt 
description could be the ''Swiss Cheese'' because of 
its extensive underground tunnels and caverns. Tele
phone cables, district heating pipes, waste water 
systems, roads, railways and storage caverns are just 
some of the facilities built underneath the city. The 
fact that most of these installations are unknown to 
the man in the street is proof of their ability to func
tion effectively with the minimum of interruption to 
life on the surf ace. 

In this chapter, we shed light on some of these 
systems and reveal that it is not only the city's in
frastructure that lies under the feet of its people but 
many other interesting and unique applications of 
underground technology. 

An aerial view over central Stock
holm focussing on "The Old Town" 
with the Royal Palace on the right. 
Just above it is the City Hall. Left. 
Photo: T. Norman, Svenska Aerobilder AB 

Under the beautiful surface - a complex world of piping, cable networks, tun
nels, roads and caverns; all the service installations it takes to keep a big city go
ing. Detail of "Stockholm Underworld", lithography by Roland Klang. 
Above. 
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Sweden's National Archives 
Documents and valuables from Medieval time up to modern 
computer records are kept at the National Archives in 
Marieberg, near the centre of Stockholm. The archives con
sist of of fices above ground and a storage unit in a rock 
cavern below the building, which has been in use since 1968. 

A natural solution to the vital 
problem of security for the Na
tional Archive was to locate it 
down in the rock. It is impossible 

to attain such effective protection 
against accidents ( eg an aircraft 
crash), acts of war and unauthor
ized access in any other way. It 

The archive section, located below the office building, has a total of 80 000 m 
of shelving space. Further rock caverns - each with a capacity for 90 000 m of 
shelving space - are planned. 
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The archive section is housed down in 
a six-storey concrete structure built 
inside the rock cavern. The under
ground location provides security 
and a favourable climate control si
tuation . 
Photo: Kurt Eriksson, National Archives 

Interior of the archive section. The 
documents are delivered to the recep
tion area by tube, normally within 15 
minutes. 
Photo: Kurt Eriksson, National Archives 

was also desirable to have the ar
chive situated in a central posi
tion. 

The National Archive is not 
just a "passive" store of docu
ments and valuables; the material 
is used frequently by the authori
ties, by academic researchers and 
to a certain extent by the general 
public. The archive is therefore 
combined with research rooms 
and premises for the officials 
above ground. It also contains 
rooms for receiving and classify
ing incoming material, a photo
graphic section, and a department 
for repairing damaged docu
ments. 

The installation has worked 
well, and the essential require
ments of steady temperature and 
humidity and freedom from dust, 
which are vital if stored docu
ments are not to be damaged, 
have been satisfied without diffi
culty. In addition the installation 
has been found to need about 
30% less energy for heating than 
comparable surface buildings. 

The rock cavern storage was 
designed by TYRENS. 



New suburb relies on tunnels 
Already at the initial planning stage of Norra Jiirvafiiltet, 
one of Stockholm's newest large suburbs with some 30 000 
inhabitants as well as an industrial area, it was decided that 
the technical services should be located in tunnels. The ini
tial outline planning was worked up into a precise network 
in the final plan, where the three tunnel systems were plan
ned into detail. 

The technical services tunnel sys
tem, which carries the main pipes 
for water, district heating, electri
city and telephone cables, runs be
low the whole area. For a time it 
was debated whether the tunnel 
should also contain a suction
powered refuse system, but it was 
finally decided to bury the ref use 
pipes in trenches. Shafts lead up 
from the tunnel to the surface at 
18 points. 

The tunnels were built at the sa
me time as the ground layout was 
being planned, roads constructed 
and houses erected. Running all 
the pipes in tunnels eliminated the 
usual conflicts with the other 

- Multipurpose tunnel 
- Storm and/or wastewatertunnel 
,....... Underground railway 

construction work, and once a 
house had been completed, it 
could be permanently linked to 
the main services without the 
usual temporary connections. 

A combined waste-water and 
storm-water tunnel system was 
constructed in a similar way. The 
waste-water is led through the tun
nels in pressurized pipes (the pres
sure line is above the level of the 
tunnel roof) to a common point 
from which the water runs in a se
parate sewer to an older tunnel 
and so out to the purification 
plant in Bromma. 
The tunnel also takes the storm 

water, and for this purpose has 

been designed as a large horizon
tal water container (volume app
rox 250 000 m3): When it rains, 
the storm water runs down into 
the tunnel and fills it. The tunnel 
leads out to a bay where the water 
is pumped up to sea level and dis
charged. With this method there 
is a degree of associated water 
cleaning as sediment collects in 
the tunnel. 

The three systems of tunnels under 
Jarva suburb were built in 1971-
1977, both to assure efficient opera
tion and to avoid interference with 
other works during the intensive 
construction period. 
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By sinking two thirds of the building 
into the hillside, the architects want
ed to avoid spoiling the park environ
ment. 
Pho10: VBB 

Swedish Radio's low key studio - Berwaldhallen 
Swedish Radio is located on the boundary between the inner 
city and a large and much-valued green-belt area. Its exten
sive site already featured radio and television studios, pro
perty storerooms and the administrative headquarters, so 
when a long-awaited music studio was to be built it proved 
difficult to find a suitable location. 

The whole site had been built 
over, and to have utilized the ad
jacent parkland for such a large 
building would have aroused pub
lic anger. The architects, Erik 
Ahnborg and Sune Lindstrom, 
VBB AB, came up with a solution 
which satisfied both the musicians 
and the anxious inhabitants: the 
building is sunk into a hillside. 
Above ground it looks like a rela
tively modest building, fitting in 
perfectly with the park environ
ment, with only about a third vi
sible. The entrance is at the foot 
of the hill so that the visitor still 
enters the building at ''normal'' 
level. 
The location underground had 
many advantages, quite apart 
from landscaping benefits, in par
ticular the good acoustics and ex
ternal soundproofing. The build
ing is constructed with double ca
vity walls made of cast-in-situ 
concrete, and the roof also con
sists of two separate layers to pre
vent external noise disturbing the 

The hexagon shaped music studio, 
constructed between 1976 and 1979, 
has a volume of 13 000 m3 • There is 
room for JOO musicians, and in addi
tion, a choir gallery for another JOO 
people and an audience of I 300. 
Photo: Pal-Nils Nilsson, Tio Foto 
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The tunnel for transporting musical 
instruments and other equipment to 
and from storerooms and other stu
dios, connects to an indoor road pas
sing right through the Swedish Radio 
complex. 
Pho10: VBB 

musicians, while the walls of the 
rock cavern itself form a third 
barrier. In all, the noise reduction 
exceeds the stipulated 70 dB(A). 

Communication with the other 
parts of the Swedish radio com
plex is by a rock tunnel connected 
to the internal road leading to 
other buildings, so grand pianos 
and other instruments and props 
can be brought in along this route. 

Instead of concealing it, the archi
tects chose to use the bare rock as de-
coration in the foyers. Pho10: VBB 

The sand silo under 
Tantolunden public park 
During the winter months, vast quantities of sand are spread 
on the streets of Stockholm, often with the addition of salt, 
in order to make the roads less slippery. The Tantolunden 
silo is designed to store sand and load up the sanding ve
hicles quickly as and when needed. 

The underground storage is locat
ed in the city itself, just where the 
sand is needed. A further reason 
for locating it underground was to 
prevent the normally damp sand 
from freezing into unmanageable 
lumps in cold weather. The cost of 
the plant is competitive with an 
open-air installation as it is lo-

cated below a park, thus elimina
ting land purchase. The sand is 
poured in from above and dis
charged from the bottom of the 
silo via a tunnel directly into the 
lorries, ie using gravity. The in
stallation is operated by the 
Stockholm City Streets and Traf
fic Administration. 

The sanding vehicles enter the dis
charge tunnel from a road beside the 
park. Loading is a matter of seconds, 
rather than minutes. 
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Due to poor cover, the rock tunnels were constructed 
in the following sequence: 1) small pilot tunnel, 2) 
erection of supporting wall, 3) excavation of the traf
fic tunnels. Left. 
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This picture taken during construction shows the 
pilot tunnel, the supporting concrete wall and the full 
area of one traffic tunnel. Below. 
Photo: TYRENS 

Bridge and tunnel link with the south 
Stockholm had for some time needed a road connecting the 
city centre and the southern suburbs. Sections of a link road 
had been constructed, but in the central area on the island 
of Sodermalm traffic had to use a street running right 
through business and residential areas. Out of the 55 000 
cars using this street each day, as many as 45 000 were 
through traffic. 

The "missing link" would have to 
pass partly over a sea inlet and 
partly through a residential area, 
but the obvious solution of a 
bridge and a tunnel was compli
cated. 

Nevertheless two parallel tun
nels were constructed, one for 
each traffic direction, built 
double as a reinforced concrete 
structure and designed so that 
houses could later be built above 
(several have been). In one area 
the tunnel lies below a residential 
area, but as the rock cover is poor, 
it was constructed with a concrete 
supporting wall between the 
lanes. 

The duel carriage ways run in 
each direction providing a capa
city of 65 000 vehicles per day, 
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and the length of the first stage is 
1050 m. It is possible that the re
maining 500 m of the road will be 
constructed in a concrete tunnel, 
again allowing houses to be built 
above. 

The tunnel is ventilated by 
semi-cross flow to 40 m high 
stacks near each end. The lighting 
intensity from the entrances, is 
modified in five stages. As a safe
ty measure there are doors bet
ween the tunnels. They are equip
ped with emergency telephones 
and smoke extract shafts in case 
of fire. 

Putting the road underground 
has freed a number of building 
sites for development, mainly 
above the tunnel, and it has been 
calculated that the value of this 

development is three times greater 
than the cost of the road itself, in
cluding the cost of a 700 m long 
high-level bridge. 

The project was designed by the 
Stockholm City Streets & Traffic 
Administration. 



Solving a rubbish problem 
The Sellbergs refuse collection company required accommo
dation for its vehicles. An investigation into possible locations 
was carried out in 1967, based on space for 200 vehicles, a fuel 
depot and a workshop for four vehicles. 

Three options were compared: a 
traditional garage on a suburban 
site, an open-air set-up on a sub
urban site, and a rock cavern in a 
central position about 2 km from 
the city centre. The rock cavern 
option was selected, a major con
sideration being the advantage of 
a much shorter drive to and from 
the workplace (the refuse bins in 
the inner city). Construction was 
made by Skanska AB. 

In the first stage, space was ex
cavated for a rock crusher to deal 
with the spoil from subsequent 
excavations. A total of 100 000 
m3 of solid rock was crushed and 
sold at a profit: at that time there 
was a demand for ballast ma
terial. The crusher remained in 
operation for a number of years 
after the garage had been com
pleted, providing a central stone
crushing plant near the town cent
re without people in the vicinity 
being troubled by noise or dust . 

In 1979 the crushing plant was 
replaced by a compacting plant 
and instead of each vehicle driv
ing to a refuse-incineration plant 
to the south of Stockholm, those 
operating in the centre of the city 
now discharge their loads at the 
garage. The rubbish is compres
sed in a hydraulic press and stored 
in 30 m3 containers, which are 
then taken by truck to the incine
ration plant. Each truck carries a 
load equivalent to that of five ve
hicles . 

Every day some 60 vehicle 
loads are collected corresponding 
to 250 tonnes of refuse and as a re
sult of the present arrangement, 
transport mileage has been re
duced by 250 000 km per year 
and the number of refuse collec
tion vehicles has been reduced 
from 41 to 36. The compacting 
plant is operated by one man. 

The refuse collection vehicles operat
ing in central Stockholm both unload 
and are garaged in a 2-storey rock ca
vern located under a public park in 
the city centre. 

The garage includes a repair work 
shop taking four trucks at a time. The 
entrance area also holds a public fil
ling station. 
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Transports 
Overcoming natural obstacles is the classical reason 
for building tunnels, and in the 19th Century the 
advent of railways brought about the introduction 
of modern tunnelling methods. In modern times, ·· 
the growth of cities and increasing traffic congestion 
and environmental problems continue to inspire a 
wide variety of tunnels and tunnelling methods. 

In Sweden, the engineers building Stockholm's 
underground railway, which has been expanded 
continuously since 1945, have acquired skills and 
knowledge that in some respects have become 
standards for the industry. 

The Stockholm underground railway 
Stockholm's underground railway system has grown out
wards from the Central Station to the different islands and 
peninsulas of the city. Most of Stockholm's 1.5 million in
habitants can reach the network's 111 km and 99 stations. 

The underground network was 
built as three systems. The first in 
the early 1950s followed the con
tinental tradition of "cut-and
cover" tunnels under streets, 
with lines on the surface where 
possible in the suburbs. For both 
economic and technical reasons, 
later development has been to
wards deeper levels, with long 
rock tunnels in the third and last 
system. 

Every day some 1.3 million 
people enter the city, some 
700 000 travelling by public tran
sport, of which the underground 
carries about 400 000. It is di
mensioned for a train headway of 

Almost half (48%) of Stockholm's 
111 km of underground railway 
tracks run in rock tunnels. 
Photo: SKANSKA, Bjorn Enstrom 

90 seconds per track at normal 
running, and a 30 second stop at 
stations. The carriages have been 
designed for 48 passengers sitting 
and 108 standing, and there are 
eight per train at the most on lines 
1 and 2 (requiring a platform 
length of 145 m). The line 3 plat
form length is 180 m, permitting 
the use of IO-carriage trains. 

Maximum speed is 90 km/h, 
and the average distance between 
stations is 0.9 km on line 1, 1. 1 
km on line 2 and 1.4 km on line 3. 
As a result of the greater distance 
between stations, the average 
speed is also higher on lines 2 
and 3. 

Since the 1960's, increasing efforts 
have been made on the visual aspects 
of the stations. 
Photo: SL, Hans Ekestang 
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11111111 Tunnel 

The three lines of Stockholm's Underground Railway. The map also indicates 
whether the lines are located on the surface or in tunnels. 

Running tunnels and stations 
The most significant develop
ment in the underground during 
the past 30 years has been the use 
of rock tunnels, which have a 
number of advantages. For in
stance, it is possible to drive a 
tunnel in the rock below existing 
buildings without disturbing 
them, and without obstructing 
street traffic during the construc
tion period. By contrast, con
struction using cut-and-cover 
tunnel for the first line seriously 
disrupted street traffic for a 
couple of years. In addition, the 
owners of the shops affected by 
the construction work were able 
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to claim compensation for dam
ages as restricted access reduced 
customers and turnover. A com
parison can be made with the tun
nel under the densely built-up 
district of Sodermalm, where all 
the work was carried out in rock 
tunnels: the only disturbances 
were caused by the construction 
of the ticket halls and the en
trances from the street. 

Rock tunnels also allow great
er freedom of location to suit 
technical demands, and can be 
used as air-raid shelters. 
The most important advantage is 
the cost (the figures given here 
cover only the sub-structure, ie 

3 4km 

the construction exclusive of 
track, signal system, etc). The 
costs for a double-track rock tun
nel are between US $ 4000 and 
5200 per metre (at 1980 prices), 
whereas concrete tunnels with 
double tracks vary from US $ 
13 000 to 22 000 per metre, de
pending upon the foundation, 
ground-water condition, depth, 
etc. Larger and more complicat
ed concrete tunnels can cost up to 
US$ 50 000 per metre. 

In the case of surface track 
running on embankments or in 
cuttings, the cost is between US$ 
2200 and 3000 per metre, but the 
cost of land has to be added to 



Track Location Line 1 

Above ground 68% 
In rock tunnels 6% 
Concrete tunnels, bridges 26% 

100% 

Total length 42km 

these figures, while viaducts and 
bridges for double tracks cost 
between US $ 8000 and 13 000 
per metre, depending upon the 
ground conditions. 

Most new stations on the line 
have also been blasted out of 
rock, and although their cost 
cannot be compared directly be
cause of the considerable design 
variations, it is significant that 
Hjulsta station was excavated in 
rock at a cost of about US $ 
17 000 per metre, whereas Dan
deryd& Sjukhus station was built 
in concrete tunnel and cost US $ 
60 000 per metre. 

The time taken to drive a tunnel 
in rock compared with building a 
tunnel in concrete depends of 
course on local conditions such as 
rock cover. One 6.3 km tunnel on 
line 3 took about three years, inclu
ding blasting, reinforcement, shot-

Line 2 Line 3 Whole network 

20% 3% 33% 
64% 85% 48% 
16% 12% 19% 

100% 100% 100% 

41 km 28 km 111 km 

creting, construction of ventilation 
shafts and escalator shafts, etc. 
Four access tunnels were used for 
this section. 

The single-track tunnels have a 
cross-section of 22-24 m2 , the 
double-track tunnels 44-46 m2 

and the station tunnels an area of 
about 55 m2 • On the third line, 
most station platforms are about 
25 to 30 metres below street level, 
so they all have to be equipped 
with escalators and lifts. 

City bedrock 
The bedrock below Stockholm 
was formed about 2000 million 
years ago, and consists mainly of 
gneisses, granites and amphi
bolites. Most of it is extremely 
stable except for the amphibol
ites, which often have poor adhes
ion to the adjoining rock resulting 
in open joints through which large 

Occasionally, extensive grouting has been required to prevent 
water from leaking into the tunnel. 
Pho/Os: AB V. Holger Staffansson 

Increasing use of rock tunnels for the 
development of the Stockholm Under
ground. The table breaks down the 
three lines by level and tunnel type. 

quantities of groundwater may 
seep into the tunnel. Weak zones 
require varying degrees of protec
tion such as rock bolting, shot
creting and cast-concrete arches, 
and grouting has been essential to 
preserve the groundwater in the 
soil above. 

To get the stations as near to 
street level as possible, the entire 
tunnel system has been excavated 
relatively close to the surface where 
the bedrock is more fractured and 
weathered so there have been 
problems with poor rock adhesion 
and groundwater seepage. 

Pressure-grouting of rock has 
been used extensively to avoid 
lowering the ground-water level, 
to avoid water seepage (often 
supplemented by drainage), and 
to seal the tunnel floor at lower 
cost than constructing a concrete 
box structure. 

Drilling the face of a double-track 
tunnel. 
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Stations in rock 
Of the system's 99 stations, 45 are 
below ground, most blasted out 
of the rock, and there has been an 
interesting development trend in 
their construction. 

In the 1950s. A few station tun
nels with a cross-section of about 
55 m2 were blasted out, and inside 
the rock chamber a completely 
detached structure was erected 
with concrete arches, supports 
and brick walls. The walls were 
generally dressed with ceramic 
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tiles and the floor was made of ce
ramic tiles or cement mosaics. 

In the 1960s. Stations were 
built to the same specification, 
but with variations in the wall
lining material: some were lined 
with glazed brick or patterned 
concrete, some with enamelled 
sheets or even glass tiles. 

In the 1970s and '80s. For the 
large extensions to the system the 
Stockholm Transport company 
(SL) architects developed an en
tirely new type of station. In these 

1930s 
Traditional cut-and-cover concrete 
station below street level, built in 
1930 and later converted for the 
underground railway. The same tech
nique was used in the 1950's. 

1950s 
Stations in rock caverns with con
crete arches and brick walls covering 
the rock. 

1970s 
Underground stations on the third 
railway line with the rock surface ex
posed, both for economic and artistic 
reasons. 

1980s 
Large spans instead of dividing rock 
pillars provide good visibility and an 
open ambience. 

rock-chamber stations the exca
vated space was left bare, unlike 
the earlier stations in which all the 
surfaces had been covered, result
ing in a more spacious and airy en
vironment. The gentle contours 
of the rock surfaces, supplement
ed by noise baffles, resulted in re
duced noise levels, and each sta
tion was given a separate identity 
by engaging artists to decorate the 
walls. 

A further advantage of the new 
rock-chamber stations was faster 



and cheaper construction: they 
cost about US $ 400 000 less than 
a concrete-lined station. 

Most of these rock-chamber 
stations have residual rock pillars 
on the platform with connecting 
passages between the two sides of 
the platform. Four of the new sta
tions on line 3 have a central plat
form devoid of rock pillars and 
are known as ''trumpet stations''. 
At the end where the escalators 
and lifts are situated the span is 
about 22 m, compared with a 
span of 12 mat the other end. The 
advantage of these "trumpet sta
tions" is that the absence of rock 
pillars ensures good visibility 
right across the platform. 

Imaginative artwork 
Artists have been involved in 
everything from colour selection, 
sculptures and painted ''land
marks", to wall panels behind the 
tracks which can be moved from 
station to station. They have been 
engaged primarily to work on the 
large caverns - in the tradition of 
the 30 000-year-old artwork in 
the caves of Altamira in northern 
Spain ----,- and each has chosen 
contrasting colours for standard 
architectural elements, making 
them readily identifiable above 
and below ground. The colours 

have varied from station to sta
tion depending upon the tempera
ment and aims of the artist: some 
are intellectually complex, others 
have a simplicity inspired by the 
rock itself. 

Decisions on artistic matters are 
taken by the Traffic Art Commit
tee of the Stockholm County 
Council, advised by the technical 
director and the chief architect of 
the Stockholm Transport com
pany, together with members of 
the Artists' Union. 

The underground parts of Station 
Radhuset. In this hilly area of Stock
holm, pedestrian tunnels connect to 
the ticket halls from where escalators 
lead to the platforms. 
l/1. SL 

The narrow end of a "trumpet-shap
ed" station (bottom left). Artworks 
at Tekniska Hdgskolan Station 
(bottom right). 
Photos: SL, Hans Ekestang 
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What type of depot? 
There are five depots for the 
maintenance and garaging of so
me 900 underground carriages, 
and Rissne is the one serving line 
3. Before its layout was finalized, 
discussions were held on whether 
it should be a conventional sur
face structure or whether parts 
should be located underground, 
taking into account the technical 
aspects of the area. 

One reason for selecting the 
underground solution was that a 
surface location would have re
quired an open space of about 
100 000 m2 - land which could 
be used for other purposes. The 
site would also have needed con
siderable terracing and ground
support work, in addition to ex
tensive excavation of high 
ground which would have been 
difficult to blend into the land
scape afterwards. 

Finally it was decided to build a 
plant with a maintenance work
shop over a surface area of 
30 000 m2 , but with garaging fa
cilities located entirely under
ground in the rock. The main 
part of the tunnel section consists 
of four 3 70 m long rock chambers 
containing three sidings each, 
with space for 20 carriages per 
siding. The span of these rock 
chambers is 11.2 m, and connect
ing tunnels link them with loops 
and exits. There are also trans
verse connections between the 
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various rock chambers. A total 
of 205 000 m3 of rock was exca
vated during the construction of 
this depot. 

Special construction work 
There are some interesting 
examples of the considerable 
technical problems that have 
been encountered in various 
places during the construction of 
the underground railway system. 
For instance, of all the concrete 
tunnels, the 300 m section bet
ween the Central and Norrstrom 
stations was one of the most diffi
cult and expensive in the whole 
system. 

Poor ground conditions in 
deep rock overlain by fine sand, 
clay, mud and variegated filling, 
combined with the proximity of 
the busy street of Vasagatan and 
Swedish State Railways' tracks, 
meant that complicated and un
usual construction methods such 
as freeze piling, compressed-air 
caissons and sheet piling had to 
be used. 

On account of the high 
groundwater level, the tunnel 
had to be completely insulated, 
and the difficulties were accen
tuated by the fact that the tunnel 
at this point serves both lines 1 
and 2, changing from a double
level tunnel at the T-Centralen 

Subway station in WashingtonD.C., 
built by Swedish contractors Skan
ska. 
Photo: SKANSKA , Toivo Steen 

station to four tracks on the same 
level below Norrstrom. This last 
section of approx 400 m was 
constructed dry between coffer
dams. 

But the most difficult section 
of all was that between the 
T-Centralen and bstermalms
torg stations. In order to pass be
low a deep depression in highly 
fissured permeable rock, the tun
nel engineers were forced to in
ject earth extensively at the base 
of the depression, and to con
struct a total of 700 m of single
track tunnel in circular cross
section with sheet-insulated con
crete lining. At the most critical 
point where the rock cover ceased 
for a short stretch, the work was 
carried out at an air pressure of 
120 kPa to keep the water out. 

The occurrence of deep rock 
depressions meant that in some 
cases it was necessary to change 
from rock tunnel to concrete tun
nel as to have kept to rock tunnels 
throughout would have led to ad
jacen't stations being at an unac
ceptable depth. For this reason 
below the Liljeholmen bay (bet
ween the Hornstull and Liljehol
men stations), a 123 m double
track tunnel was constructed and 
floated out into the correct posi
tion and sunk onto prepared sup
ports. This tunnel section was 
pre-stressed longitudinally and 
transversely, but had no special 
water sealing. 



View from the hall of a train about to 
be de-iced. 
Photo: F/dkt 

(Below right:) The arrows indicate 
where hot air is directed onto the 
trains. 

De-icing trains in a rock tunnel 
A de-icing hall has been constructed in Stockholm where 
snow and ice can be rapidly melted off the carriages of sur
f ace commuter trains so that they can be put back in winter 
service with the minimum of delay. The largest section of 
the hall had to be a 260 m long rock tunnel, as it had to be 
near a busy shunting yard and workshops. 

During a normal working day, 
some 180 000 passengers travel 
on surface commuter trains to 
and from Stockholm, and in 
winter it has sometimes been diffi
cult to keep them moving because 
of snow and ice building up under 
the carriages. The motors mount
ed under the carriges present diffi
culties due to condensation in the 
windings. 

supply the railway tracks, allow
ing approx 0.5 m3/s per carriage, 
and melt water channels are laid 
below the track. 

The original idea was to con
struct the de-icing plant as an an
nexe to an existing workshop and 
close to a shunting yard and the 
main line, but the area was al
ready fully utilized and the only 
solution was to build into the 
rock. A total of 110 000 m3 of 
rock spoil was removed, of which 
the tunnel accounted for 
45 000 m3 , and the tunnel itself 
was lined with shotcrete. 

Another tunnel in which the 
trains are washed has been driven 
next to the de-icing hall, and an 
additional tunnel is planned to fa
cilitate shunting. 

Owner of the Alvsjo facilities is 
Stockholm Transport (SL). Con
sultants for the rock and excavati
on work was Hagconsult and con
tractors were Skanska and J CC in 
consortium. 

The de-icing installation at Alv
sjo consists of a 140 m hall struc
ture leading into a 260 m rock tun
nel with an area of 110 m2 • Here a 
total of 32 carriages can be de-iced 
simultaneously on a double track, 
by blowing hot air at approx 30 °C 
onto the train, which is parked so 
that fixed nozzles direct hot air 
onto the air intakes of the motors 
and the exposed parts of the 
chassis. De-icing is controlled in
dividually for each carriage, and 
normally three to four hours is 
sufficient to make a complete 
train ready for service or repairs, 
but severely iced carriages can re
quire six hours. (Normal servicing 
and cleaning is carried out while 
the de-icing is in progress.) 

The underground location allowed the de-icing hall to be located next to the 
existing workshops and shunting yard (to the left on the plan), and directly on 
the main railway line. 

The hot air is fed to the train in 
the same cast concrete ducts that 

De-icing hall and tunnel 
New de-icing hall New de-icing tunnel Car wash 

Old depot Projected shunting tunnel New washing and shunting tunnel 
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At its deepest point the roadway lies 14 m below the water 
surface (above). 
Photos: City Streets and Traffic Administration, Gdteborg 

Artist's view of the European highway (E6) running 
under Gola Alv (left). 

Tingstad tunnel under the river Gota Alv 

European Highway 6 running from the north of Norway to 
Italy, has to cross the river Gata Alv, which carries a lot of 
sea traffic. It was decided to make this crossing by tunnel 
linking up with junctions on both sides. 

The river-bed consists of clay to a 
depth of approx 100 m, so the 
project was constructed as a sub
merged tunnel 454 m long, with 
60 m long connecting ramps on 
each side of the river. 

The tunnel was built in five 
concrete sections constructed in 
shipyards, towed into place, 
flooded and sunk in position, and 
then connected to each other. The 
concrete sections rest upon a total 
of 1000 wooden piles each 22 m 
long and driven into the clay, 
forming a concrete frame with ex-
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ternal measurements of 30 x 7.4 
m. 

As the main load on the tunnel 
is the water pressure, all calcula
tions were based on the maximum 
and minimum water levels, taking 
into account the weight of the ve
hicles using the tunnel, the depo
sits of mud above, and the impact 
of a sinking ship. 

The interior consists of two 
12.5 m diameter pipes with 10.5 m 
roadways and a 1.0 m wide pro
tective strip along the walls, pro
viding six lanes and a free height 

of 4.5 m. At its deepest point the 
roadway lies 14 m below the water 
surface. 

The tunnel is illuminated by 
sodium lights which are twice as 
powerful as other types of road 
lighting and so provide a comfort
able light level at the entrances 
and exits during both day and 
night. Ventilation due to air 
movement caused by the vehicles 
is usually adequate, so fans are 
used only when there are traffic 
jams or when a roadway has to 
take traffic in both directions. 



Limhamn' s self-sealing 
limestone 
The Limhamn tunnel in the far south of Sweden connects a 
limestone quarry with a cement factory near a harbour. The 
tunnel, which is 2 km long and 4 m wide, was constructed to 
avoid having to use heavy vehicles for transportation through 
the district of Limhamn. 

The raw material is carried on a 
conveyor belt from the large 
quarry, which has been worked 
since the beginning of the century, 
to the factory. 

Constructed in conjunction 
with an extension of the cement 
factory in 1964, the tunnel starts 
45 m below the surface at the 
quarry end and comes out at a dis
charge station under the factory 
some 16 m below the surface. 

Construction problems 
The rock proved to be competent 
enough during construction, but 
there were problems with water 
seepage due to the extreme depth 
of the tunnel and its proximity to 
the sea. The first indication was 
that many householders' wells 
ran dry; and then filled with salt 
water. This seepage was most se
vere where the tunnel passed 
through a tectonically disturbed 
area, so the tunnel was therefore 
made watertight and reinforced, 
using grouting and shotcreting, 

and in one section by concrete in
jection as well. The water seepage 
was finally reduced to an accept
able level and the salt water soon 
receeded. 

After 20 years in operation, the 
tunnel was investigated to find 
out the long-term effect of the dif
ferent measures which had been 
taken. The shotcrete used to rein
force the roof (and in some 
places, the walls also) was found 
to be intact throughout; the fis
sures that had occurred had sealed 
themselves thanks to calcium pre
cipitation (stalactite formation). 
Grouting also proved to have 
worked well, and there were indi
cations that the calcium precipita
tion had if anything improved it, 
so one could say that the rock was 
self-sealing. Finally, the water 
seepage has now fallen to a level 
25% lower than the levels mea
sured the year after the tunnel was 
completed, and the groundwater 
level has also partly recovered. 

Tunnel entrance at the quarry during 
construction. 
Photo: SKANSKA, Carl Meijer 

Stalactite formations in the tunnel 
roof (above). Conveyor belt tran
sporting raw material from the 
quarry to the factory (below). 
Photos: Hagconsult 
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District heating 
Sweden's northerly position and long cold winters, 
make heating buildings a national problem. Heating 
off actories, commercial premises and houses takes 
about 45 % of the energy supply, totalling 165 TWh. 
This corresponds to 20 million tonnes of oil con
sumption. District heating, which means producing 
heat centrally in large installations for distribution 
by pipelines to the consumers, has been developed 
gradually over a period of 40 years. It makes heat
ing more efficient, and reduces the problem of 
smoke emission. 

Following the oil price rises in 
1973, district heating has grown 
rapidly, with 1000 MW heating 
capacity added each year for 
several years. Today district heat
ing operates in around 150 of 
Sweden's 270 municipalities, in
cluding practically all the large 
built-up areas. Something like 3 
million of the country's 8 million 
inhabitants have their houses 
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heated by this method. Approxi
mately 37 TWh of heat was supp
lied in 1986, which corresponds to 
lOOJo of the year's total energy uti
lization in Sweden. 

Why district heating? 
The most important reasons for 
using district heating instead of 
individual heating are as follows. 
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Cogeneration where electricity 
and heat are produced simulta
neously, is highly efficient. In 
contrast to normal thermal 
power, where only 35-400Jo of 
the fuel's energy content is utiliz
ed and the rest is lost, combined 
heat and power achieves a utiliza
tion figure of 850Jo. Cogeneration 
was the first form of district heat
ing to be used in Sweden. 

The diagram is an actual example from a Swedish district 
heating system, showing how the heat load varies during 
the year, and also the heat generation units used to meet 
this load. 

Turbines specially developed for cogeneration and in
dustrial back-pressure plants, are available from Swedish 
manufacturers. This steam turbine installed in a heat/ po-_ 
wer generation plant can produce 210 MW of electricity 
and 310 MW (about 1,000 million Btu/hr) of thermal 
power. 

Main pipelines for hot water pumped from a heat generation plant to customers 
and back. Normal temperature is between 70°C and 120°C (160 and 250°F) in 
the supply pipe, and between 30°C and 65°C (85 and 150°F) in the return pipe. 
Design pressure is normally 1.6 MPa (16 bar). (Left) 
Photo: Rorsystem, Stig Sjostedt 

Photo: ABB Stal 
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District heating also provides 
opportunities to use waste heat 
from industry, which would 
otherwise have been lost in cool
ing. Where possible, the heat is 
transferred directly to the net
work or is otherwise used to supp
ly a heat pump. 

Many small installations can be 
replaced by one (or a few) large 
plants which operate efficiently as 
a result of advanced construction 
and skilled personnel. The scale 
itself is beneficial: large plants can 
be operated more efficiently than 
small ones. The environmental 
effects are considerably alleviated 
as the big heating plants are 
equipped with efficient flue-gas 
purification units, and high chim
neys to disperse the flue gases. 

Illustration of the rapid deve
lopment in Gothenburg. Dur
ing the period 1982-86 all the 
"DH islands" of Greater 
Gothenburg were brought to
gether into a unified network. 
l/1:SWEBEX 

D Areas with complete DH 
network in 1981 

D Areas completed or planned, 
1986 

- Main pipeline laid in tunnel 

_ Main pipeline (broken line 
indicates planned expansion) 

- High-temperature system 
(160°C, 320°F) 

e Generation plant 

e Pumping station 
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As such plants are equipped 
with multi-fuel boilers, there is 
less dependence upon fluctuating 
fuel prices and the cheapest fuel at 
the time can be used. At present it 
is customary to use heat pumps 
and coal or biofuel for the base 
load, while oil and electricity are 
used only for peak heating loads. 

Most of Sweden's district-heat
ing systems use hot water as the 
distribution medium, and this is 
preferred to steam for several 
reasons: The system is cheaper, it 
can use lower quality feed water, 
and it can be handled by a more 
robust system with lower mainte
nance requirements . 

1981 

A major reason for choosing tunnels 
is to avoid all disruption of the city 
environment during construction. 
Photo: Stockholm Energi, Stig S}ostedt 

Going under the city 
Since the development of district 
heating has taken place mainly 
within built-up areas, the con
struction of the pipe network with 
pipe trenches or culverts has in 
many cases been complicated. As 
for other types of network, tun
nels have proved attractive for 
carrying large bore pipes, espe
cially in the largest towns . These 
have been constructed without 
the need for shafts, etc, which in
terfere with traffic and other ac
tivities above ground and the 
pipe-laying operation can be car
ried out continuosly, unaffected 
by weather or surrounding activ
ities. Locating the pipes in tunnels 
also simplifies inspection and 
system maintenance. 

1986 



Stockholm's district heating system 
In 1953 Stockholm Energi, the capital's energy board, de
cided to add district heating to the traditional production 
and distribution of electricity and town gas. The reason was 
purely financial as it was found to be profitable to distribute 
heat from a central plant to nearby consumers. 

The development of district heat- 1986) a total length of about 500 
ing accelerated at the end of the km, with some 40 km of the main 
1960s. Public awareness of the pipelines run through rock tun-
harmful effects of sulphur nels. From the start, the network 
emissions had increased, and with has been constructed as five local 
district heating, the numerous systems, each supplying a differ-
local oil-fired boilers with low ef- ent part of the city, and today be-
ficiency could be replaced by a ing linked. It is partly to provide 
few boilers offering improved this interlinking that the tunnels 
combustion and high-grade dust have been constructed. 
separation. The smoke could be For individual property owners, 
dissipated and local damage pre- district heating has meant lower 
vented by the use of high chim- heating bills, very high safety 
neys. levels, and considerably easier 

Soaring oil prices in the 1970s maintenance of the building's 
gave a further boost to district heating system. 
heating. The oil dependence had 
to be reduced, and by changing 
from individual oil-firing with 
60-70% annual efficiency to 
district heating with its 85%-plus 
efficiency, appreciable cuts could 
be made in oil consumption. In 
1976 a large district cogeneration 
plant was brought on stream. 

The five local district-heating net
works in Stockholm are at present be
ing connected. The main distribution 
system is mostly located in tunnels. 
l/1: Stock_holm Energi 

Development in the last decade 
has concentrated on increasing 
flexibility in terms of fuel. The 
low price of electricity in Sweden 
has made the latest heavy-duty 
heat pumps particularly profit
able, some paying for themselves 
in even less than two years. In 
1987, heat pumps with a total ca
pacity of more than 400 MW have 
been installed, the individual 
pumps in the order of 1-30 MW. 

Customer substation supplying 24 apartments with domestic hot water and heat 
for radiators (120 MW radiator circuit capacity). Heat exchangers substitutef or 
the individual heating plant. Photo: swEBEX 

Over a five-year period from 
1987, Stockholm Energi will in
vest SEK 2. 7 billion (USD 420 
million) in developing production 
plants and extending the distribu
tion network. According to the 
present heating plan (1987), by 
the year 2000 some 90% of all 
properties in the capital will be 
heated by district heating. 

The city's system 
Heat production in Stockholm is 
based on four plants with a total 
production capacity of 2500 MW 
of heat and 600 MW of electricity. 
The distribution network had (in 

The evolution over time of the air sulphur content at a central location in Stock
holm. 

Heating property by I I 
property based on coal, 
coke, wood, gas to> 90% 

The first heating plant 
of Vartan in operation 
in 1959 

Oil is taki over 
gradualjY-and dis
chaJi'les of acid 

l=::l:=======t;'.,.>stuffs increase and 
discharges of alka
line stuffs decrease 

1940 

The measurements 
of the corrosion 
start in 1938 

1950 1960 

The corrosion is kept 
on a low level in spite 
of heating property by 
property, low sulphur 
content in fuels and 
considerable discharges 
of alkaline dust 

The sulphur content 
of heavy oil is re
duced to 1% 

Further extension 
of district heating 

--
1970 1980 Year 

The corrosion has reached the same 
level as during the 1930's. Measure
ments and calculations of so, indicate 
that the corrosion will decline further
more concurrently with the exte~sion 
of district heating 
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Sweden's second largest city Go
teborg has been built at the 
mouth of a river . The centre of 
the city and most of its housing 
lies to the south, while industry is 
gathered around the harbours 
along the northern bank and in
cludes a large refinery. In order 
to use the considerable quantities 
of waste heat from the refinery, a 
tunnel has been built under the 
river linking with the district
heating system. Energy equival
ent to 55 000 m3 of oil is now 
saved each year. Interior of the tunnel. Photo: BPA 

District heating tunnel under the river Gota alv 
The tunnel has a length of 

3500 m and a cross-section of 
23 m2 , and in addition there are 
1000 m of 20 m2 transport tun
nels. A total of 120 000 m3 of 
solid rock were removed. At its 
deepest, the tunnel lies 140 m be
low the surface of the water, but 
in spite of this, the excavation ran 
into difficulties due to a number 
of weak zones, some with swell
ing clay, which traverse the rock 
below the river. The problem was 
solved by painstaking investiga
tion, and by drilling pilot tunnels 
and consolidating the rock by 
pre-injection before the final ex
cavation. 

fault zone wi;th 
clay a!teratiorn 

core drillings 

Schematic illustrations of the awkward ground conditions below the river, and 
the core drillings used to examine them. 
l/1: BPA 

Uddevalla's heating plant in rock 
U ddevalla is an industrial town on 
the west coast of Sweden with 
40 000 inhabitants. The town has 
grown up at the mouth of a river, 
where foundations are difficult, 
as the floor of the valley is loose 
clay of considerable thickness. 
The valley is surrounded by un
dulating granite rocks, and when 
it came to building a heating plant 
it proved extremely difficult to 
find a suitable site in relation to 
the distribution network. Clay
based foundations had to be 
avoided, and existing buildings 
also limited the choice of possible 
sites, so an area of rock nearby 
was chosen. There were two con
struction methods available. The 
first was to build on an area level
led by blasting, involving con
siderable blasting activity due to 

the topography; the second was to 
locate the plant in a rock cavern. 
Cost estimates showed that there 
was little difference between the 
two, and the rock cavern alterna
tive was chosen, as it would avoid 
harming the landscape, which 
would have been the case with 
levelling. 

It should be noted that the rock 
site most favourable for the heat
ing plant was already occupied -
the municipal waste water purifi
cation plant was already located 
in a rock cavern in this area, and it 
had to be possible to enlarge it. 

The heating plant has been in 
operation since 1978. Its four 
80 MW boilers, have capacity to 
heat 2 million m2 of floor area, 
equivalent to 80% of the town's 
buildings. 

The heating plant is built inside a hill, 
close to a major road. 
l/1: VBB 

Owner is Energiverken of Ud
devalla. VBB was responsible for 
the architectural and structural 
design and contractor was ABV. 
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Heat storage 
Seeking an alternative to oil 

A comprehensive energy research 
programme was initiated in Swed
en following the enormous in
crease in the price of oil in 1973. 
As the country was then largely 
dependent on oil for energy pro
duction, the programme aimed at 
finding alternatives to oil. In the 
years that followed, continued 
rises in the price of oil coupled 
with the Swedish decision in 1980 
to abandon nuclear power after 
the year 2010 have increased the 
need for research into new tech
nology. From 1975 up to 1987, 
some SEK 4000 million (USD 600 
million) have been invested in re
search, development and de
monstration plants. This is equi
valent to an average of SEK 40/ 
year (USD 6/year) per inhabitant, 
which is a high level in world 
terms. 

Central to the programme has 
been the development of solar 
heating, heat pumps and heat 
storage. Of these the heat pump 
has already established itself on 
the market - in 1986 heat pumps 
supplied 9 TWh of energy, rough
ly 2% of the country's total ener
gy supply. Solar heating and heat 
storage have also been worked up 
into practical systems on a com
mercial scale, and experience of 
them has been gained mainly 
from experimental installations. 

Long-term heat storage 
The idea behind long-term heat 
storage is based on storing unused 
heat from the summer months for 
the winter, enabling use of heat 
from industry which would other
wise have been lost in water cours
es or cooling towers. Sweden, 
with its numerous heat-producing 
industries such as paper mills and 
refineries, possesses large 
amounts of heat which can be 
used for buildings. Where the 
temperature is unsuitable for di-
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rect use, a combination with heat 
pumps can be advantageous. 
It has been proved that the most 
economical application of solar 
heat lies in large solar-panel in
stallations with surface areas of 
tens of thousands of square 
metres, typically combined with 
annual heat stores to supply di
strict-heating networks. 

The energy supply in the count
ry must be sufficient to cover the 
coldest days of the year, when 
both domestic and industrial 
needs have to be met. The peak 
outputs required only during 
these short periods are the most 
expensive, and having stored heat 
to help cover them would be a tre
mendous benefit to the energy 
system. 

Solar heating - seasonal variations 

MWh 

Rock caverns for heat storage have 
no thermal installation, the rock it
self acting as insulation material. The 
figure illustrates a FEM-calculation 
of how the surrounding rock is heat
ed. 

t ft t ff t t 

During summer, vast 
quantities of solar heat 
may be collected, but, 
in Sweden there is vir
tually no solar heat 
available during No
vember through Janu
ary. Rock cavern stor
age makes it possible to 
save appreciable quan
tities of solar energy in 
summer for winter. 
Illustrations: SKANSKA 
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Initially, a "heat in
vestment" of the rock 
mass is required, be
fore a steady state con
dition is reached. For 
the Lyckebo project 
this investment is esti
mated at some 7-8% 
of the total cost of the 
rock cavern. 



C2:P 
An experimental year-round solar plant 
The largest solar installation operating in Sweden, in opera
tion since 1983, supplies 550 dwellings in Lyckebo with heat 
the whole year round. It is based on a solar-heating complex 
with a total of 25 000 m2 of solar panels and a rock storage 
chamber capacity of 100 000 m3 • 

As this is an experimental installa
tion, only part of the solar-heat
ing complex has been constructed 
so far (about 4300 m2 of solar pa
nels); and the remaining energy is 
produced by an electric boiler, 
which simulates solar-heat pro
duction. 

The solar panels consist of mo
dules of 12 m2 • A total of 360 have 
been installed and are coupled up 
in 25 banks near the residential 
area. In 1985, 294 kWh of heat 
was fed to the storage chamber 
per square metre of solar panel, at 
an average temperature of 81 ?C. 

The rock storage chamber has 
been made in the shape of a ring to 
minimize heat losses . It has an ex
ternal diameter of 75 m, a width 
of 18 m and a height of 30 m, the 
roof being 30 m below the earth's 
surface. The chamber is devoid of 
artificial insulation as the sur
rounding rock acts as insulating 
material. The storage chamber 
has been constructed to exploit 
the tendency of water to form 
layers, with hot water at the top 

and the temperature decreasing 
downwards, depending on how 
much heat has been stored. So as 
not to disturb the layers, hot 
water from the solar-heating 
complex is fed in via a telescopic 
pipe to the chamber level where 
the water is at the same tempera
ture. The useful capacity of the 
chamber is approximately 5500 
MWh. 

During its first years of opera
tion, heat was absorbed in raising 
the temperature of the surround
ing rock mass. Now that this has 
almost been achieved, heat losses 
to the surrounding rock are mod
est, amounting to about 15% of 
the energy supplied annually and 
it will be some years before a 
steady state condition is reached. 
Comprehensive research at the 
Lund Institute of Technology has 
produced a mathematical descrip
tion of this type of system and the 
precision of the calculations is 
high. 

The economic viability of this 
type of experimental installation 

A full-scale solar heating and rock 
storage complex seems to be most 
competitive when supplying some 
75% of the annual needs of a local 
district heating network. 

has improved greatly since the re
search programme started. It re
quired an investment of around 
SEK 20 a year per kWh (solar) in 
1979, and by 1986 this had been 
reduced to SEK 3.50 (USD 3.14 
to 0.55), all at 1986 prices. The 
cost per kWh supplied was cal
culated in 1986 as SEK 0.45 (USD 
0.07) based on the Lyckebo in
stallation figures. 

Owner of the Lyckebo installa
tion is Uppsala Energi. The solar 
heating complex was supplied by 
Scandinavian Solar and the stor
age facility was constructed by 
Skanska. The project was sup
ported by the Swedish Council 
for Building Research (BFR). 

The 4300 m2 solar panels at Lyckebo, in front of the 
dwellings they serve. 

The rock cavern was given the shape of a ring to minimize 
heat losses. The tunnel on top serves as distribution centre 
for the Lyckebo district heating network. 

Photo: Swedish Council for Building Research l/1. SKANSKA 
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Water supply 
Tunnels have been used to bring water to towns 
since ancient times. A famous example is the Siloam 
tunnel in Israel which was constructed 2700 years 
ago to supply Jerusalem with water. It is 533 m 
long, excavated out of limestone, and is still in good 
condition and in use today. 

When modern water conduits began to be in
stalled in the middle of the 1800s cast-iron pipes 
were used for all water transportation. Later steel, 
concrete and plastic pipes were introduced. How
ever, when it is a case of bringing in large quantities 
of water, tunnels provide an interesting alternative, 
and in more recent times, a considerable number of 
tunnels have been built to provide towns and in
dustries with water. 

Advantages of tunnels 
In general, tunnels have proved to 
be economical when large quanti
ties of water (more than 1 m3/s) 
are to be transported over dis
tances of more than 1 km. In con
trast to pipes, the marginal costs 
of increasing the cross-section of 
a tunnel are low, and the competi
tiveness of tunnels increases with 
length as their commissioning 
costs are relatively high. 

Tunnels are independent of to
pography and so can compete 
strongly with pipelines when the 
route crosses hills, and as they can 
be driven straight their length is 
normally shorter than equivalent 
pipelines, eg. in built-up areas and 
where there are obstacles such as 
watercourses. 

Tunnels can be constructed 
well below foundations, pipes 
and other services at depths where 
frost and heat have no effect, and 
there is little danger of earthquake 
damage os tremors (the amplitude 
of vibrations in the earth) reduce 
as depth increases. Being below 
ground also gives protection 

against acts of war, sabotage and 
vandalism. 

Tunnels constructed below the 
water table act as wells, in other 
words water seeps in through 
cracks in the rock and must be 
kept under control, partly to pre
vent damage to the surrounding 
ground, and partly to facilitate 
construction of the tunnel itself. 
This is usually carried out by in
jecting the rock with cement or 
other sealants, but in extreme 
cases a concrete lining may be re
quired. (Swedish construction 
contracts often specify a maxi
mum permissable seepage rate, 
for instance 1 litre/s per km.) 

A tunnel must be accessible via 
shafts or additional tunnels dur
ing construction and operation, 
and although most types of rock 
suitable for tunnels are resistant 
to corrosion, and so tunnels gene
rally require less protection 
against corrosion than pipelines, 
this does not apply to the necessa
ry mechanical equipment. 

The Bo/men tunnel under construction. Through this 80 km rock tunnel, up to 
6 m 3 Is of water supply the southern part of Sweden with fresh water. 
Photo: ABV, Holger Staffansson 

The 2700 years old Siloam Tunnel in 
Jerusalem, still in use. Marks from 
hammers and chisels are visible, indi
cating that the two gangs of workers 
met in the middle of the tunnel. 
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The Holmen project: 

Long distance transportation of water 
Twelve towns in southern Sweden, with a total of 600 000 
inhabitants, co-operated to solve their future water-supply 
problems by a project in which water is led by gravity from 
a large lake in an upland region 100 km south to two water
treatment plants. Purified water is distributed to the twelve 
towns, and the project includes an 80 km rock tunnel con
structed in two stages over a period of ten years. 

In brief, the project entails mov
ing water from Lake Bolmen, 
approximately 100 km south to 
supplement the existing water re
sources in the twelve towns. As 
these local supplies of water were 
obviously insufficient in the long 
term, in 1960 the county admini
strations concerned asked for a 
government enquiry. This took 
place in 1965 and considered the 
extraction of water from Lake 
Bolmen to be a possibility, so the 
five largest towns formed a com
pany, Sydvatten AB, to under
take the project. A rock tunnel 
proved to be the most economical 
way of transferring 6 m3/s of 
water, the rate estimated to be the 
future requirement. 

The Bolmen tunnel was blasted 
through a geological environment 
which in some parts proved much 
tougher than other Swedish tun
nelling projects, and engineering 
geology played an important role 
in the construction. Geological 
and geophysical investigations 
were carried out continually to 
gain increasing knowledge of the 
rock mass, and the tunnel was 
successfully completed in Janua
ry 1985, after 10 years of work. 

A key to the success was the use 
of new techniques developed dur
ing the project. Grouting techni
ques were remarkably developed, 
and what is now known as the 
Bolmen technique allows pre
blast drilling to start immediately 
after grouting. This meant that 
drilling and grouting for each 
round were completed within 8 
hours. 

The Bolmen scheme was de
signed by Sydkraft, the University 
of Lund and VBB AB and con
structed by JM Bygg, JCC and 
ABV (joint venture, stage 1) and 
Skanska (stage 2). Subcontrac
tors were BESAB and Stabilator 
and subconsultants Hagconsult 
and Bergsaker Konsult. 

Map of the Bo/men project. The tun
nel route was chosen to minimize fis
sure zone problems in the bedrock, 
and aerial photo mapping and seis
mic investigations were employed. 

rkaryd 

sleholm 

t Plant 

The use of shotcrete in a wet
mix process incorporating steel 
fibres increased the driving rate, 
especially in very poor rock. 

During the ten years of construction new shotcreting techniques involving the 
use of steel fibre reinforcement were developed. The new methods improved the 
rate of excavation. 
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Tunnel and basin system provides Sweden's 
second largest city with water 
The first water-treatment plant in Goteborg (also the first in 
Sweden), was brought into operation in 1787. Since then the 
town has grown to become Sweden's second largest city with 
almost half a million inhabitants. 

The most recent water-supply installation was brought into 
service in 1968, and involves diverting water from the river 
Gata Alv and pumping it through tunnels to natural high-level 
basins. From here it is pumped through another tunnel to the 
purification plant at Lackarebtick which supplies the city with 
drinking water. 

The water is cleaned at the river 
Gota Alv intake, and after chlori
ne is added to kill bacteria and 
viruses, it is led through sedimen
tation tanks in order to separate 
suspended river solids, and then 
carried to two reservoirs linked by 
a canal. The water is stored here 
for approximately three months 
to improve its quality, and then it 
is transferred to the water-treat
ment plant at Lackareback for 
final purification and distribu
tion. 

Owner is the Goteborg Water 
Authority who was also responsible 
for the design together with VIAK, 
Goteborg. Contractors were SIAB, 
WP and Kullenbergs Byggnads 
AB. 

Gotaalv 

Lilla 
Delsjbn 

On its way from the river to the 
reservoirs, the pipeline has first to 
cross a small river valley and then 
a ridge of hills, and it was decided 
to use two tunnels to achieve this, 
the first passing under the valley 
using gravity and going up to the 
level of the river. From a pump
ing station blasted out of the rock 
the water is then raised through a 
second tunnel to the reservoirs si
tuated 60 m above. A rock gravity 
tunnel is also used to transport 
water from the reservoir to the 
treatment plant. 

Map of the tunnel system in Goteborg's water-treatment plant at Lackarebiick. 
Capacity is 4.8 m 3 Is of clean water. 

At present, the plant handles 
140 000 m3 per day, but provision 
has been made for further treat
ment units which would increase 
the capacity to 420 000 m 3 per day 
(4.9 m3/s). 

The system was constructed 
between 1963 and 1968, without 
any serious excavation problems 
with the deep tunnels. However, 
leakage of groundwater occurred 
when passing below two deep clay 
pockets causing local wells to dry 
up, and these had to be replaced 
by connection to the city water 
mains. 

Longitudinal profile of the Lackare project tunnels (section area 10-12 m 2). 

The water is led under the river Stivean, then pumped to the lake reservoirs 60 m 
higher up and finally led by gravity to the purification plant. 
lllustrations: Gothenburg Water Authoriry 
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The Adal tunnel - water for the cellulose industry 

The wood-pulp industries at the mouth of the river Anger
maniilven had problems with their water supply as the river 
water was periodically mixed with salt water from the Bal
tic. A total of 7 m3 Is of water was needed for the five 
factories, the same amount as would be used by 1.5 million 
domestic consumers, and it now reaches the factories 
through a tunnel from higher up the river. The improved 
water quality has improved production and at the same time 
eliminated corrosion problems. 

The beautiful valley of the river 
Angermanalven in northern 
Sweden is a typical wooded re
gion. Timber is floated down to 
sawmills at the river mouth, but 
the sawmills (which do not need 
much water), have gradually been 
developed into woodpulp factor
ies, and in the 1950s the question 
of water for several of these fac
tories became critical. The city of 
Kramfors therefore initiated a 
joint project to provide the fac
tories with an adequate supplY. 

An investigation showed that 
the most suitable source was the 
river itself, at a point upstream 
beyond the salt water, and the 
most economical way of trans
ferring it to the factories was in a 
shared tunnel. The 13 km tunnel 
was constructed with the help of a 
government subsidy and was 
brought into service in 1965. 

Engineering was made by VBB 
AB, Stockholm and construction 
by Skanska. 

As a test before starting operation, 
the pumps at the tunnel intake were 
run although the tunnel was closed at 
the other ends and water flowed 
down from a surge tower, situated at 
a point where the tunnel passed under 
a deep part of the river. 
l/1. VBB 

The Cantareira scheme brings water to Sao Paulo 
Most of the water for Sao Paulo and its suburbs is produced 
by the Cantareira scheme, which came into service in 1975. 
The water is brought from reservoirs via a series of five tun
nels to the water-treatment plant close to the city. 

Brazil's largest city, Sao Paulo, 
requires a great deal of water for 
its rapidly growing population. In 
the Cantareira mountains to the 
north, four rivers have been dam
med to form a combined reservoir 
of 1400 million m3 capacity, 
which allows 33 m3/s of water to 
be drawn off for water-supply 

Rio Jaguari reservoir 
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purposes. 
It is led in tunnels by gravity 

from the upper reservoirs to the 
lower and from there is lifted 120 
m by an underground pumping 
station before passing through 
two short gravity tunnels to a 
purification plant. The total 
length of the five tunnels is 25 km. 

Owner is the Companhia Met
ropolitana de Agua de Sao Paulo, 
COMASP. Engineering (tunnels) 
by SWECONSULT, Sao Paulo 
(VBB). 

Section of the Cantareira scheme. 



Water to the deserts of Pampas de Majes, Peru 
The Majes Project is a vast irrigation scheme being carried 
out high up in the Andes of southern Peru. Through a 230 
km long river-canal-tunnel system, water runs from the 
Andes down to Pampas de Majes and Pampas de Siguas, 
where some 60 000 hectares of these desert plateaux are to 
be transformed into productive farmland supporting some 
50 000 people. 

The two plateaux, located at an 
altitude of 1500-1800 m above 
sea level, are part of the arid 
coastal area bordering the Pacific 
Ocean. The trade winds retain 
their moisture until the mountains 
have forced them up to heights of 
over 3000 metres, so the highlands 
have plenty of rain but the coastal 
strip has nothing. 

At Condoroma, located in the 
catchment area of the Rio Colca 
at an altitude of 4200 m, a dam 
has been constructed to form a re
servoir of 250 million m3 capaci
ty. 70 km downstream of the 
dam, water is diverted from the 
Rio Colca, via a first system of 
tunnels and canals, to the Rio Si
guas . After running another 37 
km in the Rio Siguas down 1900 
m, the water is led through a se
cond system of canals and tunnels 
to a secondary network (not part 
of the contract in question) for 
distribution. 

The entire river-tunnel-canal 
system is some 230 km long, and 
the 23 tunnels account for some 
100 km of the total. They are de
signed for a wate_rflow of 
30 m3/s, and have an average 
cross-section of 12 m2 , all are 
lined with concrete. Canals ac
count for 25 km, and rivers and 
river-beds for .the rest. 

The first stage, including a 
major part of the project, was 
constructed between 197 4 and 
1982, and irrigates 23 000 hectar
es of the Pampas de Majes. The 
second stage has not yet been im
plemented, but is designed to irri
gate another 3 7 000 hectares and 
will also include two hydro-elec
tric power stations. They will use 
the whole system's head of water 
to generate some 650 MW. 

Owner is the Ministry of Agri
culture, Peru. Engineering was 
made by Electroconsult of Milan, 
Italy and contractor was the 
Majes consortium (MACON), 
formed by Skanska, Malmo, 
Sweden (prime contractor) and 
four other companies. Value of 
contract, stage one was US$ 450 
million. 

Steel shuttering for the concrete lin
ing of a tunnel. 
Photo: SKANSKA, Toivo Steen 

The river-canal system is some 130 km 
long and canals account for 25 km. 
Ill. SKANSKA 

Map of the Majes Project. 
Ill. SKANSKA 
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Storm-water 
Storm-water can cause considerable problems in 
built-up areas because of the huge quantities involv
ed when there is heavy rain. This is much greater on 
hard surf aces such as houses and streets than with 
natural land. This run-off water calls for a large
capacity system which will be used only for short 
periods. 

In a number of cases the problem 
has been solved by tunnels instead 
of pipes or drains, for instance 
where a natural watercourse can
not cope with the increased 
quantity resulting from urban de
velopment, while at the same time 
flooding has to be prevented. One 
solution is to collect and transfer 
storm-water to a larger water
course: tunnels have been shown 
to be the most economical 
method of making such a trans
fer. 

Storm-water tunnels can also 

assist with reservoir level control, 
and such tunnels can be smaller in 
cross-section as they fill only tem
porarily and need smaller hydrau
lic capacity. Their most important 
function is to balance fluctuations 
in flow volume. This is vital where 
water is being carried to a purifi
cation plant, as the purification 
process cannot cope with too 
large a flow. The only alternative 
is to direct some of the water past 
the purification plant, but lakes 
should be protected against sud
den surges of polluted water . 

Surge tunnels in Stockholm 
Stockholm has a combined waste water system, ie storm
water and waste water are piped together to the purification 
plants. Since the system cannot cope with excess rain 
volume, overflows are provided at about 250 points where 
the excess water can run out to sea in an unpurified state. 
Proposals to reduce the need for these overflows include the 
construction of a number of surge tunnels, several of which 
have already been built. 

The surge tunnel fills when it rains 
and is emptied later by pumping 
the water back into the waste 
water system, and from there to 
the purification plant. One of 
these is the Alvsjo-Malaren surge 
tunnel, which is mainly for sur
face water with small amounts of 
waste water, and has an interest
ing design. The surge water stored 
in the tunnel can be led directly 
out to sea from its discharge end, 
but only from the higher layers of 
water. Those from the lower part 
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of the tunnel, containing most of 
the impurities, are pumped across 
to the waste water pipes for tran
sportation to the purification 
plant. 

Stockholm's total run-off area 
of 140 km2 has been divided into 
13 sub-areas, each of which has 
been calculated using a computer 
model, and construction of the 
surge tunnels has been organized 
on a priority basis according to 
which areas need them most, and 
what levels of overflow are accep-

A third point is the purification 
of the storm-water which takes 
place inside the tunnel itself. As 
there is normally some time bet
ween heavy rain storms, the water 
can be drained off slowly enough 
for the worst impurities to be de
posited as sediment. If the water 
discharge rate is kept below the 
erosion limit the sediment can 
build up over long periods, even 
decades, before the tunnel needs 
to be cleaned. 

The surge tunnel at Alvik i Stockholm, 
put into operation in 1985, with a vo
lume of 6 000 m 3 • 

Photo: Stockholm Water and Sewerage Works. 

table. Surge tunnels are the ob
vious answer as these are built-up 
areas with little access to usable 
land. 



Flooded street in Mexico City. 

Deep drainage tunnel under Mexico City 
Swedish tunnel experts have contributed with planning, 
supporting technique and knowhow in general to the construc
tion of what is probably the worlds biggest drainage tunnel 
project. 

Mexico City is situated in a valley 
2300 m above sea level. This valley 
has no natural outlet, and the cen
tral city area had for a long time 
suffered from severe flooding when 
heavy rains occurred. To master 
this problem, extensive systems of 
sewerage and stormwater canals 
and tunnels with supporting pump
ing facilities had been installed over 
the years, but they did not work 
satisfactorily. 

work: for construction of the main 
tunnel and 20 kms of collecting 
tunnels, 31 shafts were dug, 30 tun
nel headings were in operation si
multaneously, 3 600 000 m3 of all 
types of material were excavated 
underground and 1 500 000 m3 of 
concrete were used for lining of the 
tunnels and shafts. 

This deep drainage system for 
the worlds biggest city has now 

served for more than ten years 
and has been an important contri
bution to life in the metropolis. 

Owner of this facility is Mexico 
City, Departemento D.F. Engi
neering by DIRAC S.A., Mexico 
and construction by Tunels S.A. 
(TUSA), . a consortium of eight 
Mexican contractors, assisted by 
WP-System AB, Sweden. 

To overcome this the authorities 
decided in the mid sixties to con
struct a new deep drainage tunnel 
system under the city and through 
the surrounding mountains, ca
pable of conducting all sewage and 
rain water from the entire valley for 
disposal in the low lands. Concrete work in the main tunnel. Pho10s: Gunnar Pettersson 

This new system consists of a net 
of collecting canals and tunnels, 
mainly of 4 and 5 m diameter, with 
a total length of approximately 60 
km and a single main tunnel 50 km 
long and 6, 5 m in diameter. All the 
tunnels are concrete lined. The 
main tunnel has an excavated area 
of 55 m2 • Shafts connect the 
stormwater drains and sewers to 
the tunnels. 

The construction of these rela
tively big tunnels in the unstable 
ground of the valley, and partly un
der the city, involved a number of 
construction problems, which the 
Mexican contracting consortium 
had to tackle together with their 
Swedish colleagues. Some figures 
give an idea of the magnitude of the 
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Waste-water 
At least a third of Sweden's built-up areas drain 
their waste water in rock tunnels, as this has proved 
to be the most economical method, and although 
this is confined mainly to the large cities, some 
smaller places are also involved. A number of puri
fication plants have also been located in rock 
caverns, including the largest in the country, partly 
because of a shortage of land, and also for environ
mental reasons. The experience of 50 years' opera
tion has been consistently good. 

Waste water tunnels 
The public waste water system 
was in most cases constructed 
long before waste water purifica
tion was introduced, and this 
often makes it difficult from both 
the technical and economic points 
of view to gather all the waste 
water outlets at a single main puri
fication plant. 

Using tunnels is the logical way 
of collecting water from the dif
ferent pipe networks, and this has 
been done in many parts of Swe
den since the 1930s. The technolo
gy has developed gradually so that 
today waste water tunnels can be 
planned for varying conditions on 
a sound basis. 

The quantity of waste water 
from residential areas and indust
ry fluctuates regularly during the 
day, which means that the load on 
the purification plant only reach
es its peak for a few hours each 
day. The tunnels are closed off in 
many places to regulate the flow 
to the purification plant, thus 
spreading the peak loads over a 
longer period of the day. The 
main reason for choosing rock 

Around 1930, pollution had made 
bathing in central Stockholm impos
sible, but 40 years later, thanks to ef
fective sewage treatment, people can 
again use the traditional open air 
baths in the city. 
Photo: Pressens Bild, M. Hartman 

tunnels instead of pipelines is in 
principle the same as for water 
supplies (already described), but a 
few operational aspects deserve 
individual mention: 

Corrosion. Waste water pipes 
are frequently damaged by corro
sive gases from the waste water, 
mainly hydrogen sulphide, but 
rock is not damaged in this way. 

Purification. The waste water 
does not need cleaning when it 
reaches the purification plant via 
a tunnel. One plant (Kappala) has 
even scrapped its purification 
equipment, which had not been 
used a single time in 25 years. 

Ventilation. Waste water con
sumes oxygen, so air must be con
tinually supplied to prevent the 
formation of hydrogen sulphide. 
The gases given off are driven out 
through ventilators at suitable lo
cations, and the towers can if ne
cessary be fitted with air reduc
tion appliances. The air can be 
carried over tens of kilometres in 
the tunnels so there is consider
able freedom as to where to site 
the ventilation towers. 

Interruptions in pumping. 
Waste water is led by gravity at a 
normal inclination 0. 7 to 1.0 per 
thousand, to a pumping station 
located some tens of metres below 
the purification plant. Short-term 
interruptions in power are dealt 
with by storing the waste water in 
the spare space within the tunnel. 

Experience with waste 
water purification plants 
Fifteen waste water purification 
plants have been constructed in 
rock caverns, including some of 
the largest in the country, and to
gether they account for 30% of all 
waste water purification in Swed
en. 

It is obviously better to locate 
the · purification plant so as to 
avoid over-long transport dis
tances, ie between the sewer and 
the final destination, but it is 
often a problem to find suitable 
and sufficient space for the sur
face installations. Demands for 
the elimination of process odours 
have steadily grown; and this in 
turn has further increased the 
land requirement. (Today in 
Sweden there must be a buff er 
zone of at least 200 m around a 
surface purification plant.) 

Location in rock can also free 
the surrounding land for other 
uses, as the treatment plant 
vanishes from sight and all noise 
is eliminated. The problem of 
odour is solved by confining the 
discharge to a chimney of suffici
ent height, sometimes backed up 
by purification. As an illustration 
of this, one residential area has 
been built on land overlying the 
largest purification plant in the 
country (Henriksdal). In addi
tion, space in the rock is often 
available without special land 
duty. 

As far as the personnel are con
cerned, working in a rock cavern 
can be compared with working in
doors in that the workplace is pro
tected from the weather. This in
door climate also has advantages 
for the purification process as it 
removes the problems associated 
with strong sunlight and intense 
cold. According to available ex
perience, the purification plants 
located in rock caverns have all 
shown up well from the reliability 
aspect. 
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Stockholm's water 
As in other industrialized countries' capitals, water condi
tions in Stockholm have gradually deteriorated during the 
19th and 20th centuries, but an ambitious waste water puri
fication project has now reversed this trend. The open-air 
swimming areas on the beaches are again well frequented 
and the quays around the Opera House and the Royal 
Castle offer some of the best sites for sea-trout fishing in the 
country. 

Stockholm is a city built on the is
lands where Lake Malaren flows 
out into the Baltic, and when the 
sewer network was first planned 
over a hundred years ago, it was a 
case of taking the pipes to the 
nearest watercourse. This was not 
difficult as no part of the city was 
far from the waterfront. 

As the water gradually became 
more and more polluted, at
tempts were made to improve the 
situation, and these included in
creasing the flow of water out to 
sea by dredging, and extending 
the pipelines into deeper water. 
These failed to halt the increasing 
pollution, however, and fish 
stocks started to be adversely af
fected. The last large outdoor 
swimming area (Strombadet) in 
the centre of Stockholm was clos
ed down on health grounds in 
1932; its traditional swimming 
contests had already been stopped 
five years earlier. 

wait for the result: the smell and 
taste of the water has continually 
improved, as has its clarity, and 
open-air baths came back into use 
in central Stockholm during the 
1970s. 

In 1973, young sea trout were 
released on an experimental basis 
and two years later surprised and 
gratified anglers were able to 
catch magnificent fish: each year 

about 1500 sea trout and a num
ber of salmon are now caught by 
rod from the quays around the 
Old Town. Whereas the under
water visibility was previously less 
than half a metre, the water is now 
so clear that anglers regard it as 
something of a problem. The fish 
can now see them! 

Extensive use of tunnels 
and rock caverns 
The main sewers feeding the prin
cipal purification plants in the 
Stockholm area consist for the 
most part of tunnels in the rock, 
and a total of approximately 260 
km of tunnels is in use today, nor
mally 20 to 40 m below the sur
face. The cross-section is the mi
nimum consistent with blasting 

Attempts to control the situa
tion continued, with the waste 
water plan of 1930 laying the 
foundation for the present sewer
age system, and although it was 
not easy to connect all the out
falls, a comprehensive pipeline 
project was started (waste water 
tunnels were introduced at this 
time). The original purification 
plant using mechanical treatment 
methods was brought into service 
in 1934, and the central plant at 
Henriksdal followed seven years 
later. 

Geologists occasionally inspect the waste-water tunnels, a task which is not al
ways easy. The need for maintaining the tunnel's is, however, almost nil. 

Changes after 30 years 
A vast improvement in Stock
holm's water coincided with the 
introduction of biological and 
chemical treatment methods in 
about 1960. This reduced both the 
biological content and salts by 90 
to 95%, and there was not long to 
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techniques, usually from 5 to 11 
m2 , and as far as waste water flow 
is concerned, this provides con
siderable over-capacity which can 
be put to use in future expansion 
and development. 

A tunnel towards the west from 
the first treatment plant (Akes
hov) was started in 1931 and was 
gradually extended to 20 km. 
During the 1950s and 1960s this 
part of Stockholm was under
going large-scale development in 
effect the equivalent of a small 
town was added each year. This 
development did not cause any 
problems as far as waste water 
was concerned as it was simply a 
matter of connecting each new 
district tc the tunnel by boring a 
hole in a suitable place for tran
sport to the purification plant. 

The overall objective in the de
velopment of tunnels and treat
ment plants has been to relieve 
Lake Malaren of waste water, as 
this great lake is the source of the 
city's water supply. When the 
tunnel which is currently (1987) 
being built from the Bromma 
purification plant to the coastal 
side of the city centre is brought 
into service, the last-discharge in
to Lake Malaren will cease. 

A further line of development 
is to link up with the district
heating supply system. Heavy
duty heat pumps transfer the heat 
in the waste water to the district
heating network, and the most re
cent waste water tunnels were 
built for the partial or sole pur
pose of transferring waste water 
to or from a district-heating 
plant. 

The purification plants them
selves have been constructed 
mainly underground, principally 
because of the difficulty in find
ing suitable land and avoiding 
interference with surrounding 
buildings. 

The waste water tunnels in the Stock
holm area, built over the years, now 
add up to a considerable total. Kap
pa/a, the northern tunnel system, is 
described on the following two pages. 

Salmon trout fishermen are a daily sight in Stockholm. In the background the 
Royal Opera House. 
Photo: Svenskt Pressfoto, Leif R Jansson 
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The Kappala plant serving nine municipalities 
Waste water from the northern suburbs of Stockholm is 
collected in a 60 km network of tunnels and taken to a 
shared purification plant at Kappa/a, Lidingo, which is de
signed for 500 000 people. It is equipped with biological and 
chemical purification, and has been in operation since 1969. 

The northern municipalities in the 
Stockholm region decided during 
the 1950s to collaborate in solving 
waste water problems that had by 
then become acute. The plan was 
to collect the waste water in tun
nels and pipelines and convey it to 
a large, efficient plant located at a 
suitable discharge point. This 
would avoid any local discharge 
of untreated water, which prev
iously had sometimes been dis
charged into lakes and bays with a 
low water turnover, resulting in 
very poor conditions in a number 
of them. 

After a technical and organiza
tional study, a municipal body 
called the Kappala Association 
was formed in 1957, with the nine 
municipalities as principals, and 
such co-operation was a vital pre
condition for the project. 

A major question at the plann
ing stage was the discharge point 
for the treated water, and a site 
was selected off Kappala on the is
land of Lidingo, where the main 
current from Lake Malaren pass
es on its way out to sea. But as 
there was no site in the area that 
was both suitable and large 
enough, it was decided to con
struct a cavern in a convenient 
area of rock. This solution had 
several advantages: 

• Minimum environmental con
flict with residential areas bor
dering on the site, and conse
quent acceptance by the gen
eral public. 

• Land purchase would be limit
ed (the area is in great demand, 
so land prices are high) partly 
due to the modest surface 
building needs and partly be
cause no buff er zone would be 
required. 

• The indoor location offered 
advantages for the treatment 
process, for the equipment, 
and for the personnel. 
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Rock tunnels with cross-sections 
from 4 to 8 m2, comprising a tunnel 
system about 60 km long, convey the 
sewage to the treatment plant. 

Mechanically operated screens remove large solids before inflow to the main 
pumping station. After dewatering, screened material is transported to a refuse 
dump (above). Sewage is biologically treated with activated sludge in the aera
tion tanks by oxygenation using the "step aeration" method. Air is pumped in
to the bottom of the tanks from a compressor station which has a total capacity 
of 55 000 m3/h. Photos: VBB 



Transferring waste water from 
the nine municipalities through 
tunnels also offered financial and 
legal benefits: a single judgement 
in the Water Rights Court granted 
rights for construction of the 
whole tunnel. The alternative 
solution involving pipelines 
through hills, built-up areas, 
roads and railways, water
courses, etc, would have been 
more difficult technically, finan
cially and in terms of property 
law. 

A total of 60 km of tunnels has 
been built, in addition to local 
connecting pipes, and the net
work plan was based on linking 
local main sewers to the tunnel by 
gravity. Where possible, the con
nection was effected by a vertical 
shaft down into the tunnel, while 
in other places the link took the 
form of a connecting tunnel or 
pipe. On reaching Kappala, the 
water is pumped up 22 m to the 
purification plant where it is 
gravity-fed through the plant and 
via a further tunnel and wooden 
culvert to the discharge point at a 
depth of 45 m. 

Apart from the deep-level 
pumping station, the treatment 
plant comprises six parallel tun
nels. On its way through the 300 m 
long tunnels the water passes in 
turn through a sand trap, sedi
mentation pool, aeration pool 

Activated sludge is separated from the sewage in lamellae sedimentation tanks 
and clarif action of the treated water is carried out in the final sedimentation tanks. 
Endless chain scrapers remove the sludge from the bottom of the tanks. 
Photo: VBB 

with activated sludge, pool for 
precipitation and flocculation (to 
remove nutrient salts) and final 
sedimentation pool. Chlorine can 
be added in the outlet tunnel. The 
plant is ventilated and the exhaust 
air is led out through a high chim
ney. 

Sludge treatment is carried out 
above ground, first in sludge 
thickeners and sedimentation 
tanks, followed by final drying in 
screen-belt presses. Surface build
ings include those for monitoring 
the semi-automatic process, the 
offices and warehouses. 

,< 

Construction of the tunnel net
work started in 1958, work on the 
plant began in the following year, 
and the system was finally com
missioned in 1969. The plant is di
mensioned for the equivalent of 
500 000 people, but it can be en
larged if required. 

Project details: 
The Kappala Association, Li
dingo is the owner of both the tun
nels and the treatment plant. En
gineering was carried out by VBB 
AB and construction by ABV. 
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Waste-water tunnels in Goteborg 
In the Goteborg region, a combined tunnel system with a 
total length of almost 120 km collects the waste-water from 
half a million people and local industries the equivalent of 
waste-water from more than 750 000 people. The waste
water is transported distances of up to 30 km in tunnels be
fore it reaches the centrally situated municipal purification 
plant at Rya. 

GRYAAB (Goteborg Regional 
Sewage Works), formed from six 
municipalities, owns and operates 
the Rya plant as well as the inlet 
tunnels. Its inter-city waste water 
disposal system protects a num
ber of fresh-water lakes and rivers 
in the region from the effects of 
waste water and water quality in 
the whole Goteborg archipelago 
has improved markedly since the 
Rya plant was commissioned in 
1971/72. The success of this inter
city co-operation is due in part to 
the fact that it incorporates waste 
water tunnels below the built-up 
areas of the Old City. 
A map of the 120 km waste-water tunnel system in the Goteborg region. It col
lects the waste water from six municipalities and takes it to a central purification 
plant, where the river Gota Alv discharges into the North Sea. 
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Interior of a "wet" waste-water tun
nel, which requires only occasional 
inspection. 
Photo: Gothenburg Water Authority 

Water from households and in
dustry and also from storm-water 
gullies in the older parts of the city 
finds its way via the municipal 
sewer system to the GR Y AAB 
tunnels, and it may travel as much 
as 30 km ef ore reaching the treat
ment plant. Some 250 000 m 3 of 
the total tunnel volume in the im
mediate vicinity of the purifica
tion plant is used to balance the 
input when there are large water 
flows. · 

'J:he waste water arrives at the 
Rya plant 20 m below ground, 
and a four-unit pum'f)ing station 
with a total capacity of 23 m3/s 
raises the waste water to the treat
ment plant on the surface. The 
average inflow to the Rya plant is 
4 m3/s, though when there is 

... prolonged rain it can rise to 
"20 m3/s. Approximately 75% of 
the tunnel length has a cross-sec
tion of 8 m2 or less, while the 
gradient of the tunnels varies bet
ween 0.7 and 4.0 per thousand. 

In addition to these "wet tun
nels", the system also includes 
"dry" tunnels which are multi
purpose conduits containing 
pipelines for waste water. 



The western purification plant in central Oslo 

Norway's capital Oslo has two waste water purification 
plants. The largest and newest of these, the Central purifica
tion plant West, is completely concealed in the rock, and 
can handle the waste-water from 300 000 people in addition 
to that from industries equivalent to 250 000 people. 

In 1976, Oslo and the two neigh
bouring municipalities Asker and 
Brerum together built a purifica
tion plant in the rock under the 
Bjerkas district in Asker. A speci
al company was formed for the 
purpose (to date it is the largest 
inter-city co-operation project in 
Norway), and the site was selected 
after investigations to find the 
most suitable discharge point in 
the Oslo fjord. 

As the area was already built 
up, the underground solution was 
clearly the best to avoid conflict 
with people in the vicinity, and 
transporting waste water to the 
purification plant involved con
structing of a total of 35 km of 
tunnels. These were driven by 
tunnelling machines through a 
bedrock consisting of limestone 
and shale, and their diameter was 
from 3.0 to 3.5 m. 

The inlet duct to the purification plant (above) and sand trap section in the puri
fication plant (below). 

The water is pumped up 20 m to 
the purification plant, which is 
designed for a dry-weather flow 
of 2.7 m3/s and a maximum flow 
of 4.8 m3/s. It has, however, 
proved possible in actual opera
tion to subject the plant to more 
than 7 m3 /s. The level of purifica
tion exceeds a 70% reduction of 
organic matter (BOD) and more 
than 90% in the case of phos
phorus. 

Owner is Vestfjorden Sewage 
Company (VEAB) Engineering 
jointly by Samfunnsteknikk 
(FBB) and Groner. 

Phoros: Oslo Lysverker, I. Davies 

Section through the plant. The purification process consists of gratings, sand 
traps, chemical precipitation and sedimentation (below). 
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The Lysekil coastal plant 
The town of Lysekil is a centre for the fishing industry in 
the west of Sweden on the North Sea coast. It features a 
fjord landscape with smooth granite cliffs, which is a highly 
prized bathing and tourist area in summer. To cope with the 
topography and avoid encroaching on the tourist environ
ment, both sewers and purification plant were constructed 
down in the rock. 

Enlarging the municipal waste 
water purification plant in Lysekil 
posed a number of problems. One 
was the need to avoid environ
mental conflicts with tourism in
terests in a landscape dominated 
by granite cliffs, and another was 
coping with variations in load 
caused by the summer influx of 
tourists and effluent from a fish 
cannery. 

It proved extremely difficult to 
find a suitable site for the purifi
cation plant as locating it any
where near the sea would spoil the 
beautiful coastline, and the tran
sport of chemicals would disturb 
the ancient locality. 

It was therefore decided to con
struct the plant inside a rock ca
vern, leaving only a couple of 
small buildings visible from the 
sea. The transport problem was 
solved by building a road around 
the residential area to the top of 
the rock site so the chemicals 
could be poured down a shaft into 
a store 30 m below. 

The process selected includes 
primary settling, plastic media 
tricklin filters (ICI Flocor), che
mical precipitation and settling, 
while the sludge treatment involv
es digestion and mechanical de
watering. The results of this treat
ment exceed 90% BOD (organic 
matter) and phosphorus from a 
design flow of 785 m3 per day, 
and a BOD load of 4200 kg BOD 
per day, corresponding to app
roximately 60 000 people. 

The waste water flows to the 
purification plant via a network 
of tunnels, a solution chosen 
mainly for economic reasons as it 
obviated digging up streets in the 
town. Planning was based on the 
position of the existing sewers and 
possible connections points, and 
the waste water is pumped up to 
the tunnels from two low points in 
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the old sewer network, from 
where it runs by gravity down to 
the plant. 

The municipality has built the 
tunnels itself; easements have 
been agreed with the land owners 
where parts of the tunnel network 
pass under private land. In one 
case where no agreement was 
reached with the landowner the 
tunnel was driven along the side 
of the property. 

In the city of Uddevalla the purifica
tion plant has been hidden inside a 
hill, where the city meets the sea 
front. Photo: JCC, Bjorn Enstrom 

1111 Tunnel 
-0- Pump station 

Sewage 
Treatment Plant • .. 

Site plan of the town of Lysekil with 
tunnel network and waste-water 
purification plant. 

The rock spoil from the tunnels 
and purification plant has been 
crushed for use as ballast material 
and also used as breakwaters for a 
harbour. 

Owner is the municipality of 
Lysekil. Engineering by Purac 
AB (treatment works) and VBB 
AB (tunnels). 



Trollhattan - an early example 
Construction of a power station for Trollhiittan 's 50 000 in
habitants at the beginning of the century showed how tunnel 
construction could benefit this municipality, and later waste 
water was conveyed entirely by gravity along tunnels and 
sewers and out through a treatment plant in the rock. 

The topography at Trollhattan is 
dominated by Sweden's largest 
river, which runs through the 
town and has carved out a deep 
valley surrounded by areas of 
rock, flowing over a famous 
waterfall. These conditions are 
not favourable for the construc
tion of pipelines. 

During the period 1909-25 a 
power station was constructed 
right under the town centre in a 
rock cavern with several associat
ed tunnels. These included a 3.3 
km long profile-regulating tunnel 
which follows the river. 

It was this prolonged period of 
construction that enabled the 
town to acquire knowledge of 
tunnel construction. Short tun
nels were started to take waste 
water to the profile-regulating 
tunnel, and constructing tunnels 
became a natural method, just 
like conventional pipelines. Dur
ing the period from 1930 to 1965 a 
comprehensive network of small 
waste water tunnels about 3 m2 in 
a cross-section was constructed 
using simple methods. 

Modern waste water purifica
tion was introduced in 1965-67 
when a treatment plant was built. 
By siting it on the downstream 
side of the town, waste water can 
reach the plant by gravity, pass 
through it and be led into the 
river. This method meant that the 
plant had to be constructed in a 
rock cavern, but this was also to 
the advantage of the surrounding 
built-up areas. 

With the construction of the 
waste water purification plant 
and associated tunnels the town 
came to grips with modern 
methods and up-to-date equip
ment. The construction of tunnels 
continued, but now with cross
sections of 8 m2 , and today the 
town has a total of 40 km of tun
nels with an overall volume of 
150 000 m 3 , which are also used 
for flow balancing during the day. 

The water treatment plant was 
enlarged in 1981 when chemical 
purification was introduced, and 
now it can handle waste water 
from 60 000 people and industries 
equivalent to 2 000 people. The 

biological and chemical purifica
tion sections have a throughput of 
1.0 m3/s, and the sludge is thick
ened and dewatered inside the 
rock, whereas digestion takes 
place in the control building on 
the surface. 

Owner of the facilities is Troll
hattan Street and Traffic Admin
istration. Engineering was made 
by VBB AB and construction by 
BPA (most recent extension). 

Artist's view of the Trol/hiittan waste
water treatment plant with a capacity 
of 1.800 m 3 of sewage/h. 
l/1. VBB 
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Multi-purpose tunnels 
In one of his visions of towns in the future, the . 
French architect and town planner Le Corbusier 
proposed that supplies and services be gathered to
gether in shared conduits. Pipelines for water, elec
tricity, and other services would be located at a 
lower level with road traf fie above, and to a certain 
extent his ideas have been realized, with different 
types of service ducts sharing the same tunnel. 
These tunnels have been constructed in carefully 
planned new districts as well as in older areas 
where the technical services needed improving, for 
financial as well as functional reasons. 

Tunnels for the new town 
of Angered 
Angered is a district of Goteborg, Sweden's second largest 
city, developed over a 10-year period around 1970 for 
30 000 inhabitants, with provision in the plans for twice 
that number. The area is crossed by ridges of rock with 
clay-filled valleys in between, and now features tunnels for 
tramways, waste water and general services. 

The technical services were plan
ned by the respective municipal 
engineering departments who 
maintained close contact with the 
architects and planners respon
sible for the residential areas, and 
each tunnel and shaft was discus
sed in detail. At a fairly early stage 
it was decided that it would make 
financial sense to locate selected 
services in tunnels, and in some 
places the tunnel solution proved 
essential for development reasons 
- interchanges, for instance, 
could not be constructed at area
sonable cost in any other way. 

The multi-purpose tunnel was 
designed to take mains-water 
supply pipes, cables and di
strict-heating pipes. A refuse
extraction duct was considered 
but was rejected on financial 
grounds (no state subsidy), and 
economics were an essential fact-
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or, in that several parties could 
share installation costs. 

The water and sewerage depart
ment was responsible for plann
ing and constructing the tunnel, 
while the other departments con
tributed to the costs in proportion 
to the tunnel space they occupied. 
The route selected was in effect a 
compromise offering the best 
technical and financial solution, 
considering the requirements of 
the various departments involv
ed. 

Water 

0 
0 

Heating 

0 
0 
0 

C-1 

This shows how the tunnel cost 
shares between the different users 
were calculated. Provided the pipes 
are sensibly arranged, the height of 
the tunnel is governed solely by the 
drilling equipment and trucks used to 
drive it, so cost calculations can be 
based on the proportion of the tunnel 
width taken up by the pipes. In the 
example, the cost of roadway (B) is 
divided equally between all the users 
while users 1, 2 and 6 pay for their re
spective s,hare of remaining width 
(A), and users 3 and 4 for (C). 

Inside the tunnel from left to right: 
cable racks, vehicle lane, water pipe, 
Decauvil!e tracks for transportation, 
and mountings for district-heating 
pipes. (The area of the tunnel is app
rox 35 m2 .) 



Telecommunications tunnels 

Telecommunications have ex
panded steadily over the last few 
decades and the growing use of 
computers using the telephone 
network has increased the load. 
Unlike other ducted services, the 
telecommunications network has 
had to be upgraded in stages and 
existing cables are enhanced by 
PCM boxes which raise the capa
city and transmission quality of 
the individual cables. Fibre-optic 
cables have also been introduced, 
with much higher capacity than 
the earlier cables with bundles of 
metal conductors. 

Simplified upgrading 
Existing telecommunications tun
nels can be upgraded economical
ly, it is easier to fit the equipment 
and install new cables in a tunnel 
than is the case for buried cables. 
Inspection of the equipment is 
also greatly simplified. 

Such tunnels are situated main
ly under city centres, and one of 

Installation of fibre-optic 
cable in one of Swedish 
Telecom 's tunnels. 

the advantages is that road traf
fic, etc, is not affected by the im
provement work. The tunnels 
also provide much greater opera
tional security as they eliminate 
damage to cables caused by earth 
settlement, and accidents due to 
roadworks . 

Dealing with 
the radon problem 
The danger of radon has recently 
become apparent: certain types of 
rock carry natural uranium which 
decays at a slow rate emitting 
radon gas, which can cause lung 
cancer. Dangerous radon levels 
can be reached in tunnels and rock 
caverns with a low rate of air 
change, but Swedish Telecom has 
developed procedures for dealing 
with the problem. 

The tunnels have been marked 
on a map showing the radon levels 
according to the degree of risk. 
This depends upon the type of 
rock, the fissure structure, the ex-

tent of seepage water, and other 
factors, but mainly on the ventila
tion in any one section of the tun
nel, which is adjusted according
ly. The time spent in the tunnels 
by workers is logged, and at acer
tain dosage, information is passed 
to the management indicating 
that the worker must be tempo
rarily moved to work above 
ground. 

The problem of radon is per
haps greater in telecommunica
tions tunnels than in those for 
other uses. The telecommunica
tions equipment itself requires the 
minimum of ventilation, unlike 
district-heating tunnels for in
stance (which have to be cooled 
for working environment rea
sons) and waste-water tunnels 
(which are ventilated for health 
reasons) . Ventilation is thus de
pendent mainly upon working en
vironment factors. The tunnels 
are usually ventilated at night to 
avoid draughts at the workplaces. 
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Defence 
Sweden has lived in peace since 1809 - for nearly 
two centuries. Foreign policy throughout the present 
century has been based on neutrality, and Sweden 
has farmed no alliances. Neutrality has also in
fluenced military policy, which is confined to the 
defence and protection of the country and its po
pulation. Apart from military defence, considerable 
investment has been made in civil defence, econo
mic defence, and the protection of industries of 
strategic importance. 

A tradition of using rock installa
tions has developed as a result of 
this emphasis on defence, and 
both military and civil-defence in
stallations have been in contin
uous development since approxi
mately 1936. Intensive develop
ment during the Second World 
War contributed significantly to 

rock construction technology in 
other areas. Over the years, the re
sponsible bodies, notably the 
Royal Swedish Fortifications Ad
ministration and the National 
Rescue Services Board (formerly 
the Swedish Civil Defence Admi
nistration), have invested exten
sively in research and develop-

Naval base in rock 
In 1969, the Stockholm naval base was moved from its tra
ditional shipyard location in the city to an installation total
ly enclosed within the rock of the outer archipelago. In ad
dition to a complete shipyard installation with docks, 
numerous workshops, comprehensive stores, and administ
ration premises, the facility houses the operations command 
centre and a hospital. 

As the Muska base was construct
ed for wartime conditions, it has a 
high level of protection against all 
kinds of attack. The central part 
of the rock installation covers an 
area of about 1 km2 , and involv
ed the removal of more than 
l 000 000 m3 of solid rock. 

Underground hangar of a military 
airbase. 
Photo: JCC 

ment. 
There are now a considerable 

number of installations, which 
because of their purpose and use, 
cannot be described here in detail. 
However, the outlines which fol
low give a general idea of their 
nature. 

Submarine leaving the Muska base 
after repairs and maintenance. The 
base is equipped to handle any soph
isticated electronic, optical or tradi
tional work, and contains workshops -
adapted for these requirements. 
Pho10: Royal Swedish Navy 
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The Muska base is a naval 
dockyard, which in addition to 
ships and conventional equip
ment units, also contains installa
tions for the repair, maintenance 
and administration of the optical, 
electronic, optronic and electro
mechanical equipment found on a 
modern warship. The base has de
partments for fire control, com
puter installations, torpedoes, 
guns, guided missiles and naviga
tional equipment, all backed up 
by ample stores. 

It is designed for a personnel 
complement of around 1200 and 
is self-sufficient in water, air, 
food and other requirements. It 
also has its own hospital and is 
supplemented by rock-cavern an
nexes for storage, which are si
tuated in the nearby islands. 

The Muska base is located on 
an island connected to the main
land by a 3 km long tunnel, 
though alternative air and sea 
connections are also used. The 
base itself is completely in the 
rock, and above ground there are 
only some installations for peace
time use such as a harbour, bar
racks for conscripts and administ
ration buildings. In the course of 
restructuring, however, it has 
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been found advantageous to 
move more of these peacetime 
functions inside the rock installa
tion. 

Strategic role 
of the Mosko base 
Sweden and neighbouring Fin
land are the only neutral countries 
in a strategically vital part of the 
border zone between east and 
west. The base is just outside the 
capital, in the centre of Sweden's 
1200 km long Baltic coast, and 
distances in the area are quite 
short from an operational point 
of view, so there has to be a high 
level of readiness by the naval 
forces. In the case of the Muska 
base, this is maintained by the 
shipyard, which operates on a 
commercial basis in peacetime. 

Emphasis on protection level 
The Muska installation was 
constructed to withstand direct 
hits from all types of conventional 
weapon as well as nuclear war
head detonations in the vicinity, 
and is therefore shielded against 
atmospheric shock waves as well 
as gas and radioactive fallout. 

Sketch showing slipway inside the 
rock for ships up to 400 dwt and 50 m 
long. 
Ill. Royal Swedish Navy 

Protection against ground tre
mors caused by nuclear warheads 
has been achieved by constructing 
the buildings on springloaded legs 
within the rock. Special protec
tion is provided for vital functions 
such as computer installations. 

The docks are provided with 
deep-lying depots which receive 
the water from the docks so that a 
destroyer or submarine can be 
docked in less than an hour. 

A service ship in one of the drydocks, 
which has capacity for ships up to 
150 m length. 
PholO: Royal Swedish Navy 



Operational advantages 
of the rock location 
The Muska base was designed for 
wartime conditions, but para
doxically this has in many re
spects created an environment 
which promotes peacetime pro
duction. Unlike work in commer
cial shipyards, work at Muska is 
carried out indoors, completely 
protected from rain, wind, snow 
and frost. Comparisons with 
other Swedish shipyards have 
shown that its productivity is 
10-15 OJo higher, and there is also 
less need for maintenance of ma
chinery and equipment. 

As the installation was entirely 
underground there were no pro
blems in establishing a uniform 
level, which makes heavy tran
sportation easy. The rock floor 
also forms a natural foundation 
for heavy equipment. · 

Supplies of electricity, water 
and air are carried in special cul
verts, so that maintenance and 
improvements to the supply 
system can be carried out without 
affecting (or being disturbed by) 
the work at the shipyard. 

The human environment 
At first there were fears that 
working underground in peace
time would result in mental strain 
for the personnel, and lead to low 
productivity or a high turnover in 
the workforce; but these fears 
have proved groundless. The per
centage of the personnel incap
able of adapting to the conditions 
has been a modest 1-3%. The 
employees have, in fact, got on 
well as the installation is sensibly 
desi~ned and has excellent re
sources which employees appre
ciate. 

Great efforts have been made 
to make the environment accept
able: the premises are airy and the 
visual outlook has been enhanced 
by painting the walls and roof in 
pale colours, with plentiful light
ing. Traffic in the rock passages 
is controlled by clearly marked 
signs, both for orientation and 
for traffic safety. 

Putting Sweden in front 
Its size and complexity made the 
Muska base an unusually compli
cated construction project, and 

Interior of one of the workshops. Considerable efforts have been made to im
prove the human environment. 
Photo: The Royal Swedish Navy, Jan Bjorkgren 

the organization of the transport 
system was especially intricate as 
there was a limit to the number of 
openings to the surface. Tunnels 
were therefore built in the rock 
purely for transport purposes; all 
of them, however, have been in
corporated in the finished instal
lation. The beam system in large 
rock caverns was in a number of 
cases dimensioned specially to 
withstand the loads from inter
mediate storage of construction 
materiat etc. 

The project was completed on 
schedule due to to careful plan
ning · and close co-operation be
tween the client and the construc-

tion firms. Much of this success 
was due to an agreement which 
allowed newly acquired work ex
perience to be utilized to the be
nefit of both parties. The final 
calculations showed that the 
Muska base was no more expen
sive than comparable projects 
under construction at that time, 
in spite of transport problems to 
Muska and within the rock itself. 
The project involved the develop
ment in particular of various 
rock-blasting techniques, and 
contour blasting was tried out 
here before being put into general 
practice. 

AA-gun for missile boat in the gunnery workshop. The foundation on solid 
rock allows the transport of very heavy equipment. 
Photo: Royal Swedish Navy 
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Retractable radar 
A system of monitoring airspace 
and providing combat informa
tion has been developed in Swed
en, with particular attention paid 
to protecting the central compo
nents, notably the radar antenna 
system. It was decided to make 
use of a rock cavern, into which 
the antenna can rapidly be retract
ed under threat of attack. It can 
then be extended just as quickly 
into its operational position. The 
opening is protected by strong 
shutters when the antenna is re
tracted, thus minimizing the ex
posed surface. 

In peacetime, the radar stations 
are used for civil aviation, so be
sides being ready for hostilities, 
the resources are developed in a fi
nancially attractive way. 

A 12 cm ERST A turret gun. These
parate units are independent as far as 
electricity, water, oil and personnel 
requirements are concerned. String
ent demands are made on the en
vironment in which the personnel 
live. 
Ill. 01/e Rydberg 
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A PS-80 radar station with vertically 
retractable antennae. 
Ill. Telep/an 

Coastal artillery system 
The development of weapons de
signed to penetrate fortifications 
has led to even higher demands 
being made on such installations. 
The ERST A type, which form 
part of Sweden's permanent 
coastal artillery, is an example of 
modern fortification technology, 
with rock used to provide a high 
degree of protection. The units, 
which are built far apart, are link
ed into a system of computerized 
fire control. 

Maximum protection is essen
tial, and with this in mind the de
sign aims for the minimum expos
ed surface. This is achieved by 
building the installation down
wards into the rock, using careful 
blasting techniques to keep the 
surrounding material as solid as 
possible . 

The location and design of each 
installation is based on the func
tional requirements of the system, 
calling for a wide range of con
structional techniques. Where the 
rock is not competent it has to be 
replaced by man-made structures, 
and ERST A units have also been 
constructed in soil. 



Civil defence in Sweden 

Aimed at protecting the popula
tion and saving lives in time of 
war, civil defence in Sweden has 
been under State control since 
1944, with the National Rescue 
Services Board (previously the 
Swedish Civil Defence Administ
ration) responsible at national le
vel for planning and co-ordinat
ing both civil defence and peace
time rescue services. One of its 
major tasks is the construction 
and maintenance of air-raid shelt
ers. 

Up to 1975, large, well-equip
ped shelters were constructed 
usually, but the development of 

aircraft and missiles has under
lined people's need to reach shel
ter quickly (at present 3-4 mi
nutes from home or workplace). 
As a result the large shelters have 
been supplemented by small shel
ter units, each taking as many as 
180 people and built in residential 
areas. Today there is shelter space 
for some 6 million people, which 
corresponds to about 70% of the 
population, and all the shelters 
are used in peacetime, for a wide 
variety of purposes. Shelter space 
for an additional 150-200 000 
people is built each year. 

Peacetime uses of air-raid shelter 
For economic reasons it is obviously desirable to make use 
of the air-raid shelters in peacetime, and the different 
applications include classrooms, libraries, garages, and 
storerooms for various goods. 

One particular example con
cerns a type constructed in the 
1950s and 1960s and is a two
storey shelter for 3000 people 
with a high degree of protection. 
It has self-contained systems for 
biological and chemical protec
tion, cooling, power generation, 
CO2 removal and 02 supply. This 
type of shelter is well maintained 
and the technical systems are 
steadily being modernized. 

During peacetime, the pre
mises are used partly by a neigh
bouring school as a gymnasium 
and catering facility, and partly 
by the local authority as an as
sembly room. They also act as 
recreational facilities for various 
associations. 

Amateur theatricals and a glider club 
are among those making use of the 
shelters in peace time. 
Photos: Na tional Rescue Services Board 

A control system has been de
veloped to manage civil defence 
activities in wartime, with well
protected command centres, 
many located in rock caverns of
fering a high degree of protection. 

Broad-based research and de
velopment work on civil defence 
is being carried out in co-opera
tion with civil and military autho
rities, the universities and indust
ry, and it involves technical, phy
siological, psychological and eco
nomic aspects as well as town 
planning and behavioural scien
ce. 
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The Stockholm area control centre 

The central functions of civil defence: alarm and all-clear 
signals, communications rescue and fire protection ser
vices, as well as evacuation of the population are all 
directed from protected control centres which have been 
built throughout the country. 

Four main types have been deve
loped, an example of the largest 
being the Elefanten - a self-sup
porting control centre for 200 
persons, consisting of three con
crete buildings constructed inside 
a rock cavern. 

The main building is a two
storey structure containing work
rooms, kitchen and dining-room, 
medical-care rooms, a switching 
room for radio and telephone, 
toilets and stores . The accommo
dation building, also two-storey, 
contains living quarters, sanitary 
facilities, a large workroom, a 
lounge, cloakroom and machine 
rooms. Finally, the power plant, 
the core of the facility, contains 
fully-automatic diesel genera
tors, refrigeration compressors, 
water heater, oil tanks and fans. 

Thanks to its position inside a 
rock cavern, the control centre is 
well protected against conven
tional weapons, nuclear explos
ions and biological and chemical 
warfare. Each building is mount
ed on a system of springs to re
duce the effect of ground shock 
waves, and electromagnetic pulse 
(EMP) effects have been elimin
ated by cladding the .concrete 
buildings in all-welded steel 
sheeting (which doubles up as the 
outside formwork during con
crete pouring). 

The facility is completely self
sufficient with regard to electric 
power and has its own fresh
water well. Incoming air passes 
through aerosol and gas filters 
before entering the main and ac
commodation buildings, and can 
be heated or cooled as required. 
The pressure in the facility is kept 
above atmospheric as a protec
tion against biological and 
chemical warfare. 
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Plan of the control centre. 
Drawing: TYRENS 

The main entrance to the control centre. 
Photo: JCC 



Corner of the command hall (left). 

Kitchen and dining room of the con
trol centre (right). 
Pho/Os: Holger S1affansson 

A unique telephone exchange 
A main telephone exchange, owned by the Swedish Tele
communications Administration, differs from all the others 
in Sweden and probably throughout the world: it is con
structed completely underground and is excellently protect
ed even against nuclear attack. 

The installation which was con
structed 1969-1973 is housed at 
a considerable depth below the 
surface in three adjoining rock 
caverns, linked with each other 
and the outside world by a num
ber of tunnels for transportation, 
cables, ventilation, exhaust gases 
from the power station, water 
and waste water. 

Concrete buildings have been 
constructed inside the rock ca
vern, supported by spring
mounted legs to enable them to 
withstand even severe earth
quakes. In addition, the build
ings are entirely encased in steel 
plate to withstand electromag
netic pulses (EMP) from hydro
gen bombs. The exits are protect
ed with strong concrete barriers 
and heavy, hydraulically operat
ed steel doors, and the ventilation 
ducts have rapid-closing valves to 
cope with surges in air pressure. 
The installation can operate for 
lengthy periods without supplies 
from outside. 

Interior of the main telephone ex
change. 
Photo: JCC, Bjorn Ens/rdm 

In addition to providing this 
high level of security (the main re
quirement), the underground 
location meant that the installa
tion could be favourably sited in 
relation to the existing main 
cables. The location selected is 
also advantageous in being near a 
lake (for cooling water), and 
being easy to supply with electrici
ty. 

The rock cavern was construct
ed at right angles between two 
tunnels, one used for access and 
exhaust air, the other for cables 
and incoming air. This arrange
ment cut the cost of spoil remov
al, and the tunnels have been de
signed to allow for future expans
ion involving additional caverns. 
The facility was designed by TY
RENS and contractor was J CC. 
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Rock-cavern workshops 
A number of rock-cavern workshops have been built, dating 
mainly from the 1950s and 1960s, and most are for defence 
or defence-related industries. The primary reason for con
structing them was strategic, to utilize the protection against 
attack which rock provides. Thousands of people work in 
these places on a daily basis. 

Location in rock caverns provides 
several real operational advantag
es of which the first and most im
portant is the ability to control the 
climate. The temperature can be 
kept constant, humidity is easy to 
control. The caverns are free from 
concealed cracks and fissures, 
which can let in dust. These 
workshops are therefore extreme
ly attractive for operations requir
ing dust-free conditions with sta
bilized temperature and air humi
dity, as well as freedom from vi
brations, such as optical work
shops. 

is seldom necessary in Sweden to 
cool the incoming air, this can be 
essential in hot countries. 

A comparison of basically 
similar workshops in surface 
buildings and in rock caverns 
showed that the energy require
ment for heating and ventilation 
underground was 60% of that 
needed on the surface, while the 
power requirement was only 
25%. 

Living and working 
conditions 
Experience of living and working 
in rock caverns has been accum
ulating over the years, and the 
working environment is usually 
fairly similar to that of a conven-

Artist's work to improve the entrance 
of an underground facility and the 
sensation of being underground. 
Photo: National Rescue Services Board 

tional workshop. The working 
space itself is situated inside a 
concrete building, which is in turn 
built in the rock cavern, and it 
looks like any normal interior as 
the rock surface is seldom visible. 
Operating experiences are de
scribed in greater detail in the 
chapter "Man underground". 

A further consideration is pub
lic safety in the case of undertak
ings that can involve danger to the 
general public. High-risk labora
tories are one example where the 
consequences of unforeseen ac
cidents can be minimized, 
whether they are as a result of in
ternal errors or uncontrollable ex
ternal events such as plane 
crashes. 

The interior of an underground workshop. 
Photo: Royal Swedish Navy, Jan Bjorkgren 

Low energy and power needs 
Rock-cavern workshops consume 
less energy, as the heat lost 
through the rock is negligible and 
remains at this level throughout 
the year. Ventilation losses, the 
other major factor, depend upon 
whether the operation needs to be 
well ventilated (welding fumes, 
etc). It has, however, proved pos
sible to reclaim two-thirds and 
more of this heat by using heat ex
changers, in which the outgoing 
air heats up the incoming air, and 
the use of heat pumps provides 
even greater savings. · 

When the air outside is warm 
and humid, the incoming air must 
be treated to prevent the tempera
ture and humidity inside the rock 
cavern rising. Usually the incom
ing air is first cooled to condense 
the water vapour and is then 
slightly warmed, and although it 
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Energy study of an underground workshop 

An underground workshop in northern Sweden has been in
vestigated with regard to its heating requirements. The 
winters are very cold in this region and for five months of 
the year the temperature remains below freezing, giving an 
average annual temperature of only 4 °C. 

The underground workshop was 
brought into service in 1955 and 
the heating and ventilation system 
was renovated in 1976. The work
shop itself is within a concrete 
structure located inside the rock 
cavern; its floor surface is 2900 
m2 , and the volume of the rock 
cavern is 28 500 m3 • The work
shop handles various mechanical 
processes, painting, woodwork
ing, etc., with some 25 people 
working normal hours in a single 
shift all the year round. Ventila
tion has to be of a high standard 

because of the painting and weld
ing work, and involves 1.6 air 
changes per hour while work is in 
progress. 

The air temperature was mea
sured in both intake and the ex
haust ducts, and additional mea
surements included the tempera
ture of the water on both sides of 
the oil-fired boiler, and the air 
temperature at several locations 
outside and inside the workshop. 
All measurements were recorded 
every five minutes by a com
puter. 

Diagram showing the normal annual variation of the 
most important items (99% of the energy) allowing for 
heat recovery: heating the ventilation air is the main item. 
Transmission losses are modest and remain constant, 
which is typical for a rock cavern. Cooling energy which 
cannot be recovered is required at the end of the summer. 
In this workshop the evaporation energy is governed es
sentially by water, which seeps through the rock when the 
snow is melting; this energy can be recovered by cooling 
the exhaust air below dew-point. 
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Measurements continued for 
18 months, after which the re
sults were evaluated using the 
mainframe computer at the 
Monitoring Centre for Energy 
Research at the Royal Institute of 
Technology. The final results 
were given as monthly values. 
The measurement project pro
vided a detailed basis for improv
ing the underground workshop's 
heat-exchange system as well as 
general information on the cli
matic aspects of underground 
workshop function. 

The workshop was excavated from a 
rock slope with the whole building on 
one level. Material and supplies come 
in through separate access tunnels. 
Illustrations from the Swedish Council for Building 
Research, Report R36: 1986. 
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Hydropower 
Apart from wood for burning, hydro power is 
Sweden's sole indigenous source of energy. The 
country's industrial development has been complet
ely dependent on this natural resource, from the 
early forges beside streams to the power stations of 
the 20th Century. The first Swedish hydropower 
station was put into operation in 1882, today there 
are about one thousand. 

Underground hydropower stations have a long 
history. The first - probably the first in the world 
- was built at Mockfjard in 1908-1912, and was 
fallowed by the first stage of Porjus, situated north 
of the Arctic Circle, built in 1910-1915. Today 
60% of the Swedish hydropower is produced 
underground. 

The know-how accumulated in Sweden has laid 
the foundations for a major export industry. Con
sulting engineers, contractors and manufacturers are 
now engaged in hydropower development in many 
countries throughout the world, giving advice and 
assistance on all phases from surveys and feasibility 
studies through design and construction to opera
tion and maintenance. 

The Agoyan power station in Ecua
dor was brought into service in May 
1987. Rated at 156 MW, it is vital to 
the country's balance of trade as it re
leases more oil for export. Construc
ted by the CEA-Consorcio Escandi
navo Agoyan consortium, in which 
the Swedish company ABV is the 
main contractor, the project in
cludes a 310 m long concrete dam 
(200 000 m3of concrete), rock tunnels 
(the longest 2 400 m), machine hall, 
and comprehensive road construc
tion. 
Photo: ABV, Holger Staffansson 

Cross-section of intake, penstock 
and power house at a hydropower 
station. 
Source: "Hydro Power in Sweden" 

Draft tube 
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Hydropower in Sweden 
One of the largest countries in 
Europe, Sweden has many lakes, 
forests and rivers. 13 rivers have 
an annual mean flow of more than 
100 m3/s at the mouth. Total 
annual hydropower production 
amounted to 70 TWh in 1985, an 
unusually good year, and the 
average for the last five years has 
been 63 TWh. Of the about 1000 
hydropower stations in Sweden, 
14 have a capacity in excess of 200 
MW, and about 650 stations be
low 1 MW. 

Sweden's main river systems. Mark
ed in red the precipitation area of the 
river Lule Alv. 
Source: "Hydro Power in Sv:eden" 

Hydropower has traditionally 
been one of the cornerstones of 
Sweden's industrial growth, but 
the relative importance of this 
comparatively cheap energy re
source has diminished in recent 
years. In 1986, about 50% of 
Sweden's electricity production is 
hydropower and nearly all the rest 
of the production is nuclear 
power. 

Electric power generation is al
most equally divided between the 
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Producer Total production 
(TWh) 

Hydropower 
(TWh) 

State Power Board 
Sydkraft AB 
Stockholm Energi 

Government through the Swedish 
State Power Board (Vattenfall) 
and the power companies owned 
by industry, municipalities and 
other non-governmental bodies. 
The latter make up the Swedish 
Power Association, formed m 
1909. 

Practically all households in 
Sweden now have access to elec
tric power, and the whole of 
Sweden and the Nordic countries 
are linked by a 400 and 220 kV 
grid system. A link between 
Sweden and Denmark was com
missioned as early as 1915. Co
operation is especially advantage
ous because of the different po
wer mix in these countries. 

Station design 
The layout and design of hydro
power stations depend on local 
natural conditions. The flat water
courses and wide river valleys 
common in Swedish rivers seldom 
provide any natural sites for high 
dams; such conditions call for 
moderate heads of water from re
latively low dams. Because geolo
gical conditions are often favour-

67,7 34,4 
21,0 6,1 
7,8 2,9 

The underground power house at 
Langa hydropower station under 
construction. 
Source: "Hydro Power in Sweden" 

able, underground power stations 
combined with long tunnels are 
frequently more economical than 
several dams and stations above 
ground along the river. 

Because of this, about 60 per 
cent of Swedish hydropower is 

The installed capacity of the hydro 
power stations in operation along the 
riyer Lule Atv. 

Lilla Lule Alv 
The River Lule Alv 

Stora Lule Alv 



produced in rock caverns. When
ever conditions allow, the under
ground power station is located in 
the bedrock near the dam and wa
ter is returned to the river through 
a tailrace tunnel. However, some
times it is better to locate the ma
chine hall further downstream to 
allow a shorter access tunnel to 
the station, or more convenient 
transport gradients. 

The turbines usually have a se
parate intake with trashracks, and 
are fed by a separate penstock, 
either vertical or inclined. In sta
tions with a headrace tunnel there 
is sometimes a special under
ground intake structure between 
the tunnel and the penstock lead
ing to the turbines . 

It is essential for economic rea
sons to restrict the size of all struc
tures and caverns as much as pos
sible, and so machine he;tlls and 
other rooms are tailored for the 
equipment and maintenance 
requirements. 

The cross-section of a tunnel or 
a duct is chosen so as to minimize 
the annual cost of the energy loss 
due to head losses, and to keep 
down investment costs. Future 
energy prices, rock quality and 
anticipated tunnelling costs have 
to be evaluated in the early design 
stage. 

Some tunnels are very large, as 
at Stornorrfors where the tailrace 
tunnel is 4 km long with a cross
section of 390 m2 , or at Har
spranget where one of the tailrace 
tunnels has an area of 325 m2 • 

The power tunnels are normal
ly unlined and supported only 
where the rock is weak. Strength
ening costs usually amount to 10 
- 30% of the excavation costs of 
the tunnel. For economic reasons 
an unlined tunnel with a larger 
cross-sectional area is often pre
ferable to a smaller, concrete
lined tunnel. 

Tunnels and caverns 
The increasing size of power sta
tions and the search for eco
nomies started a trend towards 
ever-larger water tunnels, until 
the peak was reached in 1958 with 
the tailrace tunnel at Stornorr
fors. 

Three-phase transformer 1000 MVA, 400/22/22 kV. 
Source: "Hydro Power in Sweden" 

It is a common misconception 
that the bedrock of Sweden con
sists entirely of excellent pre
cambrian rocks such as granite 
and gneiss. Although the condi
tions are favourable as a rule, 
about 20% of the country is made 
up of younger (paleozoic and 
mesozoic) sedimentary and meta
morphic rocks. A number of fair
sized underground power sta
tions have been built in such rock 
in Scandinavia's mountain 
ranges. 

The fundamental Swedish 
principle in underground con
struction views the rock mass in 
which an excavation is made as a 
construction material capable of 
standing with the minimum addi
tional support, ifany. The task of 
the designer and constructor is to 
ascertain to what extent this as
sumption is true and to modify 
the design and to support the 
rock as and where necessary. 

The 390 m2 tailrace tunnel at Stor
norrfors power station, the largest 
tailrace tunnel in the world. 
Source: "Hydro Power in Sweden" 

After excavation, the rock 
mass must be allowed to move in 
order to obtain a stable arch over 
the cavern roof. The supports are 
therefore made light and flexible, 
with unstressed rockbolts and 
thin shotcrete linings for examp
le. The idea is to help the rock sta
bilize itself (in hard rock, such as 
Swedish precambrian crystalline 
rocks, the movements are nor
mally as small as a few milli
metres or centimetres). 

This does not, however, con
stitute a general guarantee of sta
bility, rock falls may occur along 
one or more joints. 
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Organizing construction 
In Sweden, there is by tradition a 
good open relationship between 
the client, the consultant and the 
construction side, irrespective of 
whether the construction work 
will be carried out in-house or on 
a contractual basis. Discussions 
are held throughout the whole 
construction period, so design 
and methods can be modified to 
improve time schedule and costs 
incurred. 

Tunnelling for underground 
power stations is often so exten
sive that it determines the con
struction time of the whole pro
ject. It is thus important to 
achieve an optimum solution, 
not only from the point of view of 
hydraulics but also tunnelling 
techniques. For example, the 
width/height ratio is adapted not 
only to the equipment used but 
also to the rock stress conditions. 

The Juktan combined power plant 
Juktan hydropower station provides a combination baseload 
and peakload pumped storage power.It is situated in a rock 
cavern at the end of a 20 km tunnel, which was driven be
tween two branches of the river Ume Alv in northern Sweden. 

Tunnels lead from Lake Storjuk
tan, a large lake already regulat
ed, down to Lake Storuman 60 m 
below. A shaft has been excavat
ed 270 m straight up from the 
power station to a third lake, 
Lake Blaiksjon. 

During the night and at week
ends when the grid has a surplus 
supply of electricity, water is 
pumped from Lake Storjuktan up 
to the highest lake (this takes pla
ce for al;,out 2300 hours each 

year). Water is lifted up 215 m, 
the difference in height between 
the lakes, by reversing the power 
station turbine to make a 255 
MW pump. 

During periods of peak de
mand on the system (some 2000 
hours per year), the pumped 
water runs back down to generate 
electricity. The total head of 
270 m can be utilized, and the 
generating capacity is 335 MW, 
large for this type of turbine. 

Operation of pumped storage 
power stations normally results in 
some energy losses, since both 
pumping and generating take pla
ce at about 85% efficiency, but at 
Juktan these losses are compen
sated by the energy gained when 
water runs from a higher reservoir 
to a lower, and the plant functions 
as a normal hydropower station. 

Also the number of tunnel head
ings is chosen to ensure that stop
pages due to poor rock condi
tions do not delay the overall time 
schedule. Smooth-wall blasting is 
generally used in order to keep 
damage to the rock to a minimum 
and reduce overbreak, and also 
to reduce head losses. 

There is yet another energy gain 
at Juktan: water is diverted from 
a river tributary which has no po
wer plant, and passed through 
three hydropower stations down 
stream of Juktan. This increases 
their total annual production by 
about 140 GWh per year. 

Construction work 
Construction work was complet
ed in 1978, having been dominat
ed by the large amount of rock 
blasting. The excavated volume 
was 1.8 million m3 , most of the 
bedrock being fine-grained gran
ite. 

The tunnels have a total length 
of about 25 km, and the triple
reservoir concept resulted in an 
unusually complicated system of 
underground chambers. The ver
tical shafts, i.e. the penstock, sur
ge shafts and busbar shaft, were 
raise-bored to a diameter of 2.4 
m, and then stoped out to their 
full cross-section. They connect 
with the machine hall situated 280 
m below ground, and accomoda
tes the reversible single-stage, 
one-speed pump turbine. 

Longitudinal section of the Juktan power station. 
Source: "Hydro Power in Sweden" 

Draft tube 
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Enlarging an old power station 
at Harspranget 
Development of nuclear power has made the short-term 
regulation of electricity generation more difficult. Such 
plants cannot suddenly alter their power output, yet the 
supply must be constantly adjusted to meet demand and 
suit the daily habits of the industrial and domestic sectors. 

The large proportion of nuclear 
power (approximately 50% ), has 
underlined the importance of 
hydropower as a regulating me
chanism. Instead of producing 
the maximum energy output, 
some power stations have been 
designed to provide a large stand
by capacity to meet sudden peak 
loads. Harspranget power sta
tion is one of these. 

It is situated on the Lule river 
north of the Arctic Circle, with a 
head of 107 m, and is an under
ground installation with the ma
chine hall and tailrace tunnel ex
cavated out of rock. 

the roof of the tunnel was raised 
to form a surge chamber. 

The planned fourth unit was 
added in 1974-78; in the form of 
165 MW Francis turbine, slightly 
more powerful than the earlier 
ones. 

Later, in 1974-80, a fifth tur
bine was added and the design 
flow was increased from 555 
m3/s of water to 1040 m3/s . A 
new underground machine hall 
and a new tailrace tunnel were 
built next to the old ones. The 
average annual energy produc
tion today is 2240 GWh and the 

installed generating capacity is 
945 MW, which makes Har
spranget the most powerful 
hydropower station in Sweden. 

The plant's latest unit is the 
most powerful Francis turbine in 
Western Europe, with a rated 
capacity of 450 MW at a design 
flow of 485 m3 /s, and its rotating 
runner had to be split into two 
halves for transport from the fac
tory to the site. The vertical pen
stock has a diameter of 11.0 m 
compared to 5.9 m for the fourth 
unit. 

The first plant was constructed 
in 1945-1952, with three Francis 
turbines of 110 MW each, with 
vertical shafts and steel spiral 
casings, directly coupled to the 
generators. The single-phase 
transformer and rectifier units 
are located in a separate rock ca
vern at the same level as the ma
chine hall, connected by 400 kV 
cables to a surface switchyard. 
The 2900 m long tailrace tunnel 
was given a cross-section of 
190 m2 , to allow subsequent in
stallation of a fourth unit, and 

Horizontal section through the underground spaces. 
Source: "Hydro Power in Sweden" 

New power station 

Cross-sections of power houses, intakes and penstocks for the five units at Harspranget. 
Source: "Hydro Power in Sweden" 
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Swedish hydro technology in other countries 
Progressive development of safe explosives, drilling equip
ment and tunnel-blasting techniques in Sweden has opened 
up a worldwide export market for this technology, which to 
a large extent has been applied to hydroelectric power 
developments. 

In rivers with a gentle gradient, 
concentrating the available head 
of water by means of high dams is 
normally economically viable, 
but where there are steep gradi
ents, it generally pays to restrict 
the dam height and build up head 
by means of tubes or tunnels. 

In the early days the tube 
method predominated. These 
penstock tubes, made of wood, 
steel or concrete, conveyed water 
from an intake dam at the top of 
a section of rapids to a surface 
power-station at the foot. 

Underground power stations 
- the Swedish system 
The development of advanced 
tunnelling techniques, however, 
has made it economically viable 
to replace most of the long and 
costly penstock tubes by tunnels 
and to locate the power-station 

entirely underground. This de
sign, sometimes known as the 
Swedish System, includes an in
take dam, a more or less horizon
tal headrace tunnel, vertical or 
inclined penstocks, an under
ground power-station and a tail
race tunnel. 

As well as reducing construc
tion costs, locating hydropower 
plants below ground entails a 
number of advantages, one of 
which is safety. Whereas a sur
face penstock is very exposed to 
landslides and sabotage, under
ground conduits are better safe
guarded against this kind of ha
zard. The same is true of the un
derground power-station itself, 
as its machinery remains well 
protected even in times of war. 

Lined or unlined tunnels 
Originally, underground power 
stations with tunnel penstocks 

could compete with surface sta
tions supplied by penstock tube, 
only if the tunnels were left un
lined. However, efficient new 
methods of lining mean that 
plants with lined tunnels can be 
competitive, even though the 
tunnels are usually more expen
sive than if they were unlined. In 
this context it should be mention
ed that lining reduces the rough
ness of the tunnel and according
ly the head loss, so a lined tunnel 
can be smaller in section than an 
unlined tunnel without increas
ing the head loss. 

The quality of rock determines 
whether or not it is necessary to 
line the tunnels with concrete, 
and this may vary along the cour
se of the tunnel, so that some sec
tors require lining but others not. 
Some rock zones can be left un
lined and reinforced by bolting, 
mesh lagging and/ or shotcreting . 

Tunnel projects in various kinds of rock Hydro Power Projects including long Tunnels 

Type of Projec/ Tunnel Concrele Par1icipa1ing Projec/ Tunnel Excava/ed Par1icipa1ing 
rock Coun/ly area lenglh lining firm Coun/ry lenglh area volume firm 

m' m m m' m' 

Granite Aswan I 150 3,200 no SWECO Carhuaquero 13,250 II 146,000 SKANSKA 
Egypt Peru 

Gneiss Gitaru 67 4,800 no SWECO Kafue Gorge I0,000 117 1,170,000 SWECO 
Kenya SKANSKA Zambia 

Riolitc Futalefu 70 2,300 yes Boliden-Contech Kidatu 10,000 70 700,000 SWECO 
A rgentine (WP-System) Tanzania SKANSKA 

Diorite Kardamakis 70 4,400 yes Boliden-Contech Mtera 10,000 55 550,000 SWECO 
Greece (WP-System) Tanzania 

Sandstone A licura 64 1,000 yes SWECO Kotmale 7,000 32 224,000 SKANSKA 
Argentine Sri Lanka 

Claystone Aslantas 57 2,000 yes Boliden-Contech Torrejon 6,000 25 150,000 SKANSKA 
Turkey (WP-System) Spain 

Conglomerate lnfernillo 167 1,800 yes Boliden-Contech Cachi 6,000 II 66,000 SKANSKA 
Mexico (WP-System) Costa Rica 

Breccia Mrica 63 1,000 yes SWECO 
Indonesia SKANSKA 

Andhesit Los Yalies 14 4,000 partial SWECO 
Panama SKANSKA 
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Since they started working 
abroad in rock at the beginning 
of this century, Swedish engine
ers have experienced a wide varie
ty of geological formations and 
have had to adapt their designs, 
equipment and working methods 
to an extensive range of condi
tions. 

Planning and ability 
Meticulous planning is essential 
if subsurface construction opera
tions are to be successful. Plan
ning should cover the methods 
used to excavate large volumes of 
rock, including drilling, blasting, 
mucking out, transport, rein
forcement, etc. Planning has also 
to do with the supply, mainte
nance and repair of plant and 
equipment, and last but not least, 
success depends upon well
trained personnel being available 
to operate the equipment. 

Hazards of the trade 
Many difficulties may arise when 
excavating tunnels and large ca
verns for machinery, transfor
mers and surge chambers, most 
of them connected with the qual
ity of the rock. The designer al
ways attempts to obtain as much 
advance information as possible 
about weak zones by photointer
pretation of the tectonic fissure 
system, test boring, test tunnel
ling, laboratory examination of 
the composition of the rock, so as 
to adapt his design accordingly. 

Nevertheless, completely un
expected conditions may be 
encountered during excavation, 
such as undue seepage of water, 
pockets of sand or explosive gas 
in the rock, intrusions of thin 
layers of bentonite causing slides 
and so on. 
Difficulties of this kind can only 
be handled on the basis of broad 
experience of subsurface con
struction under a wide variety of 
conditions: early the kind of ex
perience that Swedish consult
ants and contractors have built 
up over their years of work at ho
me and overseas since the begin
ning of this century. 

The Agoyan project under construction. 
Photo: ABV, Holger Sta/Jansson 

Underground power stations situated in 
compressive stresses 

rock subject to high 

Project Over- Machinery hall Participating 
Country burden height width length firm 

m m m m 

Kafue Gorge 500 32 15 130 SWECO 
Zambia 

Kidatu 200 30 14 80 SWECO 
Tanzania SKANSKA 

Andekaleka 200 27 13 65 SKANSKA 
Madagascar 

Kiambre 160 40 20 48 SKANSKA 
Kenya 

Gitaru 140 36 18 75 SKANSKA 
Kenya 

Kotmale 120 38 20 67 SKANSKA 
Sri Lanka 
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The Kafue Gorge plant 
The Kafue Gorge power station in Zambia, owned by the 
Zambia Electricity Supply Corp (ZESCO), under the 
Ministry of Power, Transport and Works, is situated on 
the Kafue river some 45 km south of the capital, Lusaka. It 
is a typical example of an underground power station lo
cated deep down in good-quality rock eminently suitable 
for application of the Swedish System and includes a 
modest intake dam, a long headrace tunnel, vertical pen
stocks, underground machinery and transformer halls, and 
a short tailrace tunnel. 

The catchment area at the dam 
site is of the order of 150 000 km2 
and the mean water flow of the 
river is 340 m3 Is. The live storage 
capacity of the Kaf ue Gorge dam 
is 700 million m3 , and allows for 
only minor regulation of the 
flow, but some 250 km upstream 
the Itezhitezhi dam and reser
voir, with a live storage of 5000 
million m3 , permits long-term re
gulation of the flow. 

The Kaf ue Gorge station exp
loits a head of 400 m and a maxi
mum flow of 250 m3/s. With its 
installed capacity of 900 MW, it 
produces an average of 6150 
GWh per annum. 

By building this plant the Zam
bian government sought to free 
themselves of imported power 
from neighbouring countries and 
ensure a reliable power supply to 
the copper mines wtiich are of 
paramount importance to the 
country's economy. Obviously 
the client wanted the station to 
come on stream in the shortest 
possible time. 

The location of the machinery 
and transformer halls some 
500 m below the surface called 
for careful examination of the 
fissure system and the principal 
stresses in the rock, so design of 
the caverns was not finalized 
until detailed rock investigations 
had been carried out from the 
pre-excavated access tunnel. 

The subsurface construction 
work for the project included: 

Construction work 

Headrace tunnel Unlined 
Machine hall Unlined 
Tailrace tunnel Unlined 

The granite was generally of 
good quality at great depth, so 
that the machinery and trans
former halls could be left unlined 
despite the extreme rock pres
sure. Parts of the tunnels, how-

Layout of the Kafue Gorge plant. 
Ill. SWECO 

Cross-sectional Length 
area 
(m2} (m} 
117 10 000 
480 130 
117 1 400 

ever, passed through some fis
sured zones of weak rock, in 
some places also containing thin 
layers of montmorillonite, and 
this necessitated reinforcement. 

The consulting engineering 
firm SWECO was commissioned 
to undertake complete engin
eering services for the project in 
November 1966, and the first 
unit was brought into service in 
November 1971. Some of the pre
paratory work was contracted 
out in order to start the main 
construction work as quickly as 
possible. The Swedish contractor 
Skanska, for example, built the 
access tunnel to the power-sta
tion and the diversion tunnels be
fore the main contract had been 
awarded to Yugoslavian firms 
which were also financing the 
civil part of the project. 

Administration building and exhibition hall. 
Photo: SWECO 
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Tanzania's Kidatu project 
The Kidatu power station owned by the Tanzania Electric 
Supply Co Ltd (TANESCO), under the Ministry of Water 
Development and Power, is situated on the Great Ruaha 
river some 280 km southwest of the capital, Dar-es-Salaam. 
This station is an example of how a country can eliminate 
its dependence on imported fuel for the production of 
electricity by developing its own natural resources. 

The subsurface construction 
work for the project included: 

Construction work 

Access tunnel 
Adits 
Headrace tunnel 
Upper surge 

Unlined 
Unlined 
Unlined 

Cross-sectional 
area 
(m2) 

42.5 
30 
70 

Length 

(rn) 

500 
1100 
10 000 

The catchment area at the Kidatu 
site is 80 000 krn2 and the mean 
river flow is 191 rn3 /s. At the darn 
site it was only possible to con
struct a minor reservoir with a 
live storage of 125 million rn3 , but 
some 120 km upstream of Kidatu 
a much larger one has been creat
ed at Mtera. This reservoir, with 
a live storage of 3800 million rn3 , 

permits long-term regulation of 
the flow. gallery Unlined 100 110 

Penstocks Steel-lined 4 x 7 160 
Ventilation shaft Concrete-lined 10 186 
Machine hall Unlined 420 80 
Transformer hall Unlined 130 60 
Tailrace tunnel Unlined 70 1 000 

The Kidatu power station ope
rates under a head of 172 rn and a 
maximum flow of 140 rn3/s. 
With an installed capacity of 200 
MW, it produces an average of 
1120 GWh per annum. 

The project is a typical Swed
ish design with a modest intake 
darn, a horizontal headrace tun
nel, four vertical penstocks, 
underground machine and trans
former halls, and a short tailrace 
tunnel. The rock consists of 
gneiss and granite with some very 
weak zones, which called for par
tial realignment of the headrace 
tunnel during construction. The 
upstream part of this tunnel was 
used as a temporary diversion 
tunnel, which saved the client a 
great deal of expense. 

(The total quantity of rock excavated underground amounted to 
900 000 rn3 .) 

The complete engineering ser
vices for the project were entrust
ed to SWECO and the construc
tion work was carried out by an 
international consortium of con
tractors headed by Skanska. 
Work started in 1971 and the first 
unit was brought into service in 
1975. 

Layout of the Kidatu power station. 

PENSTOCKS I 
i 

SHATT FOR CABLES 
AND VENTILATION 

TRANSFORMER HAU 
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Bottom of the surge shaft and the lining of the headrace tunnel. 
Photo: SKANSKA, Bjorn Enstrom 

The Mrica Station in 
volcanic rock 
The Mrica power station, owned by Perusahaan Umum 
Listrik Negara (PLN), under the Ministry of Mining and 
Energy of the Republic of Indonesia, is situated on the 
Serayu river in the central part of Java, where the climate is 
tropical with an annual mean temperature of 26°C and an 
annual rainfall of 3500 mm. 

The project is a good example of 
international co-operation with 
joint Swedish-British financing, 
design and construction. SWE
CO is responsible for the design 
work and Skanska for the con
struction side. Some preparatory 
work started in 1983, the main 
construction in 1984; the first 
unit is planned to start up by the 
end of 1988. 

The power station will make 
use of a head of 94 m with three 
Francis turbines giving a total ca
pacity of 180 MW. The annual 
energy production will be 580 
GWh. 

The rock at Mrica is volcanic 
and consists of pyroclastics, 
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lavas and breccia with hard ande
site boulders . During the excava
tion it was found that parts of the 
tunnel were located in an old river 
bed, which had probably been fil
led in by huge landslides . 

The topographical and geolo
gical conditions rule out an 
underground location, so subsur
face work has been limited to two 
diversion tunnels, each with a 
cross-section of 90 m2 and a 
length of about 540 m. They were 
reached via access tunnels with a 
total length of 500 m and a cross
section of 45 m2 • One of the two 
diversion tunnels will be used as 
headrace to the power station. 



\VERSION INLETS s,EEL LINING 
coNCRE1E LINING 

TUNNEL No 1 L 510M 

Weak ground areas 
During excavation of the tunnels 
the rock was reinforced by rock 
bolts, shotcrete and mesh lagg
ing. In weak ground areas the ad
vances per round were reduced to 
as little as 1 m, while in really soft 
sectors a pilot top heading was 
driven ahead and reinforced. The 
final tunnels were lined in con
crete throughout, giving an in
side diameter of 9 m except for 

Mrica station - facts and figures 

Reservoir 
Full supply level (FSL) E1 231.0 
Minimum operating level (MOL) E1 224,5 
Active storage vol, 
million m' 47 
Total storage vol , 
million m' 165 
Storage area at FSL, km' 8.5 

Diversion tunnels 
Equ ivalent bored dia, m 10 
Lined dia, concrete, m 8.8 
Lined dia, steel , (No 2 tunnel), m 7.25 
No 1 tunnel length , m 515 
No 2 tunnel length , m 570 
Joint discharge capacity m' 2,500 

Main dam 
Crest length, m 832 
Height above river bed, m 95 
Total crest length including high-
level dams, km 5 

Power plant 
Installed generating acapacity 
(3 x 60 MW), MW 180 
Average annual power to grid, 
GWh 580 
Unit generating capacity, MW 60 
Rated head, m 88.5 
Generator transformers 3 no 
Transformer duty, kV 150/13.8 

so 100 150 

the lower part of the left-hand 
tunnel, which will later be con
nected to the headrace. This part 
was provided with an embedded 
penstock 7. 5 m in diameter. 

In addition to the subsurface 
excavation work, some 9 million 
m3 of rock and residual spoil 
have been excavated to provide 
space for the surface power 
house, dam and spillway. 

General layout of the Mrica power 
station. 

Power station area. In the centre the 
Serayu River. 
Photo: SKANSKA, Bjorn Enstrom 
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Rock installations 
for thennal power 
A supply of cooling water is vital for large thermal 
power stations, as approximately 60% of the heat 
produced in an oil condenser plant is removed by 
cooling, and about 68% in a nuclear power station. 
This means that for a power station generating I 000 
MW of electricity, heat of the order of 2500-3000 
MW must be removed continuously. In Sweden, 
large power stations are without exception located 
on the coast, since cooling with seawater is both the 
cheapest and safest method. 

The water is carried in canals or 
rock tunnels depending on local 
conditions, and tunnels have 
played a significant part in the 
most recent nuclear power sta
tions for reasons of both econo
mics and safety. 
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The only visible part of the Stenung
sund plant are the chimneys. 
Photo: Swedish State Power Board 



Artist's view of the power station at 
Stenungsund. 
Ill. Swedish State Power Board 

Producing peak power 
For strategic reasons Stenungsund power station is together 
with its stores of heating oil completely located in rock 
caverns. The power station consists of four blocks with a 
total capacity of 820 MW and is thought to be the largest of 
its kind in the world. 

The site is some 50 km north of 
Goteborg on the west coast of 
Sweden, and has good harbour 
conditions, a sufficiently large 
rock mass of good quality, good 
road and rail connections and 
fresh water available. 

The plant is a peak-load and 
back-up power station providing 
electricity to meet peak demands 
during periods of extreme cold 
and periods of drought and also 
when there are serious break
downs in the power grid. The sta
tion comes on stream quickly 
(three hours from start-up to con
nection) and is very reliable. 

The first block was ready in 
1959 and the fourth ten years la
ter. Between 1974 and 1982 a 
number of improvements were 
carried out, relating mainly to 
operation and maintenance, with 
the result that the number of per
sonnel has been cut from 17 to 11 
per shift to operate all four 
blocks. 

The generating sets are instal
led in four machine halls blasted 
out of the rock; each containing 

Two of the turbines well protected 
deep down in the rock. 
Photo: Swedish State Power Board 

steam generators, steam turbines, 
transformers and auxiliary equip
ment. The main access to the ma
chine accommodation consists of 
a tunnel handling both road and 
rail traffic and where it joins the 
machine halls there are unloading 
chambers. All four machine halls 
are linked by interconnecting tun
nels. 

The two machine halls con-

structed first have a volume of 
97 500 m3 each; the two later halls 
are 130 000 m3 each. The inner 
walls of each hall are of cast rein
forced concrete, and the roof is 
made up of prefabricated con
crete sections, both walls and roof 
being lined in acoustic material. 
In view of the limited capacity of 
the rock caverns, machine dimen
sions were kept down. This was 
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Stenungsund plant under construc
tion. 
Photo: Swedish State Power Board 

achieved by dimensioning the 
steam generators only for oil 
burning at a relatively high fire
box load. A U-shaped construc
tion was chosen, giving a low 
height structure and short drums 
between the air preheaters and the 
firebox. 

Sea water used for cooling the 
units' condensers is admitted via 
screens at the cooling-water in
take, through rock tunnels to the 
machine halls, and returns 
through tunnels to the sea. The 

Oskarshamn deep water intake 
The most recent nuclear reactor to be built, Oskarhamn III, 
has been provided with a deep-water intake approximately 
500 m from the land where the water depth is 22 m. 

Experience has shown that best 
results are obtained from water 
intakes deep down. This is partly 
because the cooling water has a 
low and even temperature all year 
round (preferable for cooling 
purposes), and partly because 
there is less dangers of vegetation, 
jellyfish and other creatures inter
fering with the flow of water in 
the duct. Another factor is the re
duced speed of the water at the in
take. 

With its 1090 MW rating, the 
reactor requires 50 m3/s of cool
ing water, and the rock tunnel 
cross-section of 50 m2 makes the 
speed of the cooling water around 
1 m/s. The intake itself comprises 
a vertical shaft of 8.5 m diameter 
to accommodate the intake con
struction. 

Deep water inlet O III. A 5 m pit was 
dug in the floor of the tunnel to take 
the rock spoil when the last plug was 
excavated, so that the spoil could be 
left there without interfering with the 
water flow. An 8 m high shaft was 
fired using the smooth blasting tech
nique, after which only a 6 m thick 
layer of rock (totalling 380 m 3) sepa
rated the shaft from the bottom of 
the sea. 
l/1. Nitro Consult 
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A cylinder was lowered into the 
shaft from the surface of the sea 
onto a concrete ring which was 
fixed securely in the lower part of 
the shaft, and the space between 
the cylinder and the rock was fil
led with concrete. Finally, an in
take construction was placed over 
the shaft. 

. - ,: -~-'~;_ .- -
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tunnels form surge galleries to 
absorb possible water pressure 
variations on both sides of the 
machine complex. 

The owner, the Swedish State 
Power Board (Vattenfall), was 
responsible for design and con
struction, the latter jointly with 
ABV, Skanska and WP-System. 

Owner of the Oskarshamn nu
clear plant is 0KG (Oskarshamn 
Kraftgrupp AB). The deep water 
intake was designed by VBB and 
Nitro Consult (blasting consult
ant). Contractors were ABV, 
Skanska and WP-System. 



Storage of nuclear waste 
The storage and disposal of radioactive residues is 
of particular importance to science, man and the en
vironment. A number of difficult scientific pro
blems also have to be taken into consideration, in 
particular the long-term risks, as public opinion de
mands solutions with extremely high margins of 
safety. 

Most countries with nuclear 
power have for some time been 
making every effort to develop 
safe systems for the isolation of 

radioactive waste. For long-lived 
waste, such as spent fuel, or vitri
fied highly active and extremely 
long-lived waste, systems based 

The Swedish programme for 
radioactive waste management 
Sweden's nuclear power programme consists of twelve nu
clear reactors, located at four different sites and their com
bined capacity is 9650 MW of electric power, which is about 
50% of Sweden's total. The last two reactors were brought 
into commercial operation in 1985. 

SKB (the Swedish Nuclear Fuel 
and Waste Management Compa
ny), owned by the Swedish nu
clear power utilities, has been 
commissioned to develop, plan, 
design, construct and operate 
plants and systems for the mana
gement and disposal of spent fuel 
and radioactive waste from the 
plants. SKB is also responsible for 
extensive research work carried 
out within the nuclear waste field. 
The costs are covered by a charge 
on the nuclear electricity produ
ced so that in 1986, for instance, 
the charge was 1. 9 ore/kWh 
(USD 0.0030). (The correspond
ing price for electricity to the con
sumer was around 25 ore/kWh or 
USD 0.040). 

A system has been developed 
covering all handling, transporta
tion, storage and disposal of the 
spent fuel and radioactive waste. 

It consists of: 
• a sea-transportation system 

for all kinds of radioactive 
products. 

• a central repository for final 
disposal of low and medium
level radioactive waste (SFR). 
This consists of rock caverns 
of various designs, and is cur
rently under construction un-

on disposal deep down in clay, 
salt and rock have been proposed, 
and work is now concentrated on 
the development of the most ap
propriate systems for various sets 
of conditions. 

Sweden made an early start in 
this field, and has today develop
ed a fairly complete system for 
what is known as the back end of 
the nuclear fuel cycle, not only 
from the technical point of view 
but also with regard to legal, ad
ministrative and financial as
pects. 

der the sea near the Forsmark 
nuclear power plant. 

• a central facility for interim 
storage of spent fuel (CLAB) 
has been in operation since 
1985. The facility comprises a 
reception building above 
ground and underground stor
age based on the wet pool stor
age principle. 

• a repository for final disposal 
of spent fuel and long-life 
waste. In accordance with pre
sent plans, the facility will not 
be needed until the year 2010, 
so construction work has not 
yet commenced. Extensive re
search since the middle of the 
1970s has produced two pos
sible concepts for repositories. 

SFR 
LOW LEVEL 
WASTE 

Principal sketch of the 
Swedish nuclear waste 
storage programme. 
lll. SKB 
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SFR - final disposal of reactor 
waste below the sea 
As the first facility for the final disposal of radioactive 
waste, the SFR complex is being built near the Forsmark 
nuclear plant. 

It is designed for waste generated 
by reactor operation, some of 
which has to be isolated for up to 
several hundred years. The idea of 
using man-made caverns for this 
kind of waste is ambitious and the 
Swedish facility is one of the first 
of its kind. Phase one will be com
missioned in 1988. Contractor is 
the State Power Board (Vatten
fall), who also designed the facili
ty together with the owner, SKB. 
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The repository is situated in the 
bedrock under the Baltic sea, with 
a rock cover of about 60 m. The 
crystalline host rock is gneiss
granite with relatively frequent 
dykes of pegmatite and amphi
bolic composition and locating 
the SFR below the sea bed ensures 
that the groundwater flow in the 
repository area is very low. 

The 40% of the waste, that con
tains 90% of the radio-activity, 

will be deposited in large concrete 
silos situated in cylindrical rock 
caverns 70 m high, entirely sur
rounded by a clay barrier with 
very low permeability. The func
tion of the two man-made bar
riers is to limit the release of 
radioactivity to the groundwater. 

Layout of the SFR plant. 
l/1. SKB, Elisabet Geijer 



A number of rock caverns, 
each 160 m long, will be used for 
the lower-level waste, and their 
design depends upon the type and 
dose rate of the waste packages. 
Possible release of activity from 
these caverns will be governed 
mainly by the exchange rate of 
groundwater inside the caverns. 

The repository is designed to 
be built in two phases. The first, 
to be commissioned in 1988, in
cludes one silo and four rock ca
verns for 60 000 m3 of waste, and 
involves the excavation of 
430 000 m3 of rock. The calculat
ed cost is SEK 700 million (USD 
110 million) at 1987 prices. The 
cost of building and operating 
the SFR facility corresponds to 
0.1 ore/kWh (USD 0.00016/ 
kWh) - 0.4% of the cost of the 
electricity produced. 

The second phase, with one 
more silo and one or two rock ca
verns, is planned to be built with
in 10-15 years. The layout of 
tunnels and caverns also allows 
for future extension of the repo
sitory to take waste from decom
missioned nuclear power plants. 

SFR - Final respository for 
radioactive waste 
Construction phase 1 
1983-1988 
Excavated rock volume 430 000 m' 
Storage volume 60 000 m' 
One silo and 4 rock 
chambers 
Costs (current prices) MSEK 740 

Construction phase 2 
planned 1995-1998 
Rock volume 120-170 000 m' 
Storage volume 20- 30 000 m' 
One silo and one or two 
rock chambers 
Costs (1987 prices) MSEK 200-250 

Operation 1988-2013 
Staff 
Receipt capacity 
Total storage volume 
Costs (1987 prices) 

20-25 persons 
5-6 000 m3/year 
90000 m' 
MSEK 360 

The first rock silo under construction. 
Photo: Goran Hansson, Naturfotograferna 

The Swedish technique for this 
repository differs from the tradi
tional shallow land burial depo
sits adopted in other countries, 
although cost comparisons show 
that the rock-cavern solution is 
not significantly more expensive 

than shallow land burial. One of 
several advantages of the deep 
underground solution is that 
there is no need for any monitor
ing and control of the area for 
leakage prevention, as this is per
formed by the extra rock barrier. 

The inside of the silo is divided into 2.5 m square cells running from top to 
bottom. Waste packages are placed in the cells, which are then backfilled with 
concrete. Handling is totally automatic using remotely controlled lifting 
equipment. 
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I . The transport cask is driven into the facili
ty through an air locked passage beneath the 
floor of the receiving section. 
2. The cask is raised and lifted by an overhead 
travelling crane through an opening in the 
floor. 
3. The crane carries the cask to a preparation 
cell, where it is provided with a protective me
tal skirt. The cask and the fuel are cooled with 
water. 
4. The cask is lifted over to a cask pool, where 
it is placed on a transport wagon. 

5. The transport wagon with cask is driven in 
under the hatch leading to the unloading pool. 
The hatch and the lid on the cask are removed 
by a handling machine. 
6. The fuel assemblies are removed from the 
cask and placed in a storage canister, which 
forms a unit for subsequent transport and 
storage. 
7. The handling machine moves the canister 
to the fuel elevator through a transport chan
nel. 

8. The canister is placed in the water-filled 
elevator cage, which is lowered to the storage 
building. 
9. A handling machine lifts the canister out of 
the elevator cage and forwards it to one of the 
storage pools via a transport channel. 
IO. The canister is placed in a predetermined 
position in the storage pool. 

!II. SKB 

CLAB - an interim facility for spent fuel 
Spent fuel from all Swedish nuclear power stations will be 
stored in the CLABf acility at the Oskarshamn nuclear 
plant for 30-40 years until it can be removed for encapsu
lation and final storage. The storage facility lies in a rock 
cavern, where the spent fuel is stored in water pools. The 
facility has been in use since 1985, and is expected to be in 
operation for 60 years. 

The CLAB facility is a funda
mental strategic element in Swed
en's spent-fuel management 
scheme. It will ensure uninter
rupted nuclear power production 
and it will provide ample time for 
research and development, site 
selection, system design and opti
mization for the development of 
a final repository. 
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The facility consists of under
ground storage pools in a rock ca
vern and a reception building on 
the surface. The storage pools 
now built can hold 3000 tonnes of 
spent fuel, which should cover 
Swedish requirements up to at 
least 1995. One or two additional 
extensions will be required to ac
commodate all the spent fuel and 

core components from the twelve 
Swedish reactors (about 8000 
tonnes). The intake capacity is 
about 300 tonnes per year , or 
about 100 spent-fuel containers. 

The CLAB facility is situated 
in crystalline rock of granite 
type, and studies of its geology 
and rock mechanics were parti
cularly thorough due t the spe
cial demands associated with 
radioactive waste. An extensive 
programme for control of rock 



The above-ground complex consists 
of a number of interconnected build
ings. In the reception building the in
coming spent fuel and core compo
nents are handled. 

Directly connected with the recep
tion building are the buildings for 
auxiliary systems, service systems 
and administration. The actual stor
age building is located underground 
in a rock cavern whose ceiling is lo
cated 25-30 metres below ground 
level. 
II/. SKB 

reinforcement and possible dis
placement in the rock was carried 
out both during and after con
struction. The controlling agen
cies, in particular the Swedish 
Nuclear Inspectorate (SKI), was 
involved in both the design and 
the construction of the CLAB. 
The Swedish State Power Board 
(Vattenfall) designed the facility 
and contractors were ABV, 
Skanska and WP-system (joint 
venture) . 

The storage canister with the fuel 
assemblies is conveyed to its position 
in the pool via the transport channel 
by the handling machine. 
Photo: SKB, 01/e Nilsson 
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Final repository for spent nuclear fuel 
According to present plans, facilities for the final disposal 
of spent fuel and high-level waste will not be required until 
the year 2010, so construction work has not yet commenc
ed. But extensive research since the mid-1970s has resulted 
in concepts for final disposal that have been evaluated by 
the government and declared safe. 

They concern the final disposal 
of waste from reprocessed fuel, 
as well as direct disposal of spent 
fuel without reprocessing. Other 
concepts will also be examined 
before the construction of a repo
sitory is decided on around the 
turn of the century. The purpose 
is to develop a disposal facility 
which fulfills the requirements of 
safety and at the same time offers 
the best solution from both a 
technical and an economic point 
of view. A number of possible 
disposal concepts will be studied 
on the basis of safety, technical 
feasibility, acceptability and eco
nomy. All options will, however, 
be based on disposal deep down 
in the country's crystalline bed
rock. 

The two concepts that are the 
most promising at present are de
scribed here. 

500m 

L. 
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The spent fuel is encapsulated in 
thick copper canisters before being 
placed in the canister holes. 

KBS3 multi-barrier 
disposal system 
The fuel is encapsulated in cop
per canisters, which are deposit
ed 500 m down in the crystalline 
bedrock in boreholes at the bot
tom of tunnels, one canister in 
each borehole. In the borehole, 
the canister is surrounded by a 
buffer of bentonite clay, and 
when the repository is full, all 
shafts and tunnels are backfilled 
and sealed. The waste is thus iso
lated from the environment by a 
number of separate barriers. 
These are: 

• the rock mass, with slow 
water transport and high ca
pacity for absorption of 
radionuclides; 

• the almost impermeable ben
tonite buffer; 

• the highly corrosion-resistant 
copper canister; 

• the low solubility of the spent 
fuel. 

SKB is the originator of the KBS3 
disposal system. 

The facility for final disposal of nu
clear waste according to the Swedish 
KBS-3 method deep down in the 
Swedish bedrock covers an area of 
I km x I km. A system of holes, dia
meter 1.5 m, isdrilledfrom tunnels at 
a distance of 6 mfor the final storage 
of the nuclear waste. 
l/1. SKB 



□ Bentonite clay/ 
quartz sand barrier 

■ Hydraulic cage 

■ Rock mass 

A hydraulic cage isolates the 
WP-cave 
The WP-cave concept, developed 
by Boliden-Contech AB, involv
es a different philosophy than the 
KBS3 proposal: the rock acts as a 
host structure for barriers manu
factured around a storage facili
ty. These barriers are designed to 
isolate the radioactive residues. 
The outer barrier is a hydraulic 
cage, a cage of tunnels which lead 
groundwater past the repository; 
while the inner barrier is a 5 m 
thick layer of a mixture of sand 
and bentonite which completely 
surrounds the part of the rock in 
which the storage facility is lo
cated. 

The encapsulated fuel is placed 
in sloping ducts in the rock, 
which are connected to shafts in 
the centre and on the periphery of 
the facility. 

For the first 100 years, the re
pository is kept open and is cool
ed by air circulation. After that 
the facility is permanently sealed. 
The aim is to provide an extended 
interim storage period while the 
heat emission remains consider
able, before final storage can be 
carried out. 

Research and development 
at the Stripa Mine 
The general objectives of the Stripa Project, currently in 
progress in an abandoned iron-ore mine-in central Sweden, 
are the development of methods and techniques for 
studies, as well as verification of previously obtained labor
atory results by in-situ experiments. 

The Stripa Mine is only a research 
facility and there is no intention 
to store any radioactive material 
there. 

During the long periods for 
which the wastes remain radioac
tive, the possibility of the release 
of radionuclides from the repo
sitory and their transport to the 
biosphere must be assessed. The 
only probable release mechanism 
is dissolution and transport in 
flowing groundwater. Extensive 
studies of the groundwater /rock
engineered barrier interactions 
therefore have to be undertaken. 

Between 1977 and 1980, a 
Swedish-American co-operative 
project was carried out at Stripa. 
Detailed data were obtained on 
the mechanical response of the 
rock to heat load and on the 
groundwater flow in fractured 
crystalline rock. 

The Swedish-American co-op
erative project aroused world-

wide interest and the internation
al Stripa Project was initiated in 
1980. Research is carried out as 
an autonomous project under the 
sponsorship of the OECD Nu
clear Energy Agency (NEA), and 
is managed by SKB (the Swedish 
Nuclear Fuel and Waste Manage
ment Co). Participating count
ries are Canada, Finland, Fran
ce, Japan, Spain, Sweden, Swit
zerland, the United Kingdom and 
the United States. 

The Stripa Project includes a 
number of sub-projects with dif
ferent objectives, budgets and 
time-schedules. The main areas 
are: a. the detection and mapping 
of fracture zones; b. ground
water characteristics and nuclide 
migration; and c. bentonite clay 
for backfilling and sealing. (Part 
of the research work has been re
ported.) The Stripa Project is 
scheduled for completion in 
1991. 

Groundwater characteristics and radionuciidic migration studies are a com
plex subject for crucial research within the Stripa project. Photo: SKB 
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Oil and gas storage 
Large-scale storage of oil and petroleum products in 
unlined rock caverns began in Sweden in the 1950s, 
although underground storage had been used before 
for strategic reasons, when the costs were of second
ary importance. However, new techniques resulting 
in drastic cost reduction, quickly attracted interest 
and were used on commercial installations. Until 
1973, the low price of oil encouraged a huge in
crease in consumption, and so a comprehensive 
programme for the construction of strategic storage 
sites was implemented at a national level to make 
good any interruptions in oil imports. For several 
years running, storage volumes of the order of 1.5 
to 2 million m3 were constructed each year, the 
construction programme for crude oil alone com
prised nearly 6 million m 3 for instance. 

From the point of view of rock 
construction technology this was 
an era of enormous installations 
indeed, few man-made works in 
the world can compete in terms of 
dimensions. Rock cavities are 
often 16-20 m wide, 30 m high 
and many hundreds of metres 
long; several have a volume of 
more than 1 million m3 • These 
large sizes have made for efficient 

An 800 000 m 3 rock cavern built to 
store crude oil on a water bed. Pipes 
in the background are for pumping oil 
and water. The total storage facility at 
Hisingen, Gdteborg, comprises four 
caverns with a storage capacity of al
together 4, 1 million m3, built in 
1966-83 (left). 
Photo: JCC 

The only visible parts of this large rock 
cavern storage are the administration 
building and the installations for pum
ping oil (right). 
Photo: JCC 

implementation and keep costs 
down compared with conven
tional storage in steel tanks above 
ground. 

Today in Scandinavia there are 
over 200 such installations in use 
for storing crude oil and refined 
products from petrol to heavy 
fuel oil. Liquefied petroleum gas 
(LPG) is also stored in a couple of 
installations. In addition, re-

search is being carried out into 
storing natural gas (NG), either 
frozen or pressurized, as this pro
duct has now been introduced in
to Sweden and its use is expected 
to increase dramatically. The 
Swedish storage method has also 
aroused great interest outside 
Scandinavia and Swedish know
how has played an effective part 
in a number of installations in 
Europe and the Far East. 
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Underlying principles of oil storage 

The main reasons why oil can be 
stored in bare rock caverns with
out linings are that oil is lighter 
than water, and that oil and water 
do not mix. In a rock cavern be
low the ground-water level, the oil 
is kept in by the water, which re
mains on the cavern floor and in 
the walls. The hydrostatic press
ure of the water is greater than 
that of the stored oil at all points. 

Since the water level in the stor
age cavern is kept lower than in 

the surrounding rock, small 
quantities of water constantly 
flow in towards the storage, i.e. 
percolates through fissures in the 
rock, down into the bottom of the 
storage cavern, where it forms 
seepage water which is pumped 
out. Normally, pumping is con
trolled so that the water level 
above the cavern floor (called the 
water bed), is kept at 0.2-0.5 m. 
For economic reasons, the see
page quantities must be kept 
small. 

Rock caverns contra steel surface tanks 

Compared with conventional 
steel surface tanks, rock-cavern 
storage plants have several ad
vantages: 

• Superior protection against 
fire. (Insurance companies 
quote reduced premiums.) 

Water pump 
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• Efficient protection against 
sabotage and acts of war. In 
addition, the risks connected 
with earthquakes and hurri
canes are reduced. 

• Land requirements on the sur
face are drastically reduced so 
that the surface area may be 

Ground water level ------------- --=-=-~ ~-- _-----=-- -_---= ==---~ 
- -~ - - -= -----

Variable oil surface 

Fixed water bed 

Since it is the water and not the 
rock which keeps the oil in, the 
rock cavern can in principle be 
any shape provided that it is situ
ated below the ground-water 
level. The shape that has become 
the norm - long rock cavities 
with large cross-sectional areas -
has been chosen because it is 
stable and, most importantly, 
cheap. 

used for other purposes. In 
Sweden there are examples of 
underground storage plants 
built beneath existing facilities 
such as industrial premises, 
roads and buildings, and also 
under existing surface tanks. 

• Providing rock conditions are 
good, construction costs (in
cluding equipment) are lower 
for large storage volumes: 
rock storage often becomes 
competitive above 50 000 m3 • 

• The most significant cost ad
vantages, however, relate to 
the operating costs. The rea
sons are reduced land rent, re
duced amortization of con
struction costs, considerably 
lower insurance premiums, 
lower heating costs (for heavy 
oils), diminished evaporation 
losses, and a cut in mainte
nance costs. 

The surrounding ground water forms 
a barrier which prevents the oil from 
leaking out into the rock joints. 



The original story 
The idea of storing petroleum products underground in 
rock caverns was proposed in Sweden in the 1930s, when 
the military authorities were looking for a method of 
storing fuels that would be secure in wartime. The simple 
answer was to erect conventional free-standing steel tanks 
inside a cavern with sufficient rock cover, but of course 
this was a very expensive system. 

Other ideas were published and discussed in the late 
1930s. Dr. T. H. Hagerman suggested in 1938 that petro
leum products might be stored in a submerged concrete 
container, the first time that water was introduced as the 
sealing medium, but the most important event was the 
granting of a patent to Herman Jansson in 1939. 

In his patent, Jansson describes a 
system where the inner container 
is omitted and oil is stored in an 
unlined cavern located below the 
ground-water table. However, it 
took about 10 years for this idea 
to be put into practice, perhaps 
because the principle was too 
simple and at the same time too 
daring. 

Instead of using this brilliant 
idea, the predominant method of 
creating bomb-proof storage 
tanks during the 1940s was steel
concrete lined cylindrical tanks 
generally known as SENT AB 
tanks. This system used the exca
vated space more efficiently than 
the free-standing steel tanks in 
caverns and it was possible to use 
much thinner steel plates - nor
mally 4 to 8 mm. Many of these 
plants are still in operation to-

day, but mainly because of con
struction limitations the size of 
each single tank was limited to 
about 10 000 m3 • 

To create larger storage units 
the Royal Swedish Fortifications 
Administration developed what 
is known as the Fort Tank. This 
involved excavating as for a con
ventional tunnel, and then lining 
the rock with steel and concrete. 
The disadvantage of lined 
caverns was the risk of corrosion, 
followed by leakages which were 
very difficult to locate and re
pair. 

The first time that substantial 
volumes of oil had been stored 
underground in an unlined cham
ber, without the problems of cor
rosion and leakage was in 1948, 
when an old feldspar mine at 
Harsbacka, converted to an oil 

SENT AB tanks. Cross section of a tank (left) and layout plan (right). 

This drawing formed part of the pa
tent granted to Herman Jansson in 
1939. 

storage received its first intake of 
oil. 

The next milestone in the deve
lopment of the technique is the 
patent granted to Harald Edholm 
in 1949 describing a method for 
storing oil in a sealed cavern sur
rounded by ground-water with 
no air or gas present. A pilot 
plant was put into operation in 
Saltsjobaden outside Stockholm 
in 1951. The cavern was about 30 
m3 in size and it was filled with 
17.6 m3 of gasoline in June 1951. 
The gasoline was stored there 
until June 1956, and the chief re
sults of the tests were that: 

• no gasoline had seeped into 
the surrounding rock mass or 
escaped through evaporation; 

• no changes had occurred in 
the quality of the product. 

Cylindrical Steel-Concrete Tank Cylindrical Steel-Concrete Tanks 
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Rapid development 
from the SO's 
After 1951, developments were 
very rapid and the first unlined 
storage plant for commercial 
operation was probably that con
structed at Goteborg for SKF, 
which was commissioned in 
1952. It gradually became ob
vious that this method was not 
only suitable for strategic, bomb
proof storage plants, but was 
also the most economical method 
available, given favourable geo
logical and hydrological condi
tions. 

During the 1960s and up to the 
mid-1970s there was a boom in 
underground storage plant con
struction, and special techniques 
were developed to meet the re
quirements of the various pro
ducts to be stored, ranging from 
crude oil and LPG to heavy fuel 
oil. The development of submer
sible pumps made it possible to 
design caverns with a fixed water 
bed on the cavern floor, which to
day is the most common princip
le. 

Parallel with the development 
of the storage theory, rock exca
vation techniques were devel
oped during this period, includ
ing drilling equipment, explos
ives and ignition and rock-rein
forcing methods. Cavern sizes 
also increased so that whereas at 
the beginning of the 1950s 10 000 
to 20 000 m3 was normal, by the 
1970s it was several hundred 
thousand m3 • 

Pressure diagram: 
a = gasoline pump line 
b = water pump line 
c = test and feed pipes 
d = line for float and counter-

weight 
e = water riser 
g = ground-water pressure 
o = gasoline pressure 
p = pump 
v = balancing water-column 

pressure 

The test plant for gasoline storage at 
Saltsjdbaden in 1951 was built on the 
inventor's own land (H. Edholm). 
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The abandoned feldspar mine at Hiirsbacka was converted into an oil storage 
facility in 1948 and is still in operation. 

In the aftermath of the oil crisis 
in 1973, the demand for petro
leum products in Sweden has 
fallen substantially and the con
struction of new facilities will 
therefore be directed at gas stor
age. However, development and 
research in this field has not come 
to an end. New product qualities, 
long-term storage in hot cli
mates, and the risk of chemical 
and bacteriological degradation, 
are areas where much effort is 

currently being expended to im
prove Swedish techniques to 
meet new requirements from 
storage plant owners. Experience 
in rock excavation for projects 
other than oil-storage plants in 
countries all over the world 
shows that the major principles 
of oil storage in rock caverns can 
be applied far beyond the Nordic 
countries, where they have main
ly been developed and operated. 



Treatmfnlplanl 

Water bed 

Flow diagram for the Brofjorden crude oil storage facility. m. JM Bygg. 

Brofjorden crude-oil 
storage facility 

Brofjorden on the west coast of Sweden is a deepwater 
harbour and refinery, with several rock cavern storage 
plants, for both crude oil and many refinery products. 

The largest single storage unit in the area (described be
low), was constructed as part of the national crude-oil stor
age programme. It is the country's largest single storage 
unit, with a volume of 2. 6 million cubic metres. Its main 
purpose is strategic, to provide back-up storage for refine
ries along the west coast of Sweden. Planning and con
struction took a total of Jive years, and the plant has been 
in operation since 1982. 

The plant was constructed as a 
turn-key installation by the con
tractors JM Bygg AB for the 
Royal Swedish Board of Civil 
Emergency Preparedness. It is 
connected directly to quays for 
supertankers via pipelines giving 
a loading capacity of about 
15 000m3 /h. ltconsistsofsixpa
rallel rock caverns, linked in 
pairs at the narrow end to form 
three storage units. The caverns 
have a cross-section of approxi
mately 600 m2 , and their length 
varies between 550 and 850 m, 
total cavern length is 4330 m. 
The roof level is some 50 m below 
the surface. Pipelines and pumps 
are housed in service tunnels 
above the rock caverns, while 
surface installations comprise an 
oil separator with an effluent-

treatment plant, a scrubber and 
an inert-gas plant, together with 
an administration building. 

Looking at design 
Oil is stored on a water bed which 
is kept at a constant level. The oil 
is piped at one end of each stor
age unit and is pumped out at the 
other end, i e while it is being 
stored the oil flows through the 
length of two caverns. This pro
vides the longest possible settling 
time for sludge and any other 
contaminants before the oil is 
ready for distribution. 

The highest storage level is 
approximately 10 m below the 
surrounding ground-water level, 
which in Brofjorden is very stable 
due to the proximity of the sea, 
and the ground-water level with-

in the storage unit is checked con
tinually via observation bore 
holes in the surrounding rock. 
The caverns are connected to ser
vice tunnels via shafts in the roof 
which carry pipes and cables to 
pumps and monitoring equip
ment in the cavern. At the lower 
end, each shaft is sealed by a 
concrete barrier which is desig
ned to withstand the pressure of 
an explosion in the cavern. The 
shaft is filled with water between 
the barrier and the pumproom 
floor. 

The caverns are interconnected 
by means of cavern top pipelines 
situated in a common header, 
and linked to the existing crude
oil import jetty by a 1.5 km pipe
line mostly located in a rock tun
nel, running also to the nearby re
finery. 
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The three storage units are 
each provided with three submer
sible pumping units, each dis
charging 500 m3 per hour. The 
pipes installed are designed to al
low all the crude-oil pumps to be 
coupled to the appropriate load
ing pipes, which can also be used 
for distribution so recirculation 
and pumping can be carried out 
both within and between the 
caverns. 

Topheadl 

Horizontal 
bench 
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Seepage water. Each storage 
unit is provided with submersible 
seepage-water pumps to remove 
the water that seep into the 
caverns via fissures in the rock. 
The seepage water is discharged 
via a pipeline to the effluent treat
ment plant, where oil impurities 
are removed. 

Ventilation of the caverns. The 
caverns are vented to the surface 
by steel pipes via a common 

View of the Brofjorden crude oil 
storage, with the Scanraff refinery in 
the background. 

header and the emergency-exit 
shaft. At the surface, the vent 
pipe discharges into a scrubber 
plant which reduces the sulphur 
content of the crude oil gas. 

Inert gas plant. To ensure that 
no explosive gas mixtures form in 
the crude-oil caverns, the storage 
facility is provided with an inert 
gas generator producing nitrogen 
gas (N2). The N2 is injected into 
the caverns continuously when 
the oil is pumped out for treat
ment in the refinery. 

Ventilation in pump rooms 
and pipe tunnels. The primary 
purpose of the ventilation system 
is to prevent the development of 
explosive gas mixtures and to 
keep the humidity in the critical 
sections of the facility at a suit
able level. 

These installations are desig
ned to function at two levels: op
erating ventilation and idle venti
lation. 

Administration building. The 
administration building contains 
the control room from which 
pumps, valves and other equip
ment are operated. Also located 
in the administration building are 
the switchgear, heating and com
pressed-air installations, work
shop and offices. 

Schematic diagram of the excavation 
sequence. The top gallery is excavated 
to its full length and the roof is care
fully secured; a horizontal bench fol
lows; and finally, a bottom bench is 
excavated at high speed. 
lll. JM Bygg. 



Pipes for transporting oil to and from the storage. 
Photo: Bodin Studio 

Telecommunications. The plant 
is provided with local telephone 
installations to communicate 
with all the storage facilities, the 
import jetty and the adjacent re
finery. The rock cavern installa
tions and administration build
ing are equipped with fire alarms 
and smoke detectors in accord
ance with Swedish fire safety re
gulations. 

Geology 
The bedrock consists of granite 
with small inclusions of pegma
tite. The granite breaks readily 
giving a regular pattern of frac
ture, as the joint system is com
posed of two vertical sets at right 
angles to each other, well suited 
to horizontal cleavage. 

Explosives and blasting 
The Nitro Nobel explosives used 
in the Brofjorden project were 
Dynamex and AnFo (ammonium 
nitrate mixed with fuel oil). 
Smooth blasting was used for the 
roof and walls. The contour 
holes were blasted smoothly with 

closely spaced and precisely di
rected holes (with pipe charges of 
Gurit) in order to obtain flat sur
faces and avoid unnecessary 
fracturing of the rock. The 
smooth blasting involved was 
off set by the fact that strengthen
ing costs were kept down and at 
the same time safety was in
creased. 

Rock-burst problems 
Sudden rock bursts were encoun
tered during the excavation of the 
caverns. After the heading had 
been started, rock slabs and ad
hering shotcrete spalled to such 
an extent that it became a safety 
hazard. This was unexpected as 
earlier investigations had shown 
the rock to be excellent and simi
lar caverns in the vicinity had al
ready been excavated without 
any problems. 

An investigation into the rock
burst phenomenon and the 
countermeasures to be taken was 
carried out by the client and the 
contractor in collaboration, and 
in-situ stress measurements 
showed clearly that the problems 
were due to considerable hori-

zontal compressive stresses in the 
rock. It was decided that the ori
ginally stipulated 25 mm layer of 
shotcrete on the roof should be 
combined with short anchor 
bolts, on average 1.5 m apart 
right over the roof. This should 
have enabled the top heading to 
be driven normally. 

However, once the horizontal 
drilling for the first bench 
started, the rock bursts resumed 
and the excavation had to be 
halted. This time a heavier rein
forcement of wire-mesh com
bined with rock bolts was instal
led, and this solved the problem, 
both benches were excavated 
without further mishap. 

Re-using the blasted rock 
At the Brofjorden facility, the 
spoil from the excavation work 
was used chiefly to construct 
breakwaters and piers for a 
small-craft marina. In addition, 
large amounts of rock were 
crushed and used as aggregate for 
highway construction. 
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Commercial storage facility 
The storage plant at Norrkoping is responsible for the 
city's main oil supply, meeting the needs of a population of 
120 000, and the largest single customer is Norrkoping 's 
combined plant for district heating and electricity supply. 

The storage plant belongs to the 
Handelo Oil Storage Board, 
which is itself jointly owned by 
the government, the . thermal 
power plant group and private in
dustry. It is situated on Handelo 
Island, the oil port for the city of 
Norrkoping. 

Work on the construction of 
the storage plant was started in 
1970, and units have been added 
since as demand increased. Each 
unit has been built and put into 
operation without interrupting 
the operation of the existing rock 
caverns. Contractor on a turnkey 
basis was Skanska. 

Today the storage capacity is 
1 200 000 m3 , used mainly for 
heavy fuel oil, but also for diesel 
oil. Like other installations in 
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this country, the plant comprises 
an access tunnel, unlined caverns 
for storage on fixed water beds 
(nine units), an upper service tun
nel with pipe shafts to the 
caverns, switchboard and trans
formers (in this case under
ground), a control building and 
distribution arrangements. 

The oil is delivered to the stor
age plant by tankers, and 
pumped from the jetty through 
pipelines running in a horizontal 
shaft to the service tunnel and 
from there down into the cav
erns. The oil is distributed either 
directly to the thermal power sta
tion or to the distribution points 
for further transportation by rail 
or ship. 

One of the rock caverns being check
ed before its first filling. 
Photo: SKANSKA, Costa Nordin 

The temperature of the stored 
product is kept at 50-65 °C. The 
storage plant is constructed in 
such a way that the product can 
be heated either directly by circu
lating and heating the oil or indi
rectly by circulating and heating 
the water bed under the oil. In 
both cases heat is transferred by 
submerged pumps and heat ex
changers. The heat input is supp
lied from the thermal power sta
tion using hot water at 110 °C. 

Water leaking into the caverns 
is pumped out automatically by 
submerged pumps. The water is 
cleaned in a gravimetric oil sepa
rator before it is discharged into 
the sea. 



Gasoline storage at the Nynashamn refinery 

Oil has been stored in rock ca
verns since 1941 at the Nynas
hamn refinery, 55 km south of 
Stockholm, and in 1980 a large 
storage facility was commission
ed, totalling 940 000 m3 • The 
rock cavern was located at a 
greater depth than usual in order 
to avoid problems with vibra
tions from the blasting - some 
40 m of rock separates the top of 
the rock cavern from the surface 
tanks. Two of the rock caverns 
form a 40 000 m3 gasoline stor
age unit. 

As gasoline gives off an explos
ive gas it was essential to restrict 
the air space in the stpre. This is 
achieved by keeping the upper 
surface of the gasoline within the 
pump shaft, which leads from 
each cavern up to the surface, 
and changing the lower surface, 
ie the level of the water bed, to 
compensate for variations in the 
amount of gasoline in the store. 

As the store is filled, a corre
sponding amount of water is si
multaneously pumped from the 
water bed and discharged out to 
sea after passing through an oil 
separator. Conversely, when the 
store is emptied, water flows in 
under gravity from an access tun
nel. (This method is called the 
fluctuating water bed.) 

A major part of the refinery's 
storage facility is for crude oil, 
and this is stored underground on 
a fixed water bed. To keep the 
different storage facilities sepa
rate, a water curtain, consisting 
of a number of vertical boreholes 
from access tunnels between the 
storage units, has been construct
ed. As the tunnels are linked to 
the sea, the holes are filled with 
water so that the water pressure is 
higher than that of the stored 
product. 

Operating experience from the 
storage facility has been very sa
tisfactory, and gasoline losses 
have been negligible. 

Owner of this plant is the Nynas 
Petroleum AB and it was built by 
the contractors JCC on a turnkey 
basis. 

The rock cavern was blasted out be
low the surface tanks belonging to the 
refinery. (Top) Photo: 1cc 

PP Product Pumps 

BWP Balance Water Pumps 

LWP Leak Water Pumps 

The gasoline is stored on a fluctua
ting water bed. 
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Underground storage 
of liquefied petroleum gas 

Storage of liquefied petroleum 
gas (LPG) in rock caverns can be 
carried out in two main ways -
refrigerated storage and storage 
under pressure. For refrigerated 
storage the rock cavern is kept at 
gas liquefaction temperature 
which for the most common pet
roleum gases, propane and buta
ne, is approx. -40 °C and -2 °C 
respectively at atmospheric pres
sure. Storage plants of this type 

Propane storage 
120 m below sea level 

The LPG installation at Lavera, 
40 km werst of Marseille, France, 
is a reception storage plant for gas 
from nearby refineries and for 
imported gas from North Africa. 

The storage area consists of three 
interconnected rock caverns in 
limestone located approximately 
120 m below sea level with a stor
age capacity of 120 000 m3 pro
pane. In order to guarantee the 
necessary ground-water pressure 
above the caverns a separate tun
nel was excavated 20 m above the 
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have been constructed for the 
petrochemical industry in Swed
en. Both plant and operating 
costs have proved to be advanta
geous compared with conven
tional storage above ground. 

In the case of pressurized stor
age, the rock cavern is located at 
such a depth below the ground
water level that the hydrostatic 
pressure exceeds the gas liquefac
tion pressure at the temperature 

cavern roof. From the tunnel, a 
series of horizontal holes were 
drilled to cover the whole area 
above the rock caverns. The tun
nels were then filled with water 
and pressurized as early as during 
the construction period to pre
vent the ground-water falling be
low its original level. 

The project was carried out on 
a turnkey basis by Skanska AB in 
co-operation with a French com
pany, for the client Geostock, 
France. 

of the rock. In practice this 
means, for example, that a stor
age plant for propane must be lo
cated approx. 100 metres below 
the ground-water level to meet 
the pressure requirements. (Re
quisite pressure approximately 9 
bar at a rock temperature of ap
proximately 25 °C.) The principle 
has been used successfully in 
Sweden and also abroad. 

The LPG installation at Lavera. 



Natural-gas storage 
in rock caverns 
Any natural-gas system needs a satisfactory storage capa
city to keep the supply at a reliable high level and there are 
three basic requirements for storage capacity: compensa
tion for variations in gas consumption during the day, 
week or season; supply back-up in case of pipeline failure; 
and strategic storage. 

Natural gas coming from the Da
nish fields in the North Sea was 
first introduced in Sweden in 
1985. At present a piped gas 
system is being built rapidly 
along the west coast. The large 
gas discoveries off Norway and 
the extension of the Russian gas 
system through Finland mean 
that there is likely to be consider
able use of natural gas in the 
future. 

The geological conditions in 
Sweden, with a predominating 
competent crystalline bedrock 
and very limited sedimentary for
mations, favour storage in large 
rock caverns. The main options 
being developed are storage in 
lined and in unlined rock ca
verns, both methods storing the 
fuel in its gaseous state. 

In the unlined rock caverns, lo
cated at large depth, the gas is 
prevented from leaking out of the 
cavern by the external water pres
sure, so the water flow gradient 
towards the cavern must be kept 
at a sufficiently high level at all 
times. This is ensured by drilling 
a curtain of boreholes round the 
cavern at a suitable distance, so 
water is introduced into all frac
tures around the storage. The 
hydrostatic conditions mean that 
the storage pressure increases 
with depth, resulting in reduced 
storage volumes. This unlined 
storage method is basically deve
loped from well-known construc
tion techniques used for other 
applications . 

In the second method, the pur
pose of steel or plastic linings is to 
serve as an impermeable layer 
while the surrounding rock takes 
the internal gas pressure. It thus, 
becomes possible to operate at 
very high pressures even at 

moderate depths. Although such 
a lining in combination with the 
rock presents an extremely stable 
design in terms of internal gas 
pressure, its capacity forresisting 
external hydrostatic pressure 
whef\- the gas pressure is low or 
the cavern is empty, is severely 
limited. It is therefore necessary 
to eliminate any hydrostatic load 
on the lining in these situations by 
different types of drainage sys
tems. 

To summarize, unlined ca
verns at large depths have proved 
economically attractive for 
major storages, whereas lined ca
verns are more advantageous for 
small and medium-sized caverns, 
always provided that certain key 
technical criteria can be met satis
factorily. 

The two methods are develop
ing all the time, with a constant 
flow of new ideas and due to the 
expansion of the Swedish gas 
system, they are believed to have 
a very interesting future. 

The volume of a lined rock cavern 
with high pressure (V = 1) is com
pared in the diagram with volumes of 
unlined caverns at various depths. 
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Coal storage 
Coal is used mainly in large district-heating plants, 
either as the main fuel or in addition to wood and 
peat. It is also a main alternative to nuclear power 
for the generation of electricity. 

Coal is of interest as a fuel because there are 
enormous reserves widely distributed throughout the 
world, which leads to both price stability and securi
ty of supply. Its disadvantages are the various impu
rities present, the fact that handling coal is labour
intensive, and that the firing technology is 
complicated. 

Increased environmental awareness has made 
stringent demands on permitted emission quantities, 
but purification technology has kept pace with this. 
Tlte ptanr described here is fired by coal with a 
maximum sulphur content of 1.5%. The sulphur 
content in the stack gases after purification is about 
40% of the equivalent from oil-fired combustion 
using low-sulphur oil (0.5% sulphur) without 
purification. 

The main reasons for storing coal in rock-cavern 
silos are environmental, in so far as open-air coal 
storage is considered unacceptable in built-up areas. 

Artist's view of the lgelsta coal fired 
power plant. 
Ill. SKANSKA 
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Oean coal-handling 
at the coal-fired power station 
The Jgelsta plant in Sodertiilje, 30 km south of Stockholm, 
provides heat and hot water for 40 000 apartments and several 
large industrial concerns. Until 1981, some 60 000 m3 of oil 
was used each year, but during 1982-83 the boilers were re
placed by three coaldust-fired boilers, each with an output of 
120 MW, producing approx 2 TWh of heat per year. 

Environmental considerations 
made heavy demands on plant de
sign at lgelsta and all handling of 
the coal was enclosed, from un
loading at the quay right through 
to ash disposal. The stack gases 
are cleaned of sulphur and dust in 
a three-stage purification plant. 

Enclosed coal handling 
The coal arrives at the plant's har
bour in vessels of up to •30 000 
tonnes and is offloaded and tran
sported by an enclosed conveyor 
belt to a re-handling building. He
re the coal passes through sifters, 
crushers and metal detectors be
fore being taken either directly to 
the boilerhouse or to storage. 

NOx content during combustion. 
Stack-gas purification is perform
ed in three stages: 90% of the dust 
is first removed in an electrofilter 
and some of the waste heat is reco
vered in an economizer; in stage 
two further purification is done 
by a wet/ dry type of sulphur 
scrubber; and finally, almost all 
the remaining dust is removed in a 
trap filter along with trace ele
ments and heavy metals. 

The fly ash from the electro
filter provides raw material for 
the construction industry, while 
the dust from the trap filter is used 
as landfill. 

Owner of the lgelsta plant is 
Sodertalje Energiverk. The stor
age was constructed by Skanska The coal storage consists of 

three rock silos, each 70 m deep 
and 31 min diameter with a volu
me of 50 000 m3 • The coal is 
poured in from the top and lifted 
out by a bucket elevator, which 
runs in a revolving superstructure 
to ensure uniform lifting, and 
handling is completely controlled 
by computers giving the position 
and level of the coal in store. The 
silos can be filled with inert gas or 
water to prevent fire. 

on a turn-key basis. A group of View of one of the silos after excava-

When the silos were excavated 
a nearby district-heating tunnel 
was used for the removal of the 
rock spoil, and a side tunnel was 
constructed to the bottom level or 
the silos with a shaft driven up to 
the surface. The rock was stoped 
out and fell to the bottom of the 
shaft, from where it was later re
moved via the district-heating 
tunnel. This method considerably 
reduced project costs. 

Cleaning the stack gases 
The coal is ground to a fine dust 
and injected into the boilers, with 
combustion taking place with an 
overfire-air unit to reduce the 

specialists, from the Royal Insti- tion. 
tute of Technology' TYRENS Photo: SKANSKA, Staffan Trtidglirdh 

and others, was engaged for the 
design of the excavation and sup-
port work. 

Illustration of coal handling in the 
storage. (Below). 
Ill. SKANSKA 
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Storing food 
Storing foodstuffs is an operation which 
can benefit considerably from the 
properties of rock, and there are many 
historic examples showing that people 
have long known how to make use of 
the constant low temperatures to be 
found underground. There are also 
modern installations in many parts of 

the world, such as the grain stores in the 
Henan province of China, the enormous 
stores located in limestone quarries 
in Kansas City, USA. Underground 
storage off oodstuffs, in particular 
cold storage, could well increase, 
especially in hot regions. 

Cold storage 
Demand factors 
In cold storage it is vital to freeze 
the goods as quickly as possible to 
storage level, usually -25 °C, and 
then to keep the temperature 
constant. Variations cause ice 
crystals in the goods to increase in 
size with a resulting deterioration 
in the quality of the goods. 

The other main requirement is 
that the air humidity must be kept 
high. When it is too low the goods 
loose water, resulting in a loss of 
quality and value, as they are 
priced according to weight. The 
minimum humidity requirement 
for most goods is in the 85-95% 
range. 

Refrigeration units remove 
moisture from the air during ope
ration as the moisture collects on 
cold surfaces, so in designing cold 
stores it is essential to have a well
insulated storeroom with high 

The cooling power required to main
tain the temperature at -25 °Cat the 
Cairo facility. After 3-4 months of 
cooling, the power need drops dra
matically. 

Cooling power 
(kW) 

10 
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thermal inertia. The operating 
time of the refrigeration unit will 
then be shorter and the unit can be 
made smaller, thus removing less 
moisture from the air. It should 
be noted that the humidity is con
trolled exclusively by the basic de
sign. 

Storeroom features 
Cold stores in rock caverns are 
characterized by good insulation, 
and unlike conventional surface 
designs they have a very high ther
mal inertia. The rock itself acts as 
the insulating material, and its 
thickness (in most directions in
finite) produces the favourable 
thermal inertia. 

Initially the surrounding wck 
has to be cooled down and this 
consumes a considerable amount 
of energy over a lengthy period -
three months or more - but once 
the temperature level approaches 
the steady state, this initial ex
penditure brings rewards. Temp
erature stability is then corre
spondingly high, and change 
would have to involve not only the 

goods but also the rock . This 
means that poor discipline in 
keeping the doors closed, and 
breakdowns of the refrigeration 
system, etc, are less likely to da
mage the stored goods. The 
power required for cooling is also 
modest, in other words drip losses 
are low; in fact, the cooling ener
gy in practice has been found to be 
20-30% lower than that needed 
by conventional storerooms. 

Turning to the layout, the de
sign with parallel rock caverns has 
limitations in that it involves 
somewhat longer internal tran
sport trips than conventional 
storerooms. Studies have shown 
that a rock cavern width in excess 
of some 13 m enables handling 
and storage areas to be arranged 
rationally. 

Underground cold stores re
quire little maintenance, as they 
are free of climatic stresses and as
sociated problems, except near 
the doors. A final point is the 
elimination of the problem of 
ground frost below the floor of 
the storeroom. 

Isotherms in the rock after JO years' operation of a pro
posed cold storage facility in Cairo, Egypt. 



Slorage 
8 million es • m111 ion litres 

AB Vin & Spritcentralen, the Swedish wine and liquor company, is a very satis
fied user of underground space. At Arstadal harbour in Stockholm they have 
Jive rock caverns with a total storage area of 40 000 m2, built in 1957 and ex
tended in 1967 by SENT AB and Skanska. The temperature remains at the level 
needed for the stored goods without any heating or cooling. 

An ice-cream mountain 
underground 
Since 1964, Sweden's leading ice-cream manufacturer GB 
has operated its largest cold store under Stockholm in a rock 
cavern. The location of the site in the centre of the distribu
tion area was an important consideration in building it. 

Interior of one storage cavern of the GB facility. The temperature is kept at 
-27°C. Photo: SKANSKA, Gos/a Nordin 

The ABBA herring storage at the 
port of Kungshamn, handles some 
75 % of all herring consumed in 
Sweden. Originally built in the 
1950's, it has two additional caverns 
built by JCC in 1971 which raised the 
capacity to 35 000 barrels of herring. 
A tunnel connects it with the har
bour. 
Photo: JCC 

The store consists of three main 
rock caverns, constructed in pa
rallel at right angles to a rock 
scarp, and each 75 m long, 16 m 
wide and 8 m high. The rock itself 
provides the thermal insulation. 
Two of the rock caverns are used 
for storage, the third is used for 
loading and for truck parking, 
and refrigeration equipment has 
been installed in a fourth, smaller 
rock cavern. The total storage vo
lume is 16 000 m3 , and the stock 
is turned over on average once a 
year as ice-cream is an extremely 
seasonal product. 

GB is pleased with the store be
cause of its high quality and effi
ciency. Compared with one of 
GB's conventional stores, built 
later, the rock cavern requires 
18% less energy (average con
sumption is 79 kWh/m3 , year). 

On one occasion the refrigera
tion equipment was out of service 
for a week, but during that time 
the temperature rose only 7 °c, a 
remarkably small increase con
sidering that work at the store 
continued normally throughout 
the period. 
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Man underground 
Although living underground is not an end in itself, 
the utilization of subsurface space frequently means 
that some people have to stay underground for 
varying periods of time. It makes sense, therefore, 
to discuss the circumstances that af feet attitudes to 
staying underground in order that many of the 
problems related to a workplace below ground can 
be overcome. 

Main reasons why working 
underground is regarde,d as disad
vantageous as compared with 
working above ground are the 
lack of windows, remoteness 
from the open air and the know
ledge that hundreds of tonnes of 
rock lie overhead. 

If an underground installation 
replaces an outdoor workplace 
which is plagued by heat in the 
summer and rain or excessive cold 
in the winter, the stable tempera
tures and sheltered climate under
ground can be an attractive alter
native. 

Certain premises require no 
windows - a cinema or a theatre, 
for instance - and large depart
ment stores are nowadays usually 
built without windows as sun-

shine and traffic noise interfere 
with the display of goods. In these 
premises the aim is to provide a 
feeling of space using good artifi
cial lighting instead. 

Limited research 
A few investigations into how 
people experience life in window
less and underground premises 
have been documented in various 
parts of the world. Most concern 
workshops and offices, and in 

A certain amount of research 
has been carried out into the ex
perience of living below ground, 
and to this can be added knowled
ge acquired over many years from 
several large workplaces. Even if 
life above ground is generally pre
ferable, the differences are not 
really so great for most people, 
but the picture is by no means 
clear-cut and needs to be given 
shading. 

Interior of an underground workshop. Since the rock is not visible anywhere, 
the visual working environment does not differ from similar workshops above 
ground, except for the lack of windows. 

Attitudes and prejudices 
People's attitude to underground 
premises depends upon how con
vincing the reasons are for having 
such a location. It is obvious, for 
example, that an underground 
railway system has to run in tun
nels and this is easy to accept, for 
the passengers at any rate. Work
shops that could just as easily be 
located in conventional buildings 
are harder to accept. However, it 
appears to be easier if the installa
tion has to be protected, e g for 
military reasons, rather than purely 
economic reasons. 

Artists have.used colours to decorate 
and give identity to the cave stations 
of the Stockholm underground rail
way. Station: Solna Centrum (left). 
Photo: SL, Hans Ekestang 
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one such investigation, by Forss
man et al, large groups of workers 
in an underground workshop 
were compared with workers in 
equivalent workplaces above 
ground. The first investigation 
took place when the workshop 
was new and the underground 
workers had a more negative atti
tude to the workplace than those 
above ground. But by the time a 
follow-up was completed ten 
years later this difference had 
largely disappeared. 

Several similar investigations 
have been carried out into 
windowless offices, and the ge
neral impression is that the em
ployees in windowless offices ha
ve a more negative attitude to 
their working environment than 
workers in windowless work
shops. It is also a fact that people 
who would be most troubled men
tally by living underground avoid 
such environments as far as pos
sible. 

The conclusion to be drawn 
from the investigations is that an 
underground location or a lack of 
windows in itself is nearly always 
regarded as a defect, but it can be 
tolerated to a greater or lesser de
gree depending on other environ
mental factors. 

The observed tendency for atti
tudes to become more positive 
with increased experience of the 
environment cannot be explained 
solely by the theory that the ori
ginal attitudes were based upon 
prejudice. Many people can ac
cept even unfavourable environ
ments after a period of time. 

Health investigations 
One thorough piece of research 
monitored the health of employ
ees working below ground. On 
the first occasion a number of 
symptoms were over-represented, 
namely tiredness, headaches, eye 
problems, nervous tension and 
sleepiness. The follow-up study 
ten years later showed, however, 
that these problems had largely 
been overcome. In this case the 
initial difficulties were caused by 
deficiencies in the ventilation and 
lighting, which had later been rec
tified . 
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Bomb shelters transformed into a gymnasium for peace-time use. 
Photo: National Rescue Services Board 

In several other investigations 
it has also been found that the 
main cause of the problems en
countered has been deficiencies 
in the ventilation and lighting, 
while another common disturb
ing factor is the continual noise 
from ventilation and air-condi-

tioning equipment. 
Although an inferior state of 

health has been noted in those 
who work underground, it has 
yet to be proved that it was ac
tually the underground location 
or the lack of windows which 
were responsible. The more spe-

Working environment of an underground control centre for the civil defence. 
It is designed to function well also under trying conditions. 
Photo: A B V, Holger Sta/Jansson 



With the purpose of creating an airy environment with good visibility, there are 
no supporting walls or pillars separating the tracks of the four underground rail
way stations last built in Stockholm. 
Photo: SL, Hans Ekestang 

cific symptoms that have been 
observed, such as colds, head
aches and eye problems, are 
probably the result of ventila
tion, lighting and noise factors, 
all of which can be remedied. The 
more general symptoms such as 
tiredness and nervous tension, 
could have the same cause but 
could also be linked to the under
ground environment as a whole. 

The importance of daylight 
It used to be said that windows 
have three functions; to provide 
illumination, a view and ventila
tion; but this last is now of ever
decreasing importance. 

Even if it is assumed that light
ing engineers can solve ergonom
ic problems connected with arti
ficial lighting, it is probable that 
certain negative results of exclud
ing daylight will remain. Day
light differs from artificial light-

ing by coming from a diff ererit 
direction, usually horizontal, 
and by varying both momentarily 
(' 'the sun has gone behind a 
cloud"), and during the day. The 
changing shadows give a room 
character and variety, which can
not be achieved by artificial light
ing alone. 

For living rooms, sunlight is 
regarded as one of the most im
portant aspects, and although the 
desire for sunlight is somewhat 
less for workplaces, the majority 
of people would still like sunlight 
in a workroom. However, the ne
gative effects, typically heat and 
glare, are of more importance in 
this situation, especially when it 
comes to sedentary work. 

Although light appears to be a 
minor constituent in mankind's 
daily rhythm and one whose 
function has never been fully 
explained, it is quite clear that 
people feel a need for light. 

A changing view 
The view from the windows of a 
building provides information, 
variety and a reduced feeling of 
confinement. Many people evi
dently need to be kept informed 
about the weather and other fac
tors outside the building and ap
pear to experience a mild but 
unpleasant disorientation in time 
and space if they cannot obtain 
this. In some underground work
shops an attempt has been made 
to compensate for this by means 
of a notice-board stating, for 
example, the cloud-cover and 
other weather conditions. The 
purely informational aspect is 
satisfied by this, but from the 
point of view of experience, there 
is a great difference between such 
indirect information and direct 
observation of the weather. 

Another important function of 
windows is to provide variety, 
and since the underground en-
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vironment has more or less con
stant climate and illumination, it 
is not unexpected that one of the 
most common complaints from 
the people working there is that it 
is monotonous. Of course the re
verse is also true: windows can be 
a distraction and can disturb the 
activity being carried out in the 
premises. After all, no-one 
would think of having windows 
in a theatre. 

Claustrophobia and that 
confined feeling 
Some people experience an un
pleasant confined feeling in 
windowless rooms above ground 
and this is intensified when they 
know they are underground. This 
unpleasant feeling is based partly 
on the special safety risks asso
ciated with underground pre
mises, and the problems connect
ed with evacuating such installa
tions in an emergency. It is espe
cially critical if individuals have 
little personal control over their 

own escape. Regardless of how 
realistic such fears may be, they 
are undoubtedly a cause of stress 
to many people. 

In rare cases an underground 
environment can cause claustro
phobic reactions, but it is more 
common that the feeling of being 
confined contributes to a more 
general feeling of discomfort ex
perienced by many people below 
ground. It has been found that 
people with a tendency to clau
strophobia avoid working under
ground altogether or stay only a 
very short time. A natural pro
cess of selection is thus taking 
place. 

Demanding more of the 
environment underground 
Investigations show that employ
ees in underground premises re
gard their environment to a cer
tain extent as unsatisfactory, 
even if technical problems con
nected with ventilation and light
ing have been solved. The under-

Decorating element of the Kungstriidgarden station in Stockholm. 
Pho10: SL, Hans Ekeslang 
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ground location and the absence 
of windows alone seem to put a 
physical strain on the individual. 
This manifests itself in people 
working underground being less 
tolerant of physical deficiencies 
in the environment. In several 
cases there have been complaints 
about the lighting and air quality, 
for example, even though no 
faults could be found. 

Such complaints probably re
sult from a desire to pin down a 
vague dissatisfaction with work
ing conditions to definite aspects 
of the environment. Probably be
cause the lighting is known to be 
completely artificial and the 
rooms cannot be aired by open
ing windows, such complaints 
are as a rule directed against 
lighting and ventilation. This has . 
led to the conclusion that higher 
demands will be made on the phy
sical environment in under
ground premises than in equiva
lent premises above ground. 

Dissatisfaction with under
ground premises seems to depend 
on whether conditions are more 
monotonous than in correspon
ding premises above ground. 
This becomes worse if the work 
being carried out is also mono
tonous and if the person is tied to 
one workplace. 

Improving the 
underground experience 
To overcome the negative attitu
de to the underground environ
ment, much greater attention 
should be paid to such factors as 
lighting, ventilation, air quality 
and noise levels, than in equival
ent premises above ground. The 
noise problem requires particular 
attention, as there is no back
ground noise in underground 
premises . Fittings and furniture 
are a useful way of bringing the 
environment to life, and under
ground premises can be provided 
with windows in partition walls, 
light and "warm" textiles and 
decorations on light-coloured 
walls, plants etc. Rest-rooms, 
however, should, if possible, be 
situated on the surface. 

The following conditions should 
be avoided as far as possible: 
(a) uninteresting, monotonous 
work; (b) restricted freedom of 



movement; (c) separation from 
workmates and (d) cramped con
ditions. 

Here are some more essential 
points. 

The entrance to the installation 
is important. A familiar type of 
entry point, preferably a build
ing, which makes the transition 
to an underground installation in 
a tasteful way, avoids the impres
sion of "going down" below the 
surface. Vertical transits are ex
perienced in a much more nega
tive way than a horizontal en
trance. 

The exit must be obvious so 
that there is no doubt about its lo
cation. This can be accentuated 
by choice of colour scheme. 

Light, bright colours help to 
remove the feeling of being un
derground. Experience of co
lours and colour schemes deve
loped in recent years has proved 
to be of use here; there are many 
good examples of successful co
lour schemes, some in renovated 
workshops. 

The entrance of the Berwaldhallen music studio, which is sunk into a hill. The 
audience enters at the dress circle level and does not sense any feeling of going 
down into the rock. The architects wanted the bare rock to be visible since they 
found it beautiful. 
Photo: Erik Ahnborg, VBB 

The feeling of security is rein
forced by clear instructions 
about escape routes and safety 
systems. 

By doing this it is quite possible 
to eliminate the negative factors 
associated with working under-

ground. By utilizing the available 
knowledge and understanding of 
the underground environment it 
should be possible to create extre
mely good working conditions in 
underground installations. 

At the Muskd naval base, colours are conscientiously used to help ligth and clar-
ify the transport routes. Photo: Jan Bjorkgren 
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· legal and 
administrative aspects 
The legal and administrative aspects of underground 
construction vary greatly from country to country. 
In some, the right to dispose of what lies below the 
surf ace is decided exclusively by the state; in others, 
the law is not so clear and its application is compli
cated. 

These matters have to receive proper attention 
when individual projects are planned, as they may 
have great influence on the time schedule, and 
sometimes on the project itself 

In general, longer term efforts should be made to 
reduce unnecessary obstacles to the proper use of 
subsurface space. 

Buildin9 permit 
reiiu1rea 

Buildinq perrni-t 
not re.c.i,.uire.d 

Until 1988, excavation underground dit not require a building permit, and the 
new Building Code is not expected to change the established procedures. 
Ill . Pia Westbeck 

Swedish experience 
Subsurface construction in Swed
en seems to have remained in a 
legal vacuum, which is surprising 
considering its importance. There 
are no laws obstructing excava
tions or the use of the subsurface 
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area, indeed central and munici
pal authorities have usually paid 
little attention to subsurface pro
jects, and building permits have 
typically, not been required. The 
main focus of official interest has 
been safety during construction. 

However, there are regulations 
covering electrical installations, 
storage of inflammable goods, 
handling of waste water, etc, and 
these are valid regardless. of 
whether the installation is above 
or below the surface. 

A new Swedish Building Code 
is at present being introduced, 
and will lead to a building permit 
being required for tunnels and 
rock caverns, but the aim is not to 
irttroduce radical change in pres
ent design or construction tradi
tion, merely to establish present 
standards, particularly for avoid
ing adverse effects on the ground
water table. 

The fact that Swedish legisla
tion neither obstructs develop
ment nor tangles it in bureaucratic 
red tape has undoubtedly contri
buted to the widespread under
ground construction in the 
country. 

Planning and rights 
lri principle, a landowner in 
Sweden also owns what lies below 
the surface, so for the purpose of 
constructing a rock chamber, it is 
sufficient to have the real estate 
registered . For the construction 
of a tunnel of any length, how-



ever, it may be impracticable to 
buy all the land needed, so a right 
of way below someone else's land 
can be arranged instead. This can 
be effected at reasonable cost by 
an easement or a usufructuary 
agreement. In legal cases, it has 
been the landowner who has had 
to prove the degree of encroach
ment the land would suffer. 

If the tunnel is to pass under se
veral properties, the procedure 
has to be repeated for each of 
them, but a subtler form has been 
adopted under recent legislation 
covering roads and pipelines, by 
which an installation is dealt with 
in its entirety in one procedure. 

It is not uncommon for infra
structure tunnels to be introduced 
early in the planning stage of new 
urban areas and the renovation of 
existing areas. The object of this 
planning work is to identify 
needs, present relevant basic data 
and co-ordinate the interests of 
the various parties into a sound, 
practicable solution. 

In Stockholm, as well as in va
rious other cities, the number of 
subsurface installations is so great 
that they have to be taken into 
consideration in the planning pro
cess. A map of the underground 
installations in Stockholm has 
been drawn up for this very pur
pose. 

In the detailed development 
plans some tunnels are legally 
supported by so-called protective 
zones, which state that a parti
cular rock mass of structural im
portance for the stability of the 
tunnel is not to be affected by 
other construction. 

Although at the time it was not 
obligatory by law, many subsur
face installations constructed 
over the last few decades have 
been examined by the local autho
rities. The reason for this is the 
mutual desire of the parties con
cerned to communicate and thus 
avoid subsequent problems dur
ing design and construction. Such 
examinations have included the 
stability and resistance of the in
stallation, vibration during con
struction, the risk of adverse ef
fects on the groundwater table 
and the counter-measures requir
ed, as well as safety aspects. 

These studies are based mainly 

Water 
Legislation 

Environment 
Decree 

Water Legislation 
Public Health Act 
Environment Conservation 
Legislation ,,. 

Legislation Concerning 
Highly Inflammable Goods 

No legislation 

Road 
Legislation 

Legislation 
Concerning 
Pipes 

Legislation 
Concerning 
Electrical 
Installations 

There is considerable legislation governing the various uses of underground 
space, although little of it was drawn up with underground construction in 
mind. 
!II. from "Planning of Subsurface Use", 1977 

on the results of geological invest
igations, and afterwards the 
building permit may include a 
schedule of control measures to 
be observed during construction. 
Mapping of the final excavation, 
the geology of the installation pe
rimeter, and the reinforcement 
measures adopted is also includ
ed. This mapping is of value for 
the upkeep and maintenance of 
the installation, but is also useful 
when a new installation is being 
considered in the same area. 

Responsibility and damage 
The most common, and at the sa
me time most serious, type of da
mage experienced in Sweden re
lates to the lowering of ground
water levels. This may severely 
damage or destroy wooden 
foundations, which rot when they 
come into contact with oxygen. 
Equally serious are settlements of 
the ground which can occur in 
areas with cohesive soil. As this 

type of damage develops slowly, it 
is normally difficult to prove a re
lationship between cause and da
mage, particularly as more than 
one causal factor is generally in
volved. It is often a third party 
that suffers damage, and it is 
often very difficult for him to 
prove his case. 

Such damage has not been 
overlooked in the legislation and 
no less than three laws are appli
cable (Swedish Environmental 
Protection Law, Swedish Land 
Law, and Law concerning Dam
age). The requirement for build
ing permission, which is intro
duced in the revised Building 
Code, should be viewed in this 
light and includes a provision that 
groundwater conditions in the vi
cinity of the site must be carefully 
analysed before the start of con
struction. Those suffering dam
age from this effect should thus 
have a much better chance of 
proving their case. 

Right of ownership according to 
Swedish Law. 
!II. Pia Westbeck 
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Geoplanning - an essential tool 
The planning process for tunnels and rock caverns 
differs fundamentally from the planning of ordinary 
buildings because the construction material - the 
rock - is initially unknown and requires investiga
tion. The aim is to obtain as complete a picture as 
possible of the site conditions and thus arrive at a 
technical and economic evaluation of the project. 
Step one is to adapt the position and alignment of 
the installation to suit the local structure of the 
rock, while step two is a matter of selecting a suit
able excavation method and checking the need for 
reinforcement and sealing measures. 

However, investigations do not 
cease when excavation has start
ed, as this exposes the rock and 
enables plans to be further adapt
ed to encountered conditions. On 
the contrary, throughout the con
struction period, the rock is ob
served and is later checked at cer
tain intervals during the life time 
of the facility, just as ordinary 
buildings are inspected. 

This continual process of 
adapting the design to the rock is 
called "geoplanning". In addi-

Geological map of the Karlshamn 
area by the Swedish Geological Sur
vey (SGU), who also specialize in aer
ial photography, magnetometry and 
other advanced techniques for map
ping special geological characteristics 
and rock structures. (Left) 

Close and active co-operation bet
ween the parties involved ensures that 
resources put into geoplanning are 
well utilized. In Sweden the "geo
consultant" plays an important role 
throughout the whole construction 
process. 

tion to the design aspects, geo
planning includes studies of the 
effects on the surroundings in 
terms of stability, effects on 
groundwater conditions, etc. 

Most crucial in the planning 
stage is the site selection and 
orientation of the facility in ac
cordance with the actual rock 
structure as it often has a major 
influence on the total economy of 
the project. Thus, geoplanning is 
of great strategic importance. 

Possibility of using 
---- geological findings to 

influence total costs 

Planning Design Construction 

Client 

Great savings can be made by carry
ing out appropriate studies during the 
initial planning stage, i e the feasibili
ty and siting studies. This is where 
really expensive mistakes can be 
avoided. 
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Rock as a 
construction material 
Rock is not uniform, but consists 
of many types of material with 
different origins, changed over 
millions of years by the trans
forming forces on the surface of 
the earth and its interior. 

Hard and "competent" ig
neous rocks, such as granite and 
gneiss, are affected by tectonic 
forces in the earth's crust: con
tinents are moved, mountain 
ranges are folded, earthquakes 
cause slippage along fault planes. 
The result is inhomogeneities in 
the rock mass in the form of folia
tion, fractures and crushed zones. 
For the rock engineer these are 
just as important as are the differ
ent types of rock. 

Softer, sedimentary types of 
rock, such as limestone and sand
stone, are changed considerably 
even during short periods of time, 
through weathering and eroding 
due to the climate and seasonal 
changes. 

Faults and fractures often carry 
water, which is of benefit to the 
well driller but a potential pro
blem for the tunnel constructor. 
Water leakage makes the tunnel 
difficult to drive and also leads to 
dehydration of the rock, which 
may cause lowering of the 

Investigations in hilly terrain are 
more complicated than on flat 
ground, which means increased drill
ing costs per investigation hole. 
Money can be saved by carrying out 
investigations during the construc
tion stage, for example by probing 
ahead of the tunnel face. From a site 
for a power station in China. 

groundwater level in the vicinity. 
For this reason, fractures must 
often be sealed, either by grouting 
or by other methods. 

It should be mentioned, how
ever, that groundwater in the rock 
can also be put to positive use, 
such as in connection with storage 
of oil in unlined rock caverns: the 
seeping water serves as an effect
ive barrier preventing the oil leak
ing out. 

Analysis 
- Answer the questions 

~ 
Quantify the model 
-Field & lab. tests 

C .. ~ d . arry out act1v1t1es to eterm1ne 
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semiquantitative model 

~ 

Prepare cost estimate 

~ 
Plan work to fill in gaps 

- Activity chart 

_..,... 
Collect & assess existing data 

- Develop tentative site model 

_...,.. 
Define objectives 
-Ask questions 

Aerial photographs are used to identi
fy structures of importance for the 
construction technique, such as fault 
or types of rock and soil. 
Photos: Anders Carlsson 

The strategy of 
acquiring knowledge 
General assessments of rock con
ditions can usually be made fairly 
simply, but for detailed know
ledge different methods have 
been developed, some of which 
are time-consuming and expens
ive. 

It has thus proved wise to carry 
out the investigations in stages, 
starting with general assessments 
to determine which areas should 
be investigated in greater detail, 
what characteristics of the rock 
need to be known, and how de
tailed the information should be. 

The next stage is to plan the rest 
of the work, obtaining informa
tion by simple means. Inexpen
sive ·methods providing various 
kinds of information are natural
ly given first priority, while those 
requiring the most resources are 
used only where absolutely essen
tial. 

In addition to savings in costs 
and time, the step-by-step method 
of investigation offers a high level 
of precision. Anomalies in the 
rock are more likely to be detected 
in this way, thus reducing the risk 
of complications during construc
tion. 

This flowchart for investigations, re
commended by the International So
ciety for Rock Mechanics (ISRM), 
provides a general picture of the pre
liminary investigation stages and 
their sequences for a particular study. 



Overall view at low cost 
Initial information about the area 
concerned is usually obtained by 
studying geological maps, and 
such examination of geological li
terature is often rewarding as 
most places on earth have been in
vestigated for some reason. Aerial 
photographs, and nowadays also 
satellite photographs, together 
with site visits, often provide a 
useful if superficial understand
ing of the tectonic structure, such 
as the presence of large faults and 
fractured zones. These studies can 
be carried out at low costs. 

Geophysical methods are also 
capable of adding essential infor
mation to the general picture of 
the underground at reasonable 
costs. The dominant technique is 
seismic investigations, using wave 
propagation data from small ex
plosions. Variations in the rock 
mass can be identified with a good 
degree of accuracy by computer
ized evaluation of differences in 
the propagation and frequency of 
the waves. 

Other geophysical techniques 
make use of differences in electri-

The refraction method 

Seismic investigations are used to lo
cate materials with different wave 
propagation velocities within the soil 
cover and the rock mass. Reflection 
or refraction techniques can be used. 
l/1. Atlas Copco ABEM 

cal characteristics. For example, 
geomagnetic methods are used to 
locate the boundaries between 
types of rocks which differ mag
netically; gravimetric investiga
tions can reveal large zones of 
weakness. Different geophysical 
methods are normally combined 

Layout for a shallow reflection survey 

to supplement each other and 
thus provide a satisfactory picture 
of the conditions. 

These inexpensive early studies 
provide information on where 
problems can be expected and 
where detailed investigations are 
needed. 

Map of geological structures, produced by SOU using aerial photography. The 
violet area indicates dolorite dykes. (Below left) 
The ground's magnetic characteristics, mapped from the air at a height of 30 m, 
provide information about particular types of rock, the presence of ore and 
water content. (Below right) 
Maps: Swedish Geological Survey (SGU) 
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Drilling holes for 
detailed information 
Boreholes provide more detailed 
information, but this stage of the 
investigation is considerably more 
expensive as heavy equipment is 
needed and the work is time-con
suming. Drilling is carried out by 
several methods, from simple 
probe holes (in which the speed of 
drilling is recorded and the rock 
material investigated by studying 
the drill cuttings) to cored bore
holes, in which a cylinder of rock 
cut out by diamond drill bits is 

brought to the surface for analys
is. This is the most direct method 
since the actual rock can now be 
seen. 

In addition the borehole itself is 
often studied by various methods. 
A special TV camera can be 
lowered · into the hole to provide 
pictures of fractures and porosity, 
while water impact or pumping 
can provide · information about 
fracturesin the rock and its water
bearing qualities. 

When there is a special need for 
particularly detailed information, 
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I . The borehole with a diameter of 76 mm 1s drilled to 
the desired depth. 

2. A smaller bore w~h a diameter of 36 mm is centred 
very exactly and drilled for about 400 mm. 

3. The small core is inspected for the quality of the rock. 

4. If the rock is considered to be of suitable quali ty for 
measurement the probe is lowered and the strain
gauge carrier, immersed in a glue pot, is inserted into 
the small hole. 

6 7 8 

5. The mechanism is triggered off, the strain gauges are 
glued to the bore wall and after hardening of the ce
ment. measured for the f irst time 

6. The probe is hoisted. At the start of the movement, 
the gauge carrier is unhitched and the wires cut off. 

7. By overcoring with the 76 mm bit, a destressed hol
low core with the gauges is obtained. 

8. This core is hoisted and the gauges on the now re
laxed core are measured again. The stresses in the 
rock are calculated from the differences between the 
two measurements. 

Technique for the measurement of rock stresses in deep boreholes. 
ll/.: Swedish State Power Board 

Drilling is the most direct method of determining rock characteristics on site. 
Using diamond drills, rock cores are brought to the surface for visual inspection 
and laboratory tests. Photo: SKANSKA 
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for instance when planning instal
lations for hazardous waste, 
probes that record the electrical or 
chemical properties of the rock 
can be used. Borehole radar is an
other newly developed tool, 
which can "see" structures in the 
rock more than 100 m from the 
borehole. These investigation 
methods give a picture of the rock 
conditions on the basis of the dis
tribution of rock types, the struc
ture of the rock, and zones of 
weakness, water content, etc. 

Modern electronics are used in new 
geophysical investigation techniques 
such as RAMA C, a new borehole 
pulse radar developed by the Swedish 
Geological (SGAB). The system can 
analyse the structure of crystalline 
rock more than I 00 m from the bore
hole, and can be used for fracture and 
cavity detection, structural mapping 
and hydrogeological investigations. 
.Pictured here are the equipment, 
and an actual radar pattern. 



Determining 
stress and strength 
For installations at great depth, 
with large spans or complicated 
geometry, more detailed evalua
tions and calculations of the 
strength and bearing capacity of 
the rock are required. The load si
tuation must also be estimated 
and stresses in the virgin rock 
must be measured. 

Special techniques for taking 
measurements at extreme depth, 
even in water-filled holes, have 
been developed for these pur
poses, while the strength of the 
rock is determined by laboratory 
loading tests on extracted drill 
cores. The characteristics of the 
fractures or "joints" are often 
needed as the strength of the rock 
mass is to a great extent depend
ent upon the geometry of these 
and their strength properties. 

Modern tools 
for design and calculation 
The actual design work for an in
stallation is based largely on ex
perience acquired over the years, 
and such information has been 
systemized by a number of classi
fication and evaluation methods. 
Direct calculations were previous
ly often based on very sketchy 
presumptions. However, the 
science of rock mechanics in com
bination with modern aids to cal
culation have brought new possi
bilities into the field of under
ground construction, and com
puter-aided design (CAD) is now 
an established engineering tool. 

Geo-mapping of actual conditions is 
of great importance during con
struction, and helps not only with 
future maintenance of the facility, but 
also with any subsequent extensions 
and alterations. 

Using computers to store information and assist with design and display techni
ques allows complex data to be presented as a basis for rational design and 
model analysis. Ill. SKANSKA 

Observations 
during construction 
As mentioned already, design 
work does not end when building 
starts, however thorough the prel
iminary investigations, the design 
will in all probability still have to 
be adapted to the actual condi
tions encountered in the course of 
construction. 

In difficult conditions it may be 
advisable to drive a small investi
gative tunnel (called a pilot) ahead 
of the main tunnel. In other cases 
probe holes are drilled at regular 
intervals in advance of the tunnel 
face to detect unforeseen difficul
ties, such as water flowing 
through fractures or zones of 
weakness in the rock. 

It is important to have access to 
qualified personnel on the site in 
order to be able to evaluate the ac
quired information quickly and 
efficiently. Incorrect evaluations 
or difficulties in reaching decis
ions can cause annoying delays in 
the work or at worst, tunnel col-

' lapse and injury to personnel. 
During the construction stage it 

is also important to document the 
actual rock conditions (geomapp
ing) and list the reinforcement 
work carried out, as many tunnels 
are virtually inaccessible in servi
ce. Concrete or shotcrete reinfor
cement conceals the surface of the 
rock, so this should be mapped 
before reinforcing work is carried 
out. This documentation is im
portant with respect to any future 
plans for extensions or alterations 
of the facility or in case of emerg
encies like rock falls or other pro
blems that might occur during the 
life of the facility. 

Thus, a complete and far-sight
ed planning process also takes in
to account the situation during 
the operational stage. Installa
tions in rock may require main
tenance of varying kinds, but if 
the excavation and reinforcement 
methods are chosen with skill, the 
total costs, including mainten
ance during service, can be kept 
very low. 
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The art of drilling and blasting 
Tunnel excavation is a difficult work, but the latest 
equipment means it is no longer the laborious and 
hazardous undertaking it used to be. The heavy 
loads are handled by machines more powerful and 
better adapted to tunnel work than ever before. 
Man's physical eff art has been transf armed into 
proficiency and skill in manipulating machines to 
ensure that their capabilities are fully utilized. 

A high degree of mechanization is 
characteristic of drilling and 
blasting as well as of other techni
ques such as mechanical excava
tion with road headers, or full 
face boring where the TBM (tun
nel boring machine) is suc.cessive
ly cutting out the whole tunnel 
section. Shield methods are used 
in loose ground where the front of 
the tunnel has to be continuously 
supported during excavation. 

Today TBMs and road headers 
are capable of cutting fairly 
strong rock, and are being deve
loped for tougher conditions. 
Still, traditional excavation by 
drill and blast is the predominant 
method of tunnelling, and will be 
for years to come. While tunnel
ling is affected by several factors, 
as far as drilling and blasting are 
concerned, the procedures are 
just the same whether the rock is 
hard and competent or weak and 
in need of support. 

Thus, in this chapter, the mo
dern type of highly mechanized 
drill and blast technique will be 
described, and also the support 
and reinforcement techniques 
that have to be more or less in
corporated into the process of ex
cavation. The text follows the 
stages of a normal planning situa
tion in a simplified form. 

Drilling for blasting is a highly me
chanized operation. Even computer
ized, automatic drill rigs are available 
today, like this Atlas Copco robot 
rig. 

Large bench blasting in one round in 
a mine near Kuala Lumpur, Malay
sia. 
Photo: Nitro Nobel 
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Plan ahead! 
Through proper site investiga
tions, the type of rock, as well as 
the tunnel's size and length, are 
known long before the first blast. 
An overall construction schedule 
indicates what time can be allocat
ed to tunnel excavation within the 
framework of the total project. 

Now is the time for planning 
and estimates. How is the tunnel 
to be excavated? What machines 
are needed, and how will they per
form in the tunnel? What are the 
manpower needs? What kind of 
progress can be expected, and will 
this match the construction sche
dule? 

Cycles of excavation 
Excavation by drilling and blast
ing means that the tunnel ad
vances in steps, with each advance 
normally limited by the blasting 
equipment to about 4 m or less, 
depending on rock conditions and 
the need for rock support or rein
forcement. Each step comprises a 
full cycle of drilling, charging, 
blasting the "round", and re
moving the rock. 

The work at the tunnel face 
changes totally within the few 
hours needed for each cycle, and 
every operation is done with a dif
ferent set of machines and a fresh 
supply of material. 

A normal drillpatternfor a 30 m2 tunnel in hard rock illustrating the distribution 
of charges in different holes. The total amount of explosive needed is about 240 
kg which means, 1.8 kg per m 3of blasted rock. 
l/1. Atlas Copco, Hans Hamrin 
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Laser beam technique is today com
monly used by surveyors in controll
ing the tunnel alignment. The figure 
also illustrates ventilation ducts in the 
roof. 
Photo: Tors/en Be,g/und 

Designing the drill pattern 
The profile of the tunnel deter
mines the pattern used for speci
fying the drilling, charging and 
blasting operations. This pattern 
shows the position of the blast
holes in the tunnel face and indi
cates the firing sequence and de
lay intervals between subsequent 
holes. The tunnel miners quickly 
memorize the pattern, as the cycle 
repeats itself each shift. 

Theoretically, the explosive 
power in the holes determines 
their spacing within the pattern, 
but in general there is no need for 
complicated calculations as an 
existing pattern can easily be 
adapted and modified. 

The firing order is determined 
by the drill pattern, and a short 
delay of 100 milliseconds ensures 
that the rock fragments are 
thrown clear before the next hole 
detonates. 

Firing starts with the cut, one hole per 
interval, then two and thenfouras the 
cut area opens up, and it continues un
til the full profile is cleared. 
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Enter the drill rig 
The drill rig is the most sophisti
cated machine in the tunneller's 
fleet and it mechanizes all the 
drilling operations. He can 
choose from a large range of drill 
rigs, differing in size, number of 
rockdrills, traction systems, etc, 
all designed for the same type of 
work but in different enviro
ments. The rig must have suffi
cient range to reach the corners of 
the tunnel, but at the same time fit 
into the overall section with room 
to spare. Mobility is important to 
minimize delays in the work cycle. 

Drilling of a round of holes is a 
semi-automated operation start
ing when the operator moves the 
booms into position. As soon as 
the bit has a hold in the rock, the 
control is switched to automatic 
with full power, and the rig 
system monitors the drilling op
eration down to full depth. It then 
stops the percussion and reverses 
the feed to pull out the rod, com
ing to a halt · directly the drill has 
returned to its starting position 
for the next hole. Full automation 
of the drilling process is achieved 
with the modern computerized 
drill rigs, which are now entering 
the market. 

One operator can handle three 
booms without difficulty while 
other members of the team assist 
with bit changes and other work 
so that drilling can continue with
out interruption. 

Atlas Copco Boomers incorporate 
drill rigs mounting up to four drilling 
units, although in practice two or 
three drills at the most will provide a 
satisfactory output unless the tunnel 
section is very large. The rockdrill is a 
hydraulic drifter, with a high pene
tration rate which is vital for a tunnel 
project: one hydraulic drifter can 
produce 60-70 drill-metres per hour 
in hard rock, afigure that doubles for 
a two-boom rig, and triples for three. 

Penetration diagram 
for estimation of 
drilling capacities. 

Penetration rkte, m/min 
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COP 1038/11238 rockdrill 

45 mm b1uttom bit 

2000 

A hydraulic drill rig, designed for tunnelling, has two or more booms with pa
rallel holding of the feed. The rock drill can be adapted with drill steel equip
ment for every specific situation to give the best overall result. 
Photo: Atlas Copco 
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I. Aluminum shell 2. Base charge 3. Primer charge 4. Delay element 

Charging and blasting 
Charging is an operation that still 
requires manpower, and to save 
time it is common practice to start 
charging during the drilling op
eration. Explosives can be 
brought to the face, boxes opened 
and detonators placed in holes, 
but the holes should be charged at 
a prescribed distance from the 
drilling operation. 

Charging is done with dyna
mite stick cartridges: long pipe 
charges in rigid plastic covers 
have replaced waxed paper cart
ridges for tunnelling. A correct 
charge distribution is obtained by 
using large-calibre charges at the 
back of the hole and smaller dia
meters towards the mouth. 
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Today, ANFO (Ammonium 
Nitrate, mixed with Fuel Oil) 
competes with nitroglycerin
based explosives for tunnel blast
ing, as it is cheap and suitable for 
pneumatic charging. 

The explosive charges in each 
hole of the round are fired by 
carefully timed detonators so as 
to avoid high shock waves and 
vibrations to the surrounding 
rock. The detonators are usually 
electrical, and the charges of the 
round are connected up according 
to the set drilling pattern mention
ed earlier. An alternative to this 
method is the nonelectric None! 
system, which is gaining ground 
and is today the most common 
blasting system in Scandinavia. 

The None/ detonator consists of a 
blasting cap with time delay and a 
thin plastic connecting tube. The in
side of the tube is coated with a thin 
layer of explosive, which transmits a 
shock wave to trigger the blasting 
cap, and these None/ leads are bund
led to form the elegant "Bunch" 
blasting system. They are grouped to
gether in bunches, with a loop of de
tonating cord wrapped around and 
connected to the blasting trunkline. 
The blast can then be electrically fired 
from a distance, or via a safety fuse 
long enough to permit the workers to 
evacuate the front safely. 
Photos: Nitro Nobel, Reinhold Carlsson and Bernt 
Larsson. 

Charging with Emulite pipe charges. 
(Bottom left) 
Photo: Nitro Nobel 

Coupling the round with None/ ... 
(Centre). 
1/1. Bjorn Beskow 

. .. and blasting. (Right). 
Photo: Nitro Nobel 



Tunnel ventilation 
Tunnels are ventilated under pres
sure, as this is the only way to 
achieve acceptable atmospheric 
conditions at the tunnel face with
in a reasonably short time. The 
ventilation plant consists of an in
take and fan mounted close to the 
tunnel portal, forcing air through 
the tunnel to about 50 m from the 
face in plastic-coated synthetic 
fibre ducting suspended from the 
roof. 

The air stream dilutes and 
forces blasting fumes away from 
the tunnel face, and conditions 
there are soon acceptable as fresh 
air continues to be blown in, en
abling workers to return and start 
loading. 

Rock loading methods 
Removal of the blasted rock can 
start immediately the face area 
has been cleared of smoke and 
dust. Technically it is a simple 
operation to remove th.e )Jluck 
pile and clean up the face before a 
new cycle can start. 

Today, diesel driven front-end
loaders on rubber wheels are nor
mally used to take the rock from 
the muck pile and load it into 
transport vehicles near the front. 
These can be dump trucks of 25 to 
35-tonne capacity, or sometimes 
heavy lorries with reinforced 
bodies, which haul the rock out of 
the tunnel. To obtain an efficient 
tunnel transport system, the load
er must be able to load empty 
trucks continuously, and it is best 
to operate with few trucks to 
minimize delays and traffic con
gestion. 

The ideal truck has a large body 
volume and high transport speed, 
but if the tunnel width is less than 
7m, these heavy loaders can no 
longer pass between the truck and 
the tunnel wall. In such cases, 
rather than reducing machine 
size, tunnellers in Scandinavia 
have adopted a compromise that 
permits large machines to be used 
in small tunnels. The technique is 
based on enlarging the tunnel at 
intervals to form loading bays, 
large enough for trucks to turn 
around and for the loader to fill 
the truck body. 

These bays are normally spaced 
110-130 m apart, so the loader 

The Kiruna Truck is an example of a tunnel truck taking a load of 21 m 3 and 
negotiating a tunnel with a minimum cross-section of 16 m2 • It has also proved 
itself in larger tunnels, particularly over long transport distances. Picture from 
Kong-Shan tunnel in Japan. 
Photo: Kiruna Truck 

Front~end-loaders on rubber wheels are the most common vehicles for remov
ing the blasted rock. 
Photo: Volvo BM 

shuttles backwards and forwards 
for an average, distance of 70 m. 
They may seem to be an unnecess
ary expense as each adds hund
reds of cubic metres to the tunnel 
volume, but the technique has 
proved itself in practice: the large 
machines and short muck-out 
times off set the expense of the 
extra excavation. 

However, when the tunnel 
width is even smaller, large ma-

chines become inoperable, the mi
nimum width negotiable by mo
bile loaders and trucks is about 
4.0 m, and railmounted equip
ment provides the best method of 
excavating long, narrow tunnels 
efficiently. One such ''high-speed 
tunnelling" concept involves a 
loader of the digging arm type, 
the Haggloader, together with a 
"Shuttletrain". 
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Hiiggloader in action. 

The Shuttletrain consists of several coupled car units with a built-in bottom con
veyor which takes rock from the loader along the train and fills the car units. The 
muck train makes only one trip each round, and when the face is clean it departs 
with all the blasted rock: the rail-mounted drill rig and loader-muck-train simply 
change places after blasting or mucking out. 

Scaling the roof to remove loose rock 
after blasting. Photos above: Atlas Copco 

Shaft sinking, as in Zinkgruvan, can involve very complicated transportation of 
personnel, equipment and removal of rock debris. Photo: ABV 
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Support and reinforcement 
To ensure the stability of the tun
nel after blasting, various mea
sures have to be used. Scaling the 
roof to remove loose rock will 
normally be adequate in good 
rock conditions, and is usually 
carried out by a man climbing the 
muck pile with a scaling bar. Me
chanized scaling has also proved 
effective, and the number of scal
ing machines in mines and tunnels 
has increased rapidly in the last 
few years. 

Weak or fractured rock has to 
be supported or reinforced by 
bolting. Single loose blocks can be 
secured by selective "spot bolt
ing", and normally grouted steel 
bolts called "SN-bolts" are used 
for this. Where fractures are more 
frequent, bolting is carried out in 
a systematic pattern as an inte
grated part of the excavation 
cycle. 



Fractured rock secured with steel 
bolts; normally ordinary reinforcing 
bars are used, grouted with cement. 

Another standard means of 
support with a very high strength 
is shotcreting, often used in com
bination with bolting. Shotcrete 
consists of concrete mix, blown 
by airpressure against the rock 
surface at high velocity. Even a 
thin 30-50 mm layer of shotcrete 
has a very good reinforcing effect 
as it prevents loosening of ''key 
stones", and interacts effectively 
with the rock in forming a bearing 
arch over the tunnel. 

Mechanized bolting. Here Swellex bolts are used, a new type of rock bolt made 
from a circular steel tube which has been mechanically reduced in diameter to 
fit into a smaller hole. The Swellex bolt is inserted in the hole, and water pumped 
into the tube at high pressure so as to expand it almost to a circular shape (illus
trated left). Photos: Atlas Copco 

For worse rock conditions, 
thicker layers of shotcrete are 
used, reinforced with steel mesh 
or thin steel fibres blown onto the 
rock together with the shotcrete 
mixture. 

Under very severe rock condi
tions, such as "squeezing rock" 
under high pressure or highly 
altered rock in fault zones, 
heavier support such as steel sets 
or cast concrete arches can be 
used. However, modern rock me-

chanics and field experience have 
shown that the rock in itself has a 
very good self supporting capa
city developed as it deforms. By 
clever use of light reinforcement 
such as bolts and shotcrete, and 
careful monitoring of rock move
ments immediately after excava
tion, the stability of the opening 
can be maintained with a mini
mum of support. 

Shotcrete is concrete pneumatically blown with high, velocity onto the rock sur- Robot for steel fibre reinforced shot-
f ace. Even a thin shotcrete layer of a few centrimetres has a very good strength- crete. 
ening effect. Photo: A , Carlsson Photo: BESAB 
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Service and Manpower 
The number of personnel in the 
face crew must of course be suffi
cient to operate the machines, and 
a team of five or six is usually 
enough. Drilling requires two 
men on the rig, assisted by one 
man on the face, and during load
ing one man operates the loader, 
another does the scaling from the 
muck pile, while the others drive 
the haulage trucks. Mechanical 
and electrical fitters are essential 
in a tunnelling project, but they 
do not necessarily need to work in 
shifts. 

The size of the workforce is 
governed by the type of project, 
its location, and the availability of 
outside services. The time and 
personnel needed for support and 
reinforcing work have to be de
cided according to the prevailing 
conditions. 

Performance underground 
The time to complete the different 
operations in a tunnelling cycle 
can be calculated from the capa
cities of the machines and these 
individual times are added to
gether to produce one complete 
work cycle. 

The working schedule must al
so be taken into account: tunnel 
miners work regular shifts with 
scheduled meal and rest periods, 
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The planner has to calculate how to use resources in an optimal way as the tun
nel advances, and transportis becoming harder and more time consuming. 
Ill. Atlas Copco, Hans Hamrin 

so the tunnelling cycle must make 
allowance for meal breaks and 
shift changes. The team also has 
to evacuate the tunnel directly 
after blasting and after mucking 
out, before returning to start drill
ing or loading. A cycle can useful
ly be split into two, taking the ven
tilation interval as the dividing 
point, and the work time must 
therefore be adapted to half-cycle 
periods. 

Shift time and cycle time varies 
from one site to another, al
though one round per shift will 
normally provide a tempo which 

allows men to leave the tunnel for 
a meal break. The performance 
figure that matters most is tunnel 
metres per week or month, but 
local regulations normally restrict 
the number of hours worked. 

Special techniques for 
excavation 
Vertical shafts are needed in most 
underground facilities, typically 
for ventilation, cable connec
tions, elevators, etc. Traditional 
drill and blast techniques are to
day efficiently performed with 
specially designed platforms such 

Raise boring is performed in two stages: a pilot hole 
from above and reaming upwards from the bottom. Raise boring in Savonlinna, Finland. 

Photo: SKANSKA, Bjorn Enstrom Ill. SKANSKA, Bjorn Enstrom 
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as the Alimak. Competing with 
this method is raise boring, which 
is an economical alternative in 
many cases. 

Ground vibrations from blast
ing may cause damage to build
ings in the vicinity of the tunnel 
site, a problem which must parti
cularly be taken into account in 
urban areas. By using modern 
techniques for "cautious blast
ing" vibration can be kept com
pletely under control. Exposed 
structures are inspected before 
and after the tunnel work, and 
during excavation, vibrations are 
recorded by automatic devices 
giving full information to confirm 
that vibrations do not exceed cer
tain levels. 

Water inflow to tunnels has to 
be prevented for many ntasons. In 
earlier times, the primary object 
was to reduce water inflow and 
prevent it hindering both the exca
vation and final function of the 
tunnel. After the tunnel was 
completed, this was merely a 
question of economics, whether it 
was cheaper to seal the tunnel by 
grouting or other measures, or ac
cept that water would have to be 
pumped during the tunnel's life
time. 

Nowadays, especially in urban 
areas, the main concern is often to 
maintain the existing ground
water level, as major problems 
can result from lowering it. 

Prevention of water inflow to 
tunnels is therefore important for 
some projects, and grouting 
methods have been developed 
that can seal rock fissures very ef
fectively. Extremely difficult 
cases are dealt with by the use of 
chemicals in combination with 
traditional cement grouting. 

In conclusion, continuously hig
her demand for underground ex
cavation, especially in urban are
as, have been met with sophistica
ted methods and equipment, 
which are now capable of driving 
tunnels safely, and with a mini
mum of environmental impact. 

The picture shows a computerized 
multichannel system developed by 
VIAK for continuous monitoring of 
blasting vibrations in a computer hall 
in Stockholm directly on the sensitive 
units. Photo: VIAK 

Sealing of fractured rock by cement grouting. This equipment 
treats several holes in one operation. Photo: Stabilator, Gos1a Nordin 

Dewatering, using submersible pumps, is essential in most underground 
working. Photo: Flygt 
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Research and Development: 

Teamwork -the key to success 

Building tunnels and caverns underground has deve
loped from experience gained over thousands of 
years. Today this practical knowledge is augmented 
by sophisticated theory as a consequence of scien
tists' increasing involvment in underground con
struction. 

Research and development is car
ried out very openly in Sweden -
a tradition which is particularly 
noticeable in the mining and con
struction industries. This open
ness and co-operation - as bet
ween the manufacturers and the 
users, and between industry and 
the universities - has proved 
most successful and has produced 
good results with practical appli
cations. 

Two non-profit-making orga
nizations, which have been creat
ed to coordinate and carry out re
search of common interest, the 
Swedish Rock Engineering Re
search Foundation (BeFo) and 
the Swedish Detonic Research 
Foundation (SveDeFo) are both 
financed jointly by industry and 
by the State. 

In a tunnel system underneath the At
las Copco premises in Stockholm, new 
equipment is thoroughly tested before 
the products are introduced on the 
market. Left. 
Photo: Atlas Copco 

With safe and economic construction methods in mind, basic areas in 
the wide field of Swedish research include: 

• Strategy and techniques for pre-construction investigations 

• Rock mechanics models as a basis for computer assisted cal
culations and analyses 

• High-capacity mechanized and computerized excavating equip
ment for drilling and blasting, and also for full-face boring in 
hard rock 

• Effective and smooth blasting, with non-electric ignition and 
safe explosives 

Representatives of the rock engineering research in Sweden visiting the Atlas 
Copco Test Mine. From left: J Ho/do, Atlas Copco, T Franzen, BeFo, G 
Bjarnholt, SveDeFo, S Wah/sten, formerly Nitro Nobel, J Martna, Vatten
fa/1, 0 Stephansson, University of Lu/ea, SA Hu/tin, Vattenf all, F Ouchterlo
ny, SveDeFo, H Stille, Skanska/ Royal Institute of Technology, R Holmberg, 
Nitro Nobel. 
Photo: Atlas Copco 
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The Swedish Rock Engineering 
Research Foundation-BeFo 
*Co-ordinates research 

BeFo has a central position as or
ganizer and co-ordinator of 
Swedish rock technology re
search. Its main responsibility 
concerns the area between the 
shorter-term purpose-related re
search carried out by companies 
and the independent pure re
search carried out at universities. 
The foundation is run by mining 
companies, contractors, consult
ants and manufacturers, who fi
nance its operations in conjunc
tion with the State through the 
Swedish Board for Technical De
velopment. 

The research projects are car
ried out in accordance with an on
going programme spanning 
several years in which the projects 
are handled by specially organiz
ed project groups consisting of 

The Swedish Construction Swedish Board for 
Federation Technical Development 

(STU) 

Swedish 
Mining 
Associ
ation 

Swedish 
State 
Power 
Board 

Consultants 

Manufacturers Swedish Council 
for Building Research 
(BFR) 

BeFo 's research programme is jointly 
financed by BeFo 's principals and the 
government. 
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participants from industry, uni
versities and other institutes. The 
foundation has thus no perman
ent researchers, but operates 
through a small secretariat re
sponsible for the planning, co
ordination and realization of each 
project, and answerable to a panel 
of experts. 

These are some important areas 
of the BeFo research programme: 

- pre-investigation methodolo
gy; 

- rock classification and rock 
mechanics models; 

- reinforcing and sealing 
methods; 

- full-face boring; 
- computerized mine planning; 
- energy storage in rock caverns. 

BeFo also acts as a joint platform 
for other activities within the in
dustry such as seminars, confer
ences, etc, and includes the secre
tariats for the National Group of 
the International Society for 
Rock Mechanics and the National 
Group of the International Tun
nelling Association 

The research carried out by 
companies and research institutes 
as described in the rest of this 
chapter, is in many cases co
ordinated with BeFo's research 
programme. 

The hot water storage cavern in Aves
ta is an example of energy research car
ried out in cooperation between BeFo, 
the Swedish State Power Board (Vat
tenfall), universities and the Avesta 
municipal. The installation was filled 
with water and instrumented to record 
heat losses, rock stability, temperature 
in the rock and surrounding ground
water, effects on materials, etc. 
Photo: Anders Carlsson 

Rock support and reinforcement is an area of primary im
portance for BeFo, as many reinforcement methods have 
previously been based on rule-of-thumb rather than theo
retical analysis. "The structural behaviour of rockbolt sys
tems" is a project involving comprehensive field trials 
aimed at increased understanding of the re inf arcing effect 
of grouted rockbolts in a jointed crystalline rock mass. The 
Division of Rock Mechanics at the University of Lu/ea 
carried out the project in co-operation with the mining com
pany LKAB, and the extensive experimental part covered 
instrumentation and recording of rock movements, stress
es and bolt J orces at several test points. 



The Swedish Detonic Research 
Foundatlon-SveDeFo 
*Civil explosives and blasting 

The Swedish Detonic Research 
Foundation - SveDeFo - is a non
profit-making research institute 
founded by the rock engineering 
industry and jointly financed by 
the foundation and government 
funds . Its research programme in
cludes the complex mechanisms 
governing the detonation of civil 
explosives, as well as research and 
development into blasting proce
dures in rock engineering. 

Large project on smooth 
blasting 
A recently completed project at 
SveDeFo dealt with smooth blast
ing, a technique used to reduce 
damage to the surrounding rock 
and so improve the stability of a 
tunnel or rock cavern, while at the 
same time limiting the impact of 
noise and vibration in the vicinity 
of the construction site. 

Field testing 
Field tests were conducted in hard 
rock to evaluate the new techni
que, and three methods were 
tried: 

- a mechanical notching tool used 
to broach the holes after drilling; 

- high-pressure water jets to cut 
notches in the drilled borehole; 

- a linear charge designed to create 
notches. 

The vertical rock surface con
tours were measured after each 
blast with a laser-based distance 
meter, and the data were analys
ed to provide the roughness pro
file of the rock surface. 

Results and conclusions 
The investigations showed that 
the hole spacing could be increas
ed by 40% without increasing the 
roughness compared with nor
mal smooth blasting. Shaped 
charges proved both successful 
and practical. However, produc
tion techniques for large quanti
ties have yet to be developed. The 
techniques for mechanical and 
water jet notching require im
provement before they can be 
used in practice. 

This project is a typical examp
le where pure and applied re
search carried out in co-opera
tion with a contractor are direct
ed towards enhanced rock blast
ing to attain special goals. 

To obtain a smooth rock wall, 
blasting is normally performed by 
"pre-splitting" or with a row of 
low-charged boreholes, as com
pared to ordinary fragmentation 
blasting. Notched boreholes are 
an alternative to these techniques: 
by notching the boreholes, the 
fracture starting at the borehole 
wall is initiated at a very low bore
hole pressure and by pointing the 
notches towards the adjoining 
boreholes in the row, the fracture 
is made to develop in the desired 
direction. 

s-{1-8 m for notched holes 
- 1. '.3 -1. 8 for unnotched holes 

Testing the smooth blasting techni
que at Skanska's quarry at Hakunge. 
Above. 

Smooth blasted wall at the test site. 
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The Royal Institute of Technology 
*Interactive design of tunnels and rock caverns 

Civil engineering institutions 
dealing with underground con
struction at Sweden's Royal 
Institute of Technology (KTH) 
comprise the Departments of Soil 
and Rock Mechanics, Engineer
ing Geology and Hydraulic Engi
neering. Their research focuses 
on the design of tunnels and rock 
caverns and as such design work 
is dependent on relevant input 
data, the investigation stage is of 
great importance. Statistical 
methods have proved useful for 
the interpretation of geological 
data and predicting rock condi
tions. 

Understanding the behaviour 
of rock reinforcement 
The design of rock openings to
day entails computerized calcula
tions involving finite element 
methods. Advanced programs 
have been developed dealing with 
the characteristics of rock-stJ,p-

port interaction, and in order to 
enlarge the calculation base, 
theoretical analysis as well as la
boratory and field tests are per
formed. These investigations aim 
at a more thorough knowledge of 
the mechanics of grouting and 
support systems (such as rock
bolting and shotcrete), and re
search is directed towards classic
al hard-rock problems as well as 
the behaviour of weak rock mass
es. 

Design calculations closely tied 
to the behaviour of the rock mass 
during construction have been 
most successful in controlling 
''the will of the rock mass''. This 
technique, called interactive de
sign, is based on qualified moni
toring of the rock mass during ac
tual excavation, and may be said 
to symbolize a proper respect for 
the problems inherent in the 
challenging concept of rock con
struction. 

Chalmers University of Technology 
*Energy related research 

The Civil Engineering Faculty of 
this University is involved in un
derground construction and utili
zation of the subsurface. A 
general goal in Engineering Geo
logy is to teach students how to 
deal with soil and rock as con
struction materials: prediction, 
monitoring and interpretation of 
geotechnical parameters. Va
rious concepts for utilization of 
the underground are taught, such 
as energy production, storage 
and transportation. Hydro
geological problems related to 
urban development and under
ground utilization play another 
important part in the education. 

For a number of years research 
activity in rock mechanics and 
design has concentrated on 
systems for storage of gaseous 
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One example of the reserach projects 
at Chalmers is the Hot Dry Rock test 
facility at Fjallbacka, north of Gote
borg. This aims at demonstrating the 
ability of the deep-seated granite bed
rock to store and deliver heat for do
mestic use, using circulation of water 
made possible by fracturing the solid 
rock mass under extreme water press
ure. 
Ill. Regina Richter, Ny Teknik 

products in large rock caverns. 
New concepts for such storage, 
are studied through theoretical 
analysis and experimental re
search. One of the projects deals 
with the bulk storage of hydro
gen, and is sponsored by govern
mental energy research funding. 

Investigations into grouting media and 
their distribution in water-bearing 
rock joints are carried out at the De
partment of Soil and Rock Mechanics 
at KTH. 

The influence of ground water flow on 
the grouting process is demonstrated 
in laboratory models of joint systems. 

A computer-controlled viscosimeter 
is used to characterize various grout
ing materials. 

0 D O O O b O b 6 0
1 

1.0 m 

Ted::ning REGINA RICHTER 



The Technical University of Lulea 
*Computers, the scientists' second brain 

Only fifteen years old, the Tech
nical University of Lulea in 
northern Sweden has already 
gained an international reputa
tion in rock engineering research 
for the special emphasis placed 
on the use of computers in rock 
mechanics, mine planning and 
transportation. 

The university's Department 
of Mining and Underground 
Construction covers most areas 
of underground technique, from 
rock mass characterization to the 
completion of a facility, and the 
students' education is integrated 
with industrial research projects 
as an important preparation for 
their future company employ
ment. 

Rock stress and rock stability 
are two important aspects of the 
rock mechanics research work; 
rock drilling fundamentals form 
another important field of re
search, and the same is true of 
loading and transportation 
where the emphasis is on automa
tion. Computer-aided design 
(CAD) techniques have great po
tential in all stages of subsurface 
construction and considerable 
sums are being (and will be) spent 
on CAD over the next few years. 
In particular, the integration of 
CAD with mathematical models 
in rock mechanics, blasting and 
transportation is being invest
igated. 

Mesh for computerized finite ele
ment analysis of the Jinchuan Mine, 
China. 
Investigations and mine planning have 
been carried out by the Technical Uni
versity of Luled in collaboration with 
Boliden-Contech. 
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Stress measurements are carried out by various methods and analysed at the Di
vision of Rock Mechanics, which also took the initiative to establish a Fenno
scandian Rock Stress Data Base in cooperation with Norwegian and Finnish 
researchers. The figure shows a schematic view of hydrofracturing instrumen
tation for rock stress measurements. 
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Swedish Geotechnical Institute 
*Safe, cheap and improved use of land 

The Swedish Geotechnical Insti
tute (SGI) deals with research, in
formation and consultation with
in the field of geotechnology. 
The institute's primary task is to 
work for safer, cheaper and bet
ter use of land and construction 
methods and it also acts as the ex
pert State body in geotechnolog
ical matters. 

Research at SGI has a strong 
practical approach as the institu
te carries out research and con
sultation in parallel. Research 
projects include the development 
of investigation methods, the 
improved monitoring of areas 
threatened by landslides, im-

proved foundation and earth 
reinforcement techniques and the 
development of methods for 
determining the geotechnical 
aspects of city planning. 

Information is disseminated 
by means of lectures, symposia, 
courses intended for both experts 
and the general public, and also 
by the publication of research re
ports, brochures and informa
tion sheets. SGI houses Sweden's 
central library for geotechnolo
gy. 

Modified Swedish pile-driving equip
ment for installation of heat exchanger 
pipes in clay for seasonal heat storage. 

The Luossavaara Research Mine 
*Full scale research in Northern Sweden 

The old open cut of the Luossavaara mountain. 
Photo: LKAB 

The largest single research and 
development project in mining in 
the 1980s was completed in June 
1985 in the Luossavaara research 
mine in northern Sweden. The 
mine had then been in operation 
for fiv~ years, after having been 
re-opened for research purposes. 
The mining method used, was 
large hole open stoping, which is 
a technique developed mainly in 
Canada, in the mid-1970s. 
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Computerized acquisition of 
data 
In the Research Mine the focus 
was on preliminary investiga
tions, computer-aided follow-up 
and rock-mechanics control, 
which were put into effect in the 
research mine more extensively 
than ever before. 

The computer technology de
velopment comprised a number 
of programs for mining applica-

tions, with a fibre optics link used 
to transmit data from the stopes 
- the first underground applica
tion of fibre optics. Data were re
corded and transmitted every 
other hour from about 400 loca
tions in the mine to an under
ground terminal, and then via a 
1.5 km fibre optics link to a cen
tral computer on the surface. 

The rock-mechanics investiga
tions comprised stress measure
ments, core drilling and mapping 
of drifts and openings. In total , 
3600 m of holes were drilled, and 
mapping of the drill cores was 
entirely computerized. 

High precision 
drilling and blasting 
Drilling and blasting were per
formed in l00mhighstopes, with 
the surrounding rock stabilized 
by cement-grouted steel cables. 
In the final stage, roof pillars 
were blasted ii). one high-capacity 
round: 79 tonnes of explosive 
were charged into 1800 blastholes 
and detonated successfully in a 
few seconds. Rock fragmenta
tion was good and low vibration 
levels were recorded in the vicin
ity, with about 290 000 tonnes of 
ore fragmented in the blast. 



Great effort was put into 
achieving highly accurate dril
ling, and a technique was deve
loped that made it possible to 
drill 100 m long holes with less 
than 1 OJo deviation which is ex
tremely good for production dril
ling. 

Cross-hole seismics were used 
in connection with blasting, as a 
part of a co-operation program
me with AMIRA of Australia 
and others. The recorded data 
made it possible to check whether 
all charges had been detonated 
and gave an idea of the effect in 
the vicinity of the stopes. 

Big new venture 
Another major mining research 
project was started in 1985, the 
phase one aim being to evaluate 
Swedish underground mining 
techniques and suggest areas for 
research and development. The 
project was carried out as a joint 
venture between the mining in
dustry, equipment manufactur
ers, the National Board of Tech
nical Development (STU}, the 
Swedish Rock Engineering Re
search Foundation (BeFo) and 
the Technical University of Lu
lea. 

Seven typical mines were ana
lysed, and the individual mining 
companies reported on techni
ques, costs, etc, with total frank
ness. A group of specialists ana
lysed this comprehensive mater-

Different layouts were tested for drilling and blasting the 100 m high st opes in 
the Loussavaara Research Mine. 

ial and selected research topics 
for further study: 

- determination of orebody geo
metry; 

- fragmentation; 
- the rock mechanics of mining 

methods; 
- maintenance and repair; 
- the use of electric power in min-

ing. 

This project will be the biggest 
joint research venture so far 
within the Swedish mining in
dustry and demonstrates the tra
ditional co-operation between 
the different parties, including 
the equipment manufacturers 
and universities. 

Preparing the 1800 blastholesfor the 
final roof pillar round in Loussa
vaara. 
Photo: Nitro Nobel 

Presentation of core logging data with the Petro Core System, developed as a 
spin off of a project at the Research Mine. 
lll. Petrobloc/Craelius 
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Atlas Copco 
*Development based on research and co-operation 

Within machinery manufacturer 
Atlas Copco, research and tech
nical development have for long 
been regarded as the corner-stone 
of successful competition on the 
world market. For instance the 
"Swedish method" of rock dril
ling with light, hand-held 
machines and cemented carbide
tipped drill steels, introduced in 
the late 1940s, was the fruit of ex
tensive research work in co-op
eration with the Sandvik com
pany. 

Nitro Nobel 
*"It's all in the timing" 

The research and development 
group at Nitro Nobel AB puts 
great emphasis on the develop
ment of new products specially 
tailored to the customers' re
quirements. 

The record blast in the Luossa
vaara mine on 31 January 1985 
(described earlier in this Chapter) 
where 79 tonnes of explosive 
broke out approximately 290 000 
tonnes of iron ore in a single 
round, was made possible by a 
new firing system. Called Nonel 
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Basic research concerning the 
transfer of impact waves through 
drill steels and drill bits, and their 
effect on the disintegration of 
rock, has been carried out for de
cades and continues to provide 
valuable input towards success
ful product development. Thus 
the introduction of heavy hyd
raulic rock drills in 1973 was 
based on the knowledge accu
mulated during several years of 
research. 

Unidet, it theoretically permits 
an unlimited number of blast
holes in a round. The Luossavaa
ra round involved approximately 
1800. 

The main problem with such 
large-scale blasts is to achieve 
sufficient number delay intervals 
in the blasting sequence to reduce 
damage to pillars and side walls, 
and minimize ground vibrations 
affecting adjacent buildings and 
structures. The easy hook-up 
procedure reduces mistakes in 

Computer-controlled drilling. Until 
now, the judgement of a skilled oper
ator has been essential throughout the 
drilling process, and machines have 
had to stop work during meal breaks, 
shift changes, and the like. But today 
an "intelligent" computer-controlled 
drill rig can perform the job without 
an operator, coping with all the re
quirements of changing rock condi
tions. 
Photo: Atlas Copco 

In an area so diversified as sub
surface construction, it is impos
sible to perform all research and 
development in house, so Atlas 
Copco has also had to rely on ex
tensive co-operation with exter
nal research institutions, univer
sities and technically advanced 
customers. 

Still, some subjects have to be 
dealt with in house, for reasons 
of business competition. Examp
les include the process of disin
tegration of different types of 
rock, the transformation and 
transfe,r of impact energy, hyd
raulics, electronics and some 
areas of materials science. · 

The new blasting cap, None/ Unidet, 
during detonation. 
Photo: Nitro Nobel 



the connecting stage, and the ba
sic in-the-hole delay means that 
activation is so far ahead of the 
blasting process that any risk of 
cut-off is eliminated. 

The short-delay blasting initia
tion system on the market until 
now has consisted of a range of 
blasting caps with 18-20 differ
ent interval numbers or delay 
times. This has limited the deve
lopment of new rock-blasting 
methods for large-scale opera
tions and has imposed an upper 
limit on the size of the round and 
the number of blastholes. The 
new detonators have done away 
with these restrictions. 

The system is based on the No
nel tube, a plastic tube lined with 
a reactive material that acts as a 
signal conductor to detonate 
blasting caps. When using the 
new initiation system, the blast
ing caps are placed with the same 
delay time in all blastholes and 
the timer in the blasting cap is set 
to detonate after 500 ms (500 
thousandths of a second). All 
blastholes are then linked by con-

Ignition by the None! system. 
Photo: Nitro Nobel 

nectars with built-in timers which 
can be set at 0, 17, 25 or 42 ms. By 
connecting them in series with in
hole blasting caps, each blasthole 

Sandvik Rock Tools 

*A new generation of equipment 

Extensive research is carried out 
by Sandvik Rock Tools in the 
field of cement carbide and spe
cial steels for drill rods. Closely 
connected to the machine deve
lopment of Atlas Copco's, these 
efforts have led to an efficient 
and economical rock drilling 
technique. 

Button bits have been used 
during the last 15 years for dril
ling in many rock formations, 
but there are still very hard and 
abrasive rocks, where contempo
rary cemented-carbide grades are 
too brittle and lead to button 
failures. 

This indicates that there is still 
a need for buttons with increased 
strength and toughness. Sandvik 
has worked on this project for 

many years and made significant 
progress: a new cemented-car
bide grade makes it possible to 
use button bits in extremely abra
sive formations. This grade, 
known as DP 60, is slightly more 
wear-resistant than the regular 
grade and it is considerably 
tougher. 

Good results 
from a Boliden mine 
With the support of Boliden Mi
neral AB, good results have been 
achieved from full-scale drilling 
in the Laisvall mine. In a very ab
rasive sandstone drilling with re
gular 51mm button bits resulted 
in a total footage of 80-1 lOm 

can individually be time-delayed 
and given its own net time. In 
theory the series can be extended 
ad infinitum. 

New and worn out button bits with 
DP60 carbide. 
Photo: Sandvik Rock Tools 

whereas the new DP 60 buttons 
have achieved 135 m. 

Though the penetration rate is 
the same for the different bits, 
drilling with button bits resulted 
in fewer interruptions for bit 
changes and there was a consider
able cost saving on regrinding. 
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From wooden wedges 
to robot rigs 
Modern construction technology is the result of de
velopment over hundreds and thousands of years, 
and in order to understand it one must consider its past. 

There is historical evidence that man has made 
use of the earth below ground for a very long time: 
to seek shelter, to find minerals and metals when the 
sources above ground ran out, and to create tunnels 
for water and transport. 

For these first underground operations, the diffi
culties and problems must have been concerned 
mainly with the iyorking environment like cramped 
and wet working space, the danger of cave-ins, and 
lack of ventilation and adequate lighting. Such 
harsh and arduous conditions meant that the 
workers had a hard life and often had to be farced 
underground. 

With the large, technically com
plicated projects carried out after 
the industrial revolution about 
150 years ago, the picture changed 

The great Temple of Abu Simbel, 
built on the Nile by Pharao Rameses 
II, had a main entrance guarded by 
20 m statues and an interior of 
monumental dimensions. Everything 
was cut directly out of the rock. 

To save the Temple from flooding 
when the High Dam of Aswan was 
built, it was cut up in pieces, statues 
and all, and moved to a higher loca
tion some 200 m away. This project 
finished in 1967, was carried out by a 

considerably and the subsurface 
worker came to be regarded as a 
respected skilled man. 

consortium including Swedish con
tractors Sen tab and Skanska AB. De
sign was by VBB AB, Stockholm. 
Left and below. Photo: Atlas Copco 

In medieval times the mining techni
que was primitive and slow. In Cent
ral Europe the wedge-and-hammer 
method was used. Wooden wedges 
were driven into cracks and fissures 
of the rock and then soaked in water. 
The swelling that occured caused the 
rock to break up. Below, right. 

Italian tunnel constructed in 
36BC 
There is reliable evidence that 
man was constructing tunnels and 
excavating bedrock to find metals 
and precious stones as early as 
3000 BC. In those days they 
"blasted" the rock using wooden 
wedges which were driven into 
cracks. When these were soaked 
with water and swelled up, the 
boulder of ore broke off. 

The Romans built tunnels for 
roads in hilly terrain. The most fa
mous is the Pausilippo tunnel bet
ween Naples and Pozzuoli, con
structed in 36 BC, which is 1.5 
km long and 7.5 m wide . Tunnels 
were also constructed at this time 
for transporting water where 
there were topographical ob
stacles. 

Another important phase in 
subsurface construction was the 
digging of protected burial places: 
people around the Mediterranean 
buried their dead in rock tombs 
which gradually developed into 
complicated systems of cata
combs. 
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Egyptian graves are another 
example of subsurface work in 
days gone by, with twisting tun
nels and precipitous shafts chisel
led out of the rock to lead grave 
robbers astray. There are also 
magnificent rock temples, such as 
Abu Simbel, constructed by Ra
meses II in the middle of the 13th 
century BC. An easily handled 
bedrock of limestone or loose 
sandstone was selected for these. 

The significance 
of mining 
Mining technology has for 
long been the model for sub
surf ace construction, but the 
earliest mine works from the 
period up to and including 
classical antiquity, are very 
scantily documented. Con
clusions concerning operating 
methods and tools have been 
based mainly on archeological 
finds and deductions, which 
tells that the first mines were 
certainly flint mines from the 
Neolithic era. 

The extraction of metals, mainly 
copper but also gold and silver, 
may well have originated in India, 
but the technology of mining and 
the refining processes spread 
rapidly westwards. There is infor-
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Until the 18th Century, the ''fire-setting" method dominated mining in Sweden 
because of the country's large timber resources. The rock was heated by large 
fires and then cracked by pouring on cold water. Bad ventilation made the work 
arduous. 

mation from Iran (Persia) about 
copper mines dating from around 
300 BC. 

Egypt occupied a leading posi
tion in mining matters. Egyptian 
mines were mentioned in the 
Bible, and the references to ''un
derground fires" are thought to 
describe the mining method later 
called "fire-setting". Wood was 
set on fire next to the rock, over 
which water was then poured, and 
this caused loosening of the rock 
which, became brittle and could 
be broken more easily. 

Mining would probably have 
been carried out with stone tools, 
later with tools made of bronze, 
and developed greatly under the 
Greeks and Romans before iron 
became available to make more 
efficient tools. The Romans also 

contributed to the development 
of mechanical aids, including de
vices for the vertical transport of 
water out of the mines (water
raising wheels). Previously this 
had been carried out manually by 
bucket chains and hoisting. 

During the Middle Ages the 
central European mineral dis
coveries began to be exploited. 
Rock was still broken by hand 
using wedges and sledge-ham
mers, but the systems for raising 
ore, waste and seepage water to 
the surface were continually being 
improved. During the 16th Cen
tury water power began to be used 
to operate hoists and pumps. 

Around the middle of the 17th 
Century gunpowder was intro
duced to Europe as an explosive 
for civil use. The steam engine be
came a cheap and efficient source 
of power over a hundred years 
later. Two hundred years later, 
dynamite and the first rock-drill
ing machines driven by compres
sed air were introduced. 

At the end of the 16th Century, the 
first effective series lift pump was put, 
into operation, enabling under
ground work to be carried out in rela
tively dry conditions. The method 
continued in use right up to the 20th 
Century. Far left. 

"A diabolical journey" down into 
the salt mine at Wieliczka in Poland. 
From "Book of Innovations" Vol. V 
p . 230, Stockholm 1902. Left. 



Sweden's dominant 
position in mining 
Medieval mining in Sweden pro
bably started in the 11th century 
AD and one of the world's largest 
copper mines, the Falu copper 
mine in central Sweden, may well 
have begun to be worked at this 
time. The owner, Stora Koppar
berg Bergslags AB, today called 
STORA, is the world's oldest 
company, and its first charters are 
dated 1288. 

In addition to the rich ore-de
posits, the country had an almost 
inexhaustible supply of trees for 
making the charcoal used in the 
smelting process, and providing 
wood for fire-setting. This meant 
that fire-setting remained the do
minant method of mining long 
after drilling and explosives had 
come into general use abroad. 

In 1734 the renowned Swedish 
botanist Linnaeus visited the Falu 
copper mine. He described the 
miserable conditions endured by 
the work-force of over a thousand 
and noted, in particular, the poi
sonous fumes from the fire-sett
ing. At that time, however, other 
Swedish mines had largely gone 
over to the use of gunpowder . 

The main impetus for technolo
gical improvements came from 
England where the coal and iron 
industries were expanding rapidly 
but a considerable contribution to 
the development of pumps and 
equipment for bringing the ore to 
the surface was made by the 
Swedish inventor Christoff er Pol
hem. 

Royal influence 
A royal government department 
founded in 1637 - the Swedish 
Board of Mines - was of great 
significance in the development of 
Swedish mining. In the first in
stance, it acted as an inspection 
authority for metal production, 

In 1866 four important developments considerably raised the level of rock
blasting technique. The Swedish inventor Alfred Nobel was the man behind two 
of them. He had succeeded in turning the powerful but hazardous nitroglycerine 
into an efficient and safe blasting agent - Dynamite. He also introduced an 
electric detonator. 
In addition, the first usable rock drilling machine appeared and also the first 
diamond drill bit invented by the Swiss Rudolf Leschof 
The rock drilling machine was developed for the Hoosac tunnel in Massa
chusetls, USA, under the direction of Charles Burleigh. 

and it was also in charge of re
cruiting and training personnel 
for important positions in the 
country's mining industry. In the 
middle of the 18th Century, the 
private mine and works owners 
formed a national body - the 
Swedish Iron Masters' Associa
tion - which is still active today. 
Both organizations helped to 
co-ordinate the changing techni
ques in mining, and the Swedish 
Board of Mines issued rules for 
the best use of technology in all 
the mines in the country. 

A new start after 
the Second World War 
The period between the two 
World Wars was characterized by 
stability in both production and 
techniques so apart from the de
pression years in the beginning of 
the 1930s, production remained 
at a fairly constant level in Swed-

ish mines. Small improvements 
were achieved in productivity in 
work underground, but the big 
boost did not come until after the 
Second World War when efficient 
rock-drilling machines and tung
sten carbide for drilling bits were 
introduced. Loading machinery 
driven by compressed air took 
over from hand loading, and it 
was then possible to begin to talk 
of efficient production. 

The recovery of the export mar
ket after the war was rapid and 
strong, not least because of Mar
shall Aid. The rich Lapland mines 
that had been large exporters of 
ore during the first half of the 
20th century could now quickly 

The first Swedish, air-powered rock 
drill was a copy of the American Ley
ner drifter provided with a screw 
feed. Only a few units were made in 
1905-1906. 
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increase their production. In to
tal, the mining of iron ore in 
Sweden increased threefold dur
ing the period 1946-1963. The 
LKAB company, with iron-ore 
mines around Kiruna in northern 
Sweden and harbours at the Baltic 
port of Lulea and the North Sea 
port of Narvik, became the largest 
supplier to the steel industries of 
Western Europe. 

The LKAB company, has long 
been a centre of development for 
efficient underground mining. 
Technological improvement have 
taken place through close co
operation between mining com
panies, equipment manufac
turers, research institutions and 
universities. Equipment manu
facturers such as ASEA, Atlas 
Copco, Flygt, Hagglund & Saner, 

Developing construction techniques 

In very early town planning, 
water supply was an important 
consideration, and where poss
ible, water was carried at a steady 
gradient in canals and other open 
conduits from its source to the 
place where it was needed. If hills 
and mountains were in the way, a 
tunnel was the only practical solu
tion, and there are impressive 
examples of freshwater tunnels 
recorded (and sometimes still in 
use) from as early as 700 BC. 

Comprehensive tunnel works 
were carried out in connection 
with the famous aqueducts for 
ancient Rome's water supply, and 
the Romans also undertook a 
number of large drainage pro
jects, which included drainage 
tunnels in addition to the con
struction of canals. Some of the 
Romans' tunnels can still be used 
today, having lasted more than 
2000 years. 
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Methods and tools used on 
these old tunnels were the same as 
those used in the mines, although 
rock was broken by fire-setting 
only in exceptional cases. This 
may have been because greater 
consideration was shown to the 
professional tunnel workers than 
to the mine workers. 

Many of these tunnels indicate 
a notable surveying capability, 
which involved not just driving 
the tunnel in the correct direction 
but maintaining the correct gradi
ent as well. Where the terrain was 
suitable, shafts were initially dug 
along the tunnel route, and their 

The early English canal systems in
cluded tunnels. To start with, they 
were narrow and only allowed smal
ler barges. By the end of the 18th 
Century, they were built wider -
5-7 m - and had a side path for 
towing animals. 

The characteristic configuration of 
abandoned benches is a reminder of 
the first, open-cut period of the Kiru
navaara Mine. During the 60's it was 
developed to become the world's 
largest underground iron ore mine. 
Photo: LKAB 

Kiruna Truck, Linden-Alimak, 
Morgardshammar, Nitro-Nobel, 
Sala International, Sandvik and 
others have contributed greatly to 
the successful international 
marketing of Swedish techniques 
and Swedish methods. During the 
period 1960-197 5, production 
per miner increased threefold as a 
result of technical development 
work. 

The single most significant de
velopment has been the introduc
tion of hydraulic rock-drilling 
equipment, while more efficient 
loading equipment, new methods 
of blasting, safer roof-bolting 
equipment, etc, have helped work 
become safer. 

depth was then matched to the 
gradient, so that the direction and 
level could be checked continual
iy. 



For the first few years the Mt Cenis 
tunnel was drilled manually, but later 
rock drilling equipment powered by 
compressed air was used - the first 
application on such a large scale. 

The great revolution 
During the 19th Century, the en
ormous social, economic and 
technical changes that have come 
to be known as the industrial re
volution spread throughout 
Europe. The large-scale produc
tion of coal and steel, mainly in 
England, was made possible by 
the new source of energy, steam 
power. 

From the middle of the century 
the construction of the railways 
accelerated rapidly, and this 
opened up a whole new field of 
operations for rock excavation 
and underground technology. 
Gradually the construction of 
tunnels became a separate, spe
cialized field, even though many 
important new methods and im
plements were applicable to both 
mining and construction work. 

Large Alpine tunnels 
For a long time England led the 
technical development and practi
cal application of steam power, 
and it was there that the first large 
railway tunnels were planned and 
implemented. However, the pro
ject which most stirs the imagina
tion was carried out on the Euro
pean mainland and concerned a 
tunnel system through the Alps 
linking the northern railway net
works in Switzerland, Germany 
and France, with the Italian rail
ways. 

First was the Mont Cenis tun
nel, started in 1857 after prolong
ed preparation and discussions, 
and dimensioned for a single 
track with a length of 12 km. It 
was tackled from each end, and as 
this involved digging, 6 km from 
each face without intermediate 
ventilation shafts, it inspired jus
tified misgivings. Gases from the 
gunpowder blasts and lack of 
oxygen caused by the oil-lamps 

combined with high temperatures 
and humidity, made working con
ditions extremely difficult for the 
workers and draught animals. 
The geological conditions were, 
however, favourable, and al
though the tunnel was strength
ened and lined with brickwork as 
was then customary, the bold 
application of new methods signi
fied a great step forward in con
struction techniques. The tunnel 
was put into service in 1871 after 
14 year's work. 

Dynamite in tunnelling 
During construction of the St. 
Gotthard another Alpine railway 
tunnel, from 1872-81, Alfred 
Nobel's dynamite was introduced 
as a means of blasting. The pneu
matic rock-drilling machines now 
mounted on rail "jumbos" were 
improved still more, and locomo
tives driven by compressed air we
re used in addition to horse-drawn 
vehicles for removing the broken 
rock. However, the rock condi
tions sometimes caused lengthy 
stoppages, and despite enormous 
efforts to solve the reinforcement 
problem, the price was very high 
in terms of money and accidents. 

Many other impressive tunnels 
were constructed in Europe and 
the USA during the golden age of 
railway construction, but one of 
the world's longest railway tun
nels stands out: the Simplon tun
nel (19 540 m) connecting Italy 
and Switzerland. 

The main tunnel with a cross 
section of 28 m2 was constructed 

for a single track, and a smaller 
tunnel was built parallel with it to 
supply fresh air. They were linked 
by connecting tunnels every 200 
m, and the fresh air was cooled to 
create a tolerable environment for 
the workers. 

Alfred Nobel, the famous Swede re
sponsible for Dynamite and the 
world-renowned Nobel Prizes. 
Photo: Nitro Nobel 

A small section of the main tun
nel was blasted out first, and then 
behind the face of this pilot gal
lery the tunnel was widened to its 
full cross-section, and at the same 
time the permanent lining was 
constructed. Rock-drilling ma
chines were used for the pilot gal
lery, but otherwise drilling was 
still carried out by hand. The 
Simplon tunnel was completed in 
1905 and is still regarded as one of 
the most outstanding tunnels of 
the period. 
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The Atlas "Cyclop" rockdrill from 
1910, column-mounted with screw 
feed. Left. 
"The Swedish Method" introduced 
just after World War II. The method 
was based on light, one-man rock 
drills with pneumatic pusher leg feeds 
and tungsten carbide tipped drill 
steels. The equipment meant a revo
lutionary increase in capacity. 
Middle. 
Parallel with the introduction of new 
methods for mechanized drilling, 
hydraulically powered tunnel drilling 
rigs were developed. Photos: Atlas Copco 

Urban pressure 
Increased urbanization accom
panied the industrial revolution, 
and traffic problems in the 
world's largest towns demanded 
radical new solutions. The idea of 
tunnels for traffic was not new 
but for a long time it was con
sidered impossible to overcome 
the technical difficulties of con
struction in gravel and clay, 
usually below the ground-water 
level. 

With the invention of the tun
nelling shield at the beginning of 
the 19th century a practical 
method became available, allow
ing excavation work at the tunnel 

I 2 
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face to be carried out in the shelter 
of a strong iron structure, which 
was gradually moved forward 
using jacks. The outer lining of 
the tunnel was constructed con
tinuously, immediately behind 
the shield. 

This method was first used dur
ing the construction of a tunnel 
under the Thames in London. 
Numerous incursions of water, 
when water-bearing layers of gra
vel were encountered, made the 
work difficult and delayed it con
siderably, so the tunnel was not 
completed until 1843. The length 
of time it took - 10 years for a 
tunnel barely 400 m long - pro
vides an indication of the difficul
ties. 

This pioneer work stimulated a 
large number of extensive under
ground railway projects in Eng
land, the USA and France, and 
indeed the shield principle is still 
used, now combined with modern 
excavating and construction 
equipment. 

Among the interesting tunnel
ling work carried out in the 1880s 
in Stockholm, is the Brunkeberg 
tunnel, a 500 m long road tunnel 
driven through a water-bearing 
gravel ridge. The excavation work 
was carried out by prefreezing the 

3 

-

wet gravel at the face of the tun
nel, and the supporting perma
nent lining was built immediately 
behind the face. 

Important developments 

There were two main areas where 
new inventions and developments 
in subsurface construction trans
formed the work from a slow and 
of ten dangerous process into an 
efficient and safe operation - the 
new blasting agents and improved 
drilling equipment. 

Drill steels with forged bits of differ
ent designs were used/or hundreds of 
years. (1) 

Integral drill steels with cemented 
carbide inserts were introduced dur
ing the mid 40's. (2) 

Twenty years later, bits with four in
serts wer.e competitive. (3) 

During the mid 70's the button bits 
became superior in most rock f orma
tions. (4) 
Photos: Sandvik 



This loader was designed in the 1920s 
and ran on tracks without its own 
drive power. Left. By the mid-1960s, 
four-wheel-drive loaders with remote 
control were introduced. Middle. 
Photos: Atlas Copco 

Volvo BM's 9 tonnes capacity loader 
equipped for tunnelling - it is 
powered by a 79 kW diesel engine. 
Right. Photo: Volvo BM 

Rock drilling development 
The first rock drilling machines 
worked on the percussion drill 
principle, which means that the 
drill bit was fixed to a piston mov
ing backwards and forwards and 
driven by steam. Soon, compres
sed air began to be used as the po
wer source instead. This percus
sion drilling required an unnecess
arily large amount of energy, and 
towards the end of the 19th Cen
tury a new principle was develop
ed in the USA. This was hammer 
drilling, in which the piston struck 
directly against the drill, and al
though it was a return to the old 
manual drilling idea, it was much 
more efficient. 

Immediately after the turn of 
the century, a Swedish company, 
Atlas Diesel, now called Atlas 
Copco, began manufacturing 
rock drilling machines driven by 

compressed air following Ameri
can designs . However, the US de
signs were considered too heavy 
and Swedish efforts were directed 
at making smaller, lighter drills 
which could be moved and oper
ated by one man. This was the 
start of a development which 40 
years later, after close co-oper
ation with the Swedish drill ma
nufacturers Sandvik, resulted in 
the "Swedish method" . This con
sisted of a light self-rotating dril
ling machine with air-feed legs, 
and small-diameter drill with 
tungsten carbide bit, all operated 
by one man. With this equipment, 
a man could drill 100-120 min 
an 8-hour shift, compared to 
2.5-3 m by hand drilling. 

Water power's progress 
During the first decades of the 
20th Century, capital investment 
by Swedish companies in the field 
of subsurface work was concent
rated mainly on products for the 
mining industry. However, the 
building of hydroelectric power 
stations, which began around 
1910 and reached its peak during 
the 1940s to 1960s, created a large 
market throughout the country 
for specialized subsurface con
struction equipment. 

Construction of the first power 
stations were managed by fore
men who organized the drilling, 
charging and firing based on their 
own experience. For a long time 
loading was by hand, sometimes 
using simple cranes. Decauville 
wagons were used for removing 
the rock. Soon, however, the 
heavy loading work was mechan
ized and the track-bound wagons 
were replaced by lorries and 
trucks where the size of the tunnel 
allowed. 

More efficient tunnelling 
Although methods and equip
ment were continually improving, 
it was not until the end of the 
1930s that investigations into all 
the aspects of tunnel construction 
began to be carried out systemati
cally. Detailed study of the ele
ments in the blasting cycle - dril-

The St Gotthard Tunnel in Switzer
land, constructed in the 1970s, is 
Europe's longest road tunnel. Pictur
ed (left) are two drilling rigs on a slid
ing floor in the tunnel; also shown are 
the steel ribs and mesh holding back 
weak areas of rock. Pictured (right) is 
the muck train being loaded under 
the sliding roof which gave protec
tion against falling rock. (Atlas Copco) 
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ling, charging, blasting, ventila
tion, scaling and reinforcement, 
loading and removal - provided 
the basis for an overall analysis, 
and methods and equipment per
formance could then be opti
mized. 

After the outbreak of the Se
cond World War a comprehensi
ve building programme for va
rious kinds of underground in
stallation was put into effect in 
Sweden. This included the con
struction of bomb-proof factories 
and storage areas, air-raid shel
ters and military installations. A 
special project organization was 
set up in which purchasers, con
tractors and manufacturers of 
equipment participated. The aim 
was to make efficient use, of ex
perience gained in completed 
projects. 

During this period tunnel and 
underground excavation work 
was developed from a craft to an 
industrial process and the experi
ence gained then formed the basis 
for the know-how and good repu
tation that Sweden commands to
day in the field of subsurface 
construction. Shotcreting has been in use for more than 50 years as a method for reinforcing 

and sealing tunnels and rock caverns. Photo: SKANSKA Bjorn Enstrom 

The fulljace boring machine, TBM, cuts smooth-wall tunnels even through 
hard rock without the need of blasting. It is particularly usefuljor long tunnels 
under built-up areas where blasting could damage foundations and disturb the 
ground water balance. Photo: SIAB 
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Continuing Swedish progress 
An important reason for Swed
en's prominent position in sub
surface technology is the desire to 
co-operate that all parties have al
ways shown. New techniques 
have been developed because ma
nufacturers have concentrated on 
customers needs and have tried to 
solve their specific problems. 
Here should be mentioned the 
Swedish Rock Blasting Commit
tee, established already in the 
1940s, and a forum to promote an 
open exchange of information 
between all parties in the field of 
rock construction. Later, trade 
research institutions have been es
tablished, in particular, the Swed
ish Detonic Research Foundation 
(SveDeFo), established in 1953, 
and the Swedish Rock Engineer
ing Research Foundation (BeFo), 
established in 1971, both of which 
are very active. 

Today rock drilling is carried 
out with wheeled or rail-frame 
jumbos, and compressed-air ma
chines have been superseded to a 
great extent by hydraulic machin
es which are considerably quieter. 
Tunnel boring machines (TBM), 
which drive circular tunnels are 
now a permanent feature. 

Blasting agents and ignition 
methods have become safer and 
more efficient, and loading is 
completely mechanized with tran
sportation usually carried out by 
purpose-built vehicles . The com
puter has become an effective new 
aid for the precise planning of the 
work, and of course co!}ditions at 
the workplace have been impro
ved radically. 

The old rock blaster now be
longs to history. He has been re
placed by skilled worksmen with 
wide knowledge of rocks and abi
lity to operate technically sophis
ticated equipment. 

iltlasOJpoo 

The robot drill rig represents the 
latest in modern tunnelling and min
ing technique. It provides high-speed 
drilling accuracy that can not be mat
ched by manual operation. The rig 
automatically performs all drilling 
operations, monitored and control
led by a microprocessor. 
Photo: A 1/os Copco 
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The Atlantis project, described in this 
chapter, is an interesting attempt to en
liven the capital's cultural centre by ad
ding space along an underground 
"stream". A conference centre is one 
of several proposed facilities. 



New underground activities 
In these final few pages we should like to conclude 
by presenting a number of ideas for underground 
projects which have one thing in common: none has 
as yet been put into practice. Some are recent and 
have to be tested from the technical, economic and 
in some cases political aspects; some are more futur
istic and might be considered too daring for present 
society. But that is often the case with true innova
tions. 

With few exceptions it is not the rock construc
tion itself that is of interest, but the idea for utiliz
ing the space created. Most of the ideas have been 
thought up by engineers, now joined by architects, 
town-planners and designers, who are fascinated by 
the idea of tackling the problems of overcrowded 
cities in new ways. 

These new ideas for underground 
development cover a number of 
different areas such as infrastruc
ture, advanced techniques, mu-

seums, various kinds of storage, 
concert halls, etc. A selection of 
proposed applications is present
ed on the following pages. 

Wind tunnel in the rock page 160 

Keeping Pharaoh's funeral ship underground 161 

Gas storage for peak-power production 162 

Underwater tunnel relieves city traffic 163 
Atlantis-a futuristic project under Stockholm 164 

Concert hall in the municipal park 166 

Grain storage in rock caverns 167 

Polytank-a new way of storing oil 168 

Piping fuel to Stockholm's airport 168 

Large caverns for peak power production 169 

Waste into energy 170 
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Wind tunnel in the rock 
A large low-speed (0-100 mis) wind tunnel would be of 
value not only to the aircraft industry but also car manu
facturers, shipbuilders, the off-shore industry, and others 
who need to investigate flow problems. There is also great 
international demand, so the National Swedish Aeronauti
cal Research Institute (FF A) in Stockholm is planning a 
new installation. 

The size of the observation sec
tion containing the object on test 
determines the size of the instal
lation as a whole. The require
ment is to reproduce real-life 
flow conditions (unchanged Rey
nolds number), which is achieved 
by using large models and by 
keeping pressure above atmos
pheric pressure. The need for 
large dimensions and stringent 
physical requirements leads to se
veral reasons for constructing the 
wind tunnel in rock. 

During pre-comm1ss1oning 
tests of the installation there is 
the risk of an explosion, and put
ting a wind tunnel on the surface 
would mean evacuating the sur-

Principal data: 
Area of the observation section 
Pressure level 
Volicity at a pressure of I bar 
Velocity at a pressure of 2.3 bar 

Flow 

rounding residential area for 
2-3 weeks (the installation is to 
be built near the Institute). This 
would be both difficult and ex
pensive, but can be avoided en
tirely by putting the installation 
below ground. 

An underground location also 
greatly reduces noise in the vicin
ity. The climate inside the tunnel 
can be controlled more easily, as 
the temperature is not affected 
whether it is summer or winter, or 
there are variations in the 
amount of sunlight. 

As far as construction is con
cerned, location in a rock tunnel 
enables a non-circular cross-sec
tion to be used for the wind duct 

36 m2 

1-2.3 bar 
M = 0.25 
M = 0.20 

strai htener ~: area -----1;..;...-------1:1 Entrance 

Turning vanes 
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: Heat exchanger 
,--~ ---- -
: Required fan power -6 MW 

135m 

Turning vanes 

(guide rails, rectifiers and cooling 
equipment can be fitted more 
easily if the tunnel has a rec
tangular cross-section). 

Estimates show that the cost of 
the complete installation is lower 
for the rock-tunnel alternative 
than for a corresponding installa
tion built of sheet metal on the 
site. 
The proposal has been prepared 
by the National Swedish Aero
nautical Research Institute. The 
Royal Swedish Fortifications 
Administration and the Depart
ment of Rock Mechanics of the 
Technical University of Lulea, 
are responsible for the rock de
sign aspect. 

The important wind tunnel; measur
ing some 135 x 60 m, is to be located 
right under the premises of the Aero
nautical Institute in Stockholm. 



The underground loca
tion means that the 
ship is preserved in 
identical conditions to 
those it had had for 
thousands of years. 
Visitors will view the 
artefacts from glazed 
air-conditioned tun
nels, providing filtered 
illumination. This will 2) 
nullify the polluting ef-
fects of the visitors, 
solve the security pro-
blem and, at the same 
time, dramatically re-
duce running costs. 

Keeping ~haraoh's funeral ship underground 

In 1952, two burial mounds were discovered in Egypt, un
touched by human hand since they were constructed 4700 
years ago at the foot of the Cheop pyramid. When one of 
the mounds was excavated, a boat was found, dismantled 
into 1224 parts. When rebuilt, the vessel was 43.5 m long, 
5.5 min the beam, and 7.9 m high, with a weight of 40 
tonnes. 

After 20 years' patient recon
struction, the boat was placed in 
a museum built of glass and con
crete over the opened mound, but 
this museum has been severely 
criticized by experts in Egypt and 
abroad, described as a green
house in which the wood of the 
boat is steadily drying out. 

The fact that the boat and 
other objects have survived into 
this century is due to the tempera
ture and humidity conditions in 
the graves. Exposing the arte
facts to frequent variations in 
temperature and humidity de
stroys them, and the ideal mu
seum would therefore be one that 
offers storage conditions closest 
to those in which the artefacts 
have survived to the present day; 
in other words an underground 
museum. 

One of several suitable propo
sals for underground museums 
put forward by the Swedish ar
chitects Milan Kovac Arkitekt
kontor AB, is presented here. Lo-

cated under the plateau of Giza, 
it would be the best way of hous
ing the remaining boats and other 
artefacts, for the following 
reasons. 

The architectural environment 
of the pyramid complex would 
not be disturbed; the artefacts 
would be stored in their inherent 
environment; the huge halls to 
display the boats and other ob
jects could be constructed at a 
reasonable cost; and problems 
such as theft and vandalism 
would be reduced, as would the 
risk of damage by war, earth
quakes and fire. 

The proposed exhibition halls 
at Giza are intended to provide 
storage and exhibition in millenia 
to come. The natural climate 
under the surface is retained in 
the rock chambers by complete 
and total separation of the arte
facts from the visitors, who move 
through the halls in fully glazed 
air-conditioned tunnels. 

The museum will be reached from an 
entrance building at the edge of the 
Giza Plateau. 
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Gas storage for peak-power production 

This project is based on gas turbine generating sets installed 
at convenient locations in the country's electric power and 
natural-gas transmission systems. Underground or other 
type of storage of gas fuels, combined with efficient moni
toring and load-management control systems, mean that 
the gas-turbine operation can be optimized in terms of 
electric power demand and availability of natural gas on a 
number of different time scales (day, week, season or 
strategic). 
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Turbomachinery and 
denerator halls 

Transformer 
hall 

A typical installation consists of 
a natural-gas storage and possib
ly compressed- air energy storage 
(CAES), both located deep down 
and linked to a gas turbine on the 
surface. Shallower lined caverns 
are a possible alternative. When 
demand is low, the CAES store is 
charged so that during subse
quent peak demand periods, the 
gas turbines use the compressed 
air and gas to generate electricity. 

The concept has several bene
fits. Firstly, it accepts gas 
throughout the year on economi
cally attractive terms in order to 
produce electricity at a competi
tive cost. Secondly, it forms re
serve capacity both for the elect
ric power and gas-transmission 
systems, and thirdly, it over
comes the load-management 
problems that tend to occur at 
different times on both systems. 

To improve thermal efficien
cy, it is proposed to combine the 
gas-turbine plant with a steam 
turbine, utilizing the hot exhaust 
gases from the gas turbines as 
boiler feed. A further advan"tage 
if the plant is near a district
heating system would be to incor
porate a heat-storage facility 
within the plant. Low-grade heat 
may also be used in an ORC-cycle 
for the production of additional 
electric power. 

A power plant of this import
ance must have an auxiliary fuel 
system in case the natural gas 
supply is cut off. Propane/air or 
similar fuels could provide this 
back-up, and could be stored at 
the plant, either in surface tanks 
or rock caverns. It would make 
economic sense to purchase these 
fuels at competitive prices and 
use them instead of natural gas 
for power production at times 
when natural gas is expensive. 

The proposal is based on an 
idea by professor Ulf Lindblom 
of Chalmers University of Tech
nology, and has been developed 
by AB Jacobson & Widmark in 
co-operation with major Swedish 
industries . 



Underwater tunnel relieves city traffic 

Stockholm has for a long time lacked a traffic route to the 
east of the city. Such a road would have to cross a wide 
water inlet, which is the entrance to Stockholm's harbour. 
There are, however, objections to a high-level bridge, as it 
would have to pass over the popular Djurgdrden recrea
tional area, and people are opposed to the noise and fumes 
produced by a major road. 

An alternative solution based on 
tunnels is known as the Osterle
den project: a 9 km link to con
nect existing main roads and 
complete a ring-road round the 
capital. At least 6 km of this road 
would be in tunnels, of which 4.4 
km would be in rock. The road 
would pass under the Baltic in a 
400 m submerged tunnel, in the 
form of a concrete casing found
ed on piles in the water. The road 
would have three lanes in each di
rection which allows 100 000 ve
hicles a day. 

Great attention has been paid 
to the environment in and around 
the tunnel. The air in the ventila
tion system passes through silen
cers and filters before it is emitted 

and traffic safety has also been 
carefully considered. 

The cost of the project is esti
mated at SEK 3000 million (USD 
450 million) and will be privately 
financed. Municipal estimates 
show that the roadway will save 
SEK 700 million (USD 110 mil
lion) per year compared with the 
present situation where traffic 
passes right through the inner 
city. The chief benefits are great
er traffic safety, shorter travel
ling times, lower vehicle running 
costs and improved air condi
tions. 

The bsterleden project consor
tium consists of Atlas Copco AB, 
Arcona AB, Flakt AB and Skan
ska AB. 

Saltsjon 

Concrete tube 

Oster/eden will pass the inlet to 
Stockholm harbour in a 400 m sub
merged concrete tube, since a tunnel 
in the deep bedrock would require an 
extremely long access tunnel. 

Oster/eden 's tunnels (dotted) and 
roads (black lines) will complete the 
ring road around the capital. 
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Map showing the Atlantis project. 

Atlantis - a futuristic project under Stockholm 
The Blasieholmen promontory and the island of Skepps
holmen opposite the Royal Palace, form an outstanding 
feature of Stockholm. This built-up area would be spoilt by 
alteration and land prices are high in this economic and 
cultural centre of the city. A group of architects and artists 
have proposed new facilities 30 m down into the bedrock. 

Large and richly varied spaces 
could be excavated and would 
cause a minimum of disturbance 
on the surface. They can be kept 
at a constant temperature for a 
modest energy outlay, and eff ec
tive screening from noise, ex
haust fumes (and in appropriate 
cases, daylight}, can easily be 
achieved. In the event of war 
these spaces could form a useful 
addition to the shelters in the city 
centre. 

The location is ideal for a large 
underground conference centre 
with recreational facilities. Five 

central museums are at present 
located in the area, and direct 
moving walkways underground 
could connect them with the 
Kungstradgarden underground 
station. All museum require
ments such as constant-climate 
storage space, film-screening 
halls and exhibitions of total en
vironments, etc, can easily be 
provided. 

Specially designed museum de
partments, for the 17th Century 
warship Wasa for example, or 
the demolished house and street 
facades in the National Museum 

Section through Blasieholmen and Skeppsholmen, showing left to right: 
Kungstriidgarden underground station, pool section, sports centre, conference 
centre, Wasa museum. 
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(at present in store), could be re
constructed to form a unique ex
hibition. 

The opportunity for artistic 
use of space and light should in it
self be a special attraction: both 
daylight provided by light wells, 
and direct and indirect artificial 
light can be used to give character 
to the different sections of the en
vironment. The proximity of the 
Royal Academy of Fine Arts. and 
the central museums imposes 
special demands for both innova
tion and an awareness of tradi
tion, demands which can be met 
by underground planning and its 
great freedom of design. 

Vision of an 
underground stream 
A verdant gallery leads from 
Kungstradgarden underground 
station to the modern version of 
the Roman thermal baths located 
directly below the square of Bla
sieholmen, illuminated from a 
light aperture in the centre of the 
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square. High vaults and terraces 
covered with plants surround this 
pool, which reflects the daylight. 
A stream flows slowly in a 
"canyon" towards the sports 
and conference centres, and the 
visitor is carried alongside this 
underground "stream" on a 
moving walkway. 

Conf ere nee Centre 
Behind the National Museum in 
an area which is at present a park, 
there is an octagonal glass sky
light which admits ample light to 
a spiral structure also based on an 
octagon and descending to the 
conference centre 30 m below the 
surface. Some 15 IlJ. below 
ground there is a large square 
with an additional light shaft to 
the amphitheatre, which forms 
the centre's large meeting hall at 
the 30 m level, and gently inclined 
walkways with hanging gardens 
follow the spiral construction 
down to the square. Several rock 

caverns around the central hall 
off er various functions and con
trast in shape with the central 
area illuminated by a dormer 
window (or lucarne). Such win
dows can be utilized in some of 
the surrounding rooms because 
of the tapering form of the spiral. 

The Wasa ship museum 
The 17th Century ship, ''Wasa'', 
recovered from the sea not far 
from Skeppsholmen, is one of 
Sweden's greatest tourist attrac
tions. Some of its remains are at 
present stored in rock caverns, as 
the preservation process is comp
licated and requires a stable cli
mate. Placing the ship in a rock 
cavern 30 m down would enable it 
to be displayed fully rigged - a 
unique solution. Exhibition 
levels in terrace form would de
scend towards the ship, which 
could thus be viewed from several 
levels. 

Public bath facilities below the square of Blasieholmen. 
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Interior from the Wasa museum at 
Skeppsholmen. 

Such an underground museum 
would provide a safer location 
for the ship in the event of war, 
and for the fragile exhibits from 
the other five museums. The en
trance to the Wasa museum is 
connected to Blasieholmen's 
moving walkway and to the sur
face by the bridge abutment. 

The Atlantis project group parti
cipants are the architects Michael 
Granit, Per Reimers and Pia Ols
son; and the artists Leif Bolter, 
Gosta Wessel, Inga Moden and 
Veine Johansson, Stockholm. 
The development project was 
supported by the Royal Academy 
of Fine Arts in Stockholm. 
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The rock walls of the concert hall are left exposed. Good acoustics are com
bined with a very special feeling of space. 

Concert hall in the municipal park 
The city of Jonkoping and its environs have no concert 
hall, but inspired by Finnish installations, which have 
created quite a stir, it has been proposed to blast a concert 
hall out of solid rock. 

The municipalpark in J onkoping 
is in the centre of the city and con
tains beautiful scenery, an open
air museum and a sports arena, 
and its view across to the great 
Lake Vattern is famous. It is pro
posed to place the concert hall in 
an area of rock within this park. 

This facility can be constructed 
in the rock without being affect
ed by the site conditions. Traffic 
noise will be efficiently screened, 
and the shape and surfaces of the 
hall can be designed to provide 
the best acoustic conditions. 
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Such a rock cavern is unique 
and forms an attraction in itself. 
The concert hall is to be supple
mented by a museum, exhibitions 
of the famous book illustrator 
John Bauer, and other features. 
Cafes, restaurants and rendez
vous areas should add to the 
attractions of the park as a 
whole. In addition to being used 
for concerts, the hall could be 
used as a radio and TV studio or 
as an assembly hall. 

The cost of the proposed facili
ty works out less than that of a 

conventional building, especially 
the costs of the site, foundations 
and · structural framework. The 
maintenance cost for the facades 
would be very small and the ener
gy costs for heating would also be 
modest. 

The companies putting for
ward the proposal are the con
struction firm BP A Bygg, the 
consultancy firm J&W and the 
architects Flensborns Arkitekt
kontor AB. 

The concert hall and foyers are in a 
rock shaft. The entrance, smaller 
music rooms and perhaps art exhibi
tions are located in tunnels. 



Grain storage in rock caverns 
Storing grain in rock caverns has been studied in detail by 
S WECO for an import silo in Suez, Egypt, with the aim of 
providing cheap and safe storage for large quantities of 
grain. The proposal concerned a I 00 000 tonne silo at the 
port, which could be cleared IO times a year, giving an an
nual throughput of I 000 000 tonnes. 

The plan was to construct the in
stallation in a disused quarry with 
almost horizontally stratified 
dolomite limestones with 12 
bunkers, each 20 m in diameter 
and 48 min height. Loading and 
unloading, weighing, cleaning, 
temperature monitoring and in
sect control, etc, were incorporat
ed in the plan using conventional 
technology. 

veral bunkers to separate differ
ent grain qualities and enable hot 
spots to be isolated, the use of the 
rock cavern silo was limited by 
the small number of bunkers. 
However, this disadvantage was 
not considered to be serious for 
an import store because of the ra
pid turnover and consistent 
quality of the imported grain. 

Comparisons can be made 
with underground grain stores in 
China and the USA, where stor
age takes place under almost con
stant climatic conditions, and 
grain has been found to retain its 
fertility for up to 20 years. 

Estimates showed 30% lower 
costs for the silo building itself, 
compared with a concrete silo al
ternative, but the proposal was 
rejected due to the excess dis
tance between the store and the 
quay (1600 mas against 400 m for 
the concrete silo). 

Compared with conventional 
silos, which are divided into se-

Artist's view of the proposed Suez 
grain-storage facility. The topo
graphy did not permit loading the 
grain from above, which otherwise 
would further have reduced the con
struction costs. 
Drawing: Lisa Bauer 
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Polytank - a new way of storing oil 

An alternative design for oil 
storage in rock caverns has 
been put forward by Ivar Sa
gef ors, an engineer with 
Boliden-Contech, who re
commends that each storage 
unit should consist of a cy
lindrical rock cavern. This 
shape has strength advan
tages, and the diameter can 
be made very large up to 60 
m in sound rock while in 
theory the cylinders can be 
any height needed. 

The surface area of the roof sec
tion is extremely small in relation 
to the total volume, which is ad
vantageous as this section is the 
most expensive part of the rock 
cavern to construct. Against this, 
however, is the fact that the 
greater depth necessitates longer 
access tunnels. 

Drilling and charging are car
ried out from raises, which 
means safe working conditions, 
and several storage units can be 
built as a group, arranged in a 
hexagon to form a stable and 
compact installation. This is si
milar to the silo for nuclear waste 
built at Forsmark (70 m high and 
31 min diameter). 

CAD-generated view of a 500 000 m 3 Poly tank storage facility for crude oil. 
For strategic reasons the control facilities are also located underground. 

The position of the water bed 
at the tap point below the rock ca
vern ensures that the contact sur
face between the oil and the water 

bed is kept small, giving several 
operational advantages. 

In some cases oil products 
stored in rock caverns have deter
iorated due to microbiological 
activity at the water/ oil bound
ary - a problem familiar from 
steel tanks containing condensa
tion water. In the Polytank, how
ever, the problem is avoided by 
minimizing the boundary surfa
ce. The design also makes it pos-

Piping fuel to Stockholm's airport 
At the Arlanda International Airport, some 40 km from 
the city centre, up to 1000 m3 of jet fuel is consumed every 
day. The fuel is brought out by road from the oil terminal 
in Stockholm harbour near the city centre. An alternative 
transport mode, involving the existing Kappa/a waste-water 
tunnel network which covers almost the entire distance, is 
being discussed. 

A pipe would be laid in the tunnel 
so the jet fuel could be pumped 
over the whole 45 km distance, its 
size allowing it to handle twice 
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the daily requirement, ie 65 m3 

per hour . Even the most conser
vative cost estimates show that 
transport by pipeline will be con-

sible to take care of heavy partic
les in the oil. In conventional 
rock-cavern designs - they sink 
to the bottom as sediment. 

Estimated plant costs are com
parable with horizontal rock ca
verns, and can possibly be lower 
in sedimentary rock as the dimen
sions can be enlarged. However, 
the most important advantages 
are those concerned with opera
ti9n. 

siderably cheaper than by road . 
The project benefits in two 

ways from the fortunate location 
of the waste-water tunnels . First-
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ly, the installation costs will be 
low, as most of the tunnels re
quired already exist; secondly, 
there is the advantage of the pro
tected location. From the point 
of view of safety, the tunnel pro
posal is also attractive as it re
places road tankers, which at pre-

sent have to pass through busy 
traffic routes within the city it
self. 

From the oil harbour the pipe 
will run for the first 7 km in a nor
mal trench. Then, with the excep
tion of two short stretches, the re
maining 38 km will run in existing 
tunnels. For maintenance and 
safety reasons the pipe will be di
vided into six sections by valves, 
which will close automatically in 
the event of a fall in pressure. (A 
discharge of oil would have grave 
consequences for the waste-water 
purification plant at Kappala.) A 
low flow rate of 0.5 mis has been 
chosen to reduce pressure in the 
pipe and connections (its dia
meter is 200mm). 

0 2 4 6 

The jet-fuel pipeline reaches the tunnel 7 km from the 
harbour terminal at Loudden. For the remaining 38 km 
to Arlanda International Airport the pipeline runs in 
existing tunnels. Project idea ABV. 

Large caverns for peak power production 

Various proposals for underground peak power-stations, 
such as hydroelectric and compressed-air energy storage, 
involve massive rock excavation far below the surface, 
work which accounts for a considerable part of the overall 
project cost. Per Laneus of JCC (Johnson Construction 
Company) have suggested that such caverns could be con
structed using methods borrowed from mining technology. 

An elliptical cavern, 22 x 30 m, excavated by sub/eve/ sloping. Secondary rock 
reinforcement to be safely carried out within the cavern. 

Application of the sublevel stop
ing method to excavation means 
full-face blasting of the cavern. 
From a central pilot drift, blast
holes are ring-drilled at intervals 
out to the perimeter of the ca
vern. From the part that has al
ready been excavated, contour 
holes for smooth blasting are 
drilled round the perimeter to a 
length covering several drill 
planes. Using all holes a corre
sponding number of rock slices 
of the full cavern section are 
blasted simultaneously. 

To enable the work in the rock 
cavern to be carried out safely, 
the rock is strengthened before 
blasting. This is carried out from 
the pilot drift by drilling some of 
the holes out beyond the perime
ter, so the surrounding rock can 
be grouted and reinforced with 
bolts. Scaling and additional 
rock strengthening of the cavern 
roof and walls are carried out in 
the usual way after blasting. 

The elliptical shape that results 
from this, offers rock mechanical 
advantages at extreme depths . 
The method has been granted 
U.S. patent. 
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A proposed underground rapid-digestion plant in Stockholm, next to a district-heating plant, where the biogas would be 
fired. Flowsheet: 1. Waste reception hall. 2. Shredding. 3. Classification. 4. Waste-water sludge added. 5. Digester. 6. 
Pipeline to the district-heating plant. 

Waste into energy 
An improved system of disposal has been developed from 
combining refuse and sewage collection methods with rock 
technology. Anaerobic decomposition converts the com
bined waste into a sanitized soil conditioner, releasing at the 
same time considerable quantities of energy in the form of 
biogas. The technique can, be compared to the decomposi
tion of activated sludge in waste water purification 
technology. 

The method has been on test since 
1982 on a reduced scale, and has 
produced more energy than ex
pected. After treatment the waste 
has turned out to be of such high 
quality that there will almost cer
tainly be a demand for it. 
First the refuse is shredded, me
tals and combustibles are re
moved, and then the remaining 
organic material goes to be 
broken down. At this stage se
wage sludge and biodegradable 
industrial waste can be added. 
The breakdown takes place an
aerobically in closed containers 
with a dry matter content of 
10-20%, and continues for 1-2 
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months. Biagas (mainly methane) 
is given off during the decomposi
tion period. 

The resulting energy supply has 
been calculated at around 2000 
kWh per tonne of waste, in the 
form of combustible components 
and biogas. The method is profit
able compared to the costs for tra
ditional waste handling, but for 
small installations conventional 
containers would be cheaper to 
construct than rock caverns. 

Traditional waste handling as
sumes that waste is an environ
mental burden to be dealt with, 
usually by dumping as landfill at 
no small expense. At the same 

time, people are aware that the 
waste contains resources which in 
this way are wasted. 

The proposed method has a 
number of advantages: 

(a) Waste is handled as a resource. 
In addition to reclaiming ener
gy and soil conditioners, the 
wet treatment method ensures 
more efficient separation of 
metals. 

(b) The rock cavern solution con
ceals waste handling - per
haps at a central location -
and thus combines environ
mental advantages and low 
transport costs. 

(c) Compared with incinerating 
all waste, incinerating only 
sorted waste results in appreci
ably reduced air pollution. 

The technique has been developed 
by the consultants TYRE.NS and 
is marketed by their subsidiary 
company Biomet AB. 



MAIN SUPPORTERS 
Swedish Rock Engineering Research Foundation - BeFo 

Swedish State Power Board (Vattenfall) 
Swedish Trade Council 

through 
SWEBEX - the Swedish Building and Energy Export Agency 

SPE - Agency for promoting and assisting in Swedish project sales 

SPONSORING BODIES 

Official Authorities and 
Organizations 

Royal Swedish Fortifications Adminis
tration (FortF) 
Stockholm Transport (SL) 
Swedish Construction Federation 
Swedish Geological Survey (SGU) 
Swedish Mining Association 

Contractors 

ABV 
BESAB 
BPA 
JCC Johnson Construction Co 
JM Bygg 
SIAB 
SKANSKA 

Consultants 

ADG Grundteknik 
BSKAB 
Bergab 
Boliden-Contech 
J&W-Hagconsult 
Mine Consult 
Nitro Consult 
Petro bloc ab 
Rock Team 
Scandenergy 
Scandiaconsult 
Swedish Geological (SGAB) 
SwedPower 
TYRENS 
VIAK 
Viking International 
VBB-SWECO 

Manufacturers 

Atlas Copco MCT 
ASEA 
Flygt 
Flakt 
Kiruna Truck 
Nitro Nobel 
Sandvik Rock Tools 
Volvo BM 

Other Industrial sponsors 
Boliden Mineral 
Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste 

Management Co - SKB 
Sydkraft/Sydvatten 

Universities and Institutes 

Royal Institute of Technology, Depart
ment of Soil and Rock Mechanics 

Swedish Detonic Research Foundation 
(SveDeFo) 

Swedish Geotechnical Institute (SGI) 

Swedish Mineral Processing Research 
Foundation (MinFo) 

Technical University of Lulea, Depart
ment of Mining and Underground 
Construction 
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A fund of experience 

With their long tradition of mining and under
ground construction, Swedish engineers and techni
cians are able to draw on a solid Jund of practical 
experience. Over the years, they have also developed 
a wider expert knowledge from participation in a 
range of successful engineering projects the world 
over. 

The well-known Swedish ability to build and con
struct underground derives mainly from the ex
perience and knowledge gained by the consultants, 
contractors and manufacturers who have been in
volved. 

The material published in this book by the Aca
demy is largely based on the papers, photographs 
and personal accounts of these experts. In the 
following pages, the key figures at the heart of this 
sphere of engineering present themselves. 
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The Royal Swedish Fortifications 
Administration - FortF - is the 
builder and the administrator of 
all establishments, bu i ldings, air
fields and fortifications for the 
Swedish Defence. 
Especially where protection 
against weapon effects is of im
portance the structures are 
located underground, which most 
often is favourable in Sweden. 
FortF competence concerning its 
many products has a wide range 

- from planning, cost estimating, 
project managing, design to su
pervision and inspection and to 
drift and maintenance. 
The Administration has a special 
department for design including 
all necessary technical branches 
- architecture, construction, ci
vil engineering, mechanics and 
electricity. 
FortF - established more than 
300 years ago - has a long tradi
tion and a thorough experience 

from all kinds of underground 
constructions and is well quali
fied for any consulting commis
sion within the building sector. 

Royal Swedish 
Fortifications Administration 
S-631 89 Eskilstuna, Sweden 

Phone + 461615 40 00 



The VIAK group of companies, 
with Rejlers as its main subsidi
ary, are among the ieading Scan
dinavian consulting engineering 
firms. 
With extensive international ex
perience, VIAK offers an inte
grated service through an experi
enced, professional staff of 1300 
employees. The technical staff of 
about 1100 includes civil en
gineers, mechanical engineers 
and electrical engineers. 
One third of the staff holds uni
versity degrees. 

The VIAK specialities include all 
the various procedures and work 
operations of the branch such as 
planning for urban and industrial 
development, exploration of natu
ral resources, subsurface instal
lations, soil and rock mechanics, 
mapping, surveying and photo
grammetry. 
Examples of applications: 
Civil defense engineering, high
ways and airports, transportation, 
water resources and water supp
ly, sewage and solid waste dis
posal, environmental protection. 

J&W Hagconsult 
Jacobson & Widmark (J&W) is 
one of Swe'den's largest engin
eering consultants in building 
technology with 1 700 employees 
and an annual turnover of ap
proximately US$ 100 million. 

J&W was established in 1938 and 
Hagconsult in 1940. Since 1977, 
Hagconsult has been a wholly 
owned subsidiary of J&W. They 
have to date completed over 
50 000 assignments in more than 
50 countries. 

J&W has some 40 different of
fices in Sweden and branch 

offices in Greece, Libya, Iraq and 
Singapore. Approximately 10 per 
cent of turnover is in respect of 
overseas assignments. 

J&W - Hagconsult is Sweden's 
foremost consultant in Engin
eering geology and Rock engin
eering. The companies have 
worldwide experience in 

• Investigations in rock and soil 
• Design of rock caverns and 

tunnels 
• Underground planning 
• Technical control of rock 

works 

VBB ~ 
VBB-SWECO FOCUSES 
EXPERIENCE AND KNOW-HOW 
A number of experienced 
Swedish consulting firms, inclu
ding VBB, have joined forces in 
SWECO to market their services 
abroad. This inter-firm cooper
ation allows the most effective 
use of feed-back from earlier 
commissions. 
INTERNATIONAL COMMISSIONS 
During the years, commissions 
have been carried out in more 
than 60 countries and VBB
SWECO is generally active in 
20-25 countries every year. 

RANGE OF SERVICES 
The fields of activities covered by 
VBB-SWECO include infrastruc
ture, industrial and community 
developments, and complementa
ry specialities, among which rock 
and soil mechanics, subsurface 
engineering, site supervision and 
project management. 
Our services cover all stages of a 
project such as planning, studies, 
layout and detailed design, procu
rement, project administration, 
supervision, inspection, person
nel training, and operation and 
maintenance. 

Reijlers' specialities cover: power 
and energy supply, industrial- and 
airport technology, mechanical
and electric installations, radio
and telecommunications, earth
quake engineering. 

VIAKAB 
P.O. Box 519 
S-16215 Vallingby, Sweden 

Phone 08-87 00 80 
Telex 17507 ingviak s 

Joint mailing address: 
S-181 83 Lidingo, Sweden 

J&W 
Phone + 46 8 731 20 00 
Telex 17184 jwli s 

Hagconsult 

Phone + 46 8 731 24 30 
Telex 13179 hagcon s 

20.000.000 m3 

Underground 
Works 

Since 1960 

VBB-SWECO 
P.O. Box 5038 
S-102 41 Stockholm, Sweden 

Phone + 46 8 782 70 00 
Telex 15366 sweco s 
Telefax + 46 8104656 
Contact: Carl A. Schmidt 
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SCANDIACONSULlli~ 
As one of the largest consulting 
engineering companies in 
Scandinavia, SCANDIACONSULT 
has provided services to inter
national clients for more than 25 
years. Our in:house expertise 
covers fields such as energy, 
natural resources, military and 
civil defence, communications, 
and industrial promotion. Our 
services range from initial project 
planning, complete engineering 

@TYRENS 
TYRENS is an independent com
pany of consultants with a staff 
of 300 engineers. The company 
activities cover the field of pro
ject management, industrial plan
ning, structural and civil en
gineering, rock and soil mechan
ics, landscaping and waste hand
ling. Overseas assignments in the 
course of more than four decades 
have involved work in over 40 
countries. 
TYRENS has been commissioned 
to carry out work on various un
derground projects such as tun-
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BSKAB~ 

BSK AB is a Swedish firm of con
sultants offering comprehensive 
design services in Architecture 
and Civil and Mechanical Engin
eering. 

Activities range from Offices, La
boratories, Embassies and Postal 
terminals, through below-ground 
structures for TV-studios, Mu
seums, and Mass Rapid Transit 
systems. 

and design, and up to operational 
and management assistance. 

Scandiaconsult has extensive 
experience of underground con
struction works. Our services 
cover the whole spectra from 
initial investigations and site 
selection up to construction 
supervision and administration. 

As a member of the PRONATOR 
GROUP - the largest group in 

nels and stations for Stockholm 
Underground System, tunnels for 
telecommunication, district heat
ing, water supply, sewerage, 
water power plants etc, rock cham
bers including stores for oil, coal 
and high explosives, protected 
structures like shelters, control 
centres, command centres, artillery 
fortifications and naval plants. 
Special notice has been taken of 
the maintenance of underground 
structures. A maintenance plan
ning system has been developed 
by TYRENS consultants on 

BSK AB has the highest qualifica
tions in a permanent staff of 200 
using modern design methods in
cluding CAD in feasability 
studies, planning and design. 

The BSK MRT Group headed the 
Architectural Design Team for six 
stations on Contract 200D of the 
new Singapore MRT and has pre
vious experience in sub-surface 

Scandinavia for qualified services 
in engineering, management, and 
finance - we have the financial 
strength you should require from 
an engineering partner. 

Scandiaconsult 
P.O. Box 4560 
S-102 65 STOCKHOLM, Sweden 

Phone + 46 8 714 70 00 
Telex 17496 consults 
Telefax + 46 8 714 78806 

assignment of Swedish Rock 
Engineering Research 
Foundation. 

TYRENS 
P.O. Box 512 
S-172 29 Sundbyberg, Sweden 

Phone + 46 8 733 85 00 
Telex 12692 ty'ren s 
Telefax + 46 8 29 50 55 

work of more than 40 MRT and 
Suburban Railway stations in the 
Greater Stockholm Area. 

BSKAB 
Nybrogatan 34 
S-114 39 Stockholm, Sweden 

Phone + 46 8 783 51 00 
Telex 12294 bskand s 
Telefax + 46 8 633639 



SWEBEX -the Swedish Building and Energy Export Agency 

SWEBEX assists the Swedish 
building and energy industries in 
promotional efforts for products, 
techniques and services in poten
tial markets. 
SWEBEX acts as a channel for 
foreign parties interested in find
ing business partners within the 
Swedish building- and energy in
dustries. 
SWEBEX is engaged in matters 
concerning all aspects of build-

ing export - from consultancy 
services, contracting, building 
components to the export sales 
of prefabricated houses. 

In the field of energy technology 
SWEBEX concentrates on four 
specific sectors: Urban energy 
systems (district heating in
cluded), rehabilitation of power 
systems, energy efficiency in in
dustry and energy conservation in 
buildings. 

SWEDISH TRADE COUNCIL 

SWEBEX is a department within 
the Swedish Trade Council, and 
most of the promotional activities 
within the individual target 
countries are channelled through 
the Swedish Embassies and 
Trade Offices. 

Swedish Trade Council 
SWEBEX 
P.O. Box 5513 
S-114 85 Stockholm, Sweden 

Phone + 46 8 783 85 00 
Telex 14675swebex s 
Telefax + 46 8 629093 

SPE Agency for promoting and assisting in Swedish project sales 

SPE provides guarantees and 
grants conditional loans for part 
of companies' costs in connec
tion with tendering and imple
mentation of feasibility studies 
and seminars. In this way, com
panies reduce their risk taking 
and increase their capacity for 
the sustained marketing of 
systems and plant projects. 

As the total market for projects 
has declined in recent years, 
further efforts have been made to 
increase the possibilities of 
Swedish companies to compete 
for aid-assisted projects; to 
create negotiation contracts with 
limited competition; to find cre
ative financing solutions; to enter 
projects at an early stage, e.g. 

SWEDISH TRADE COUNCIL £j7 

Nitro Consult 
Nitro Consult AB are specialists Our expert services include 
in blasting technique and vibra-
tion control. Our company rep re- • Risk analysis and inspections 
sents the forefront of these com-
bined technologies and is backed • Blasting design 
by experience dating back to Al-
fred Nobel in the 19th century. • Vibration control 

We have significant practical ex- • On site supervision 
perience as a result of assign-
ments that have brought us to • Instruments for vibration 
many different parts of the world. measurement and analysis 

with the help of Swedish consul
tants; to raise the technology and 
process content of projects etc. 

China, the Soviet Union, India and 
some countries in South East 
Asia and the Middle East have 
made the most inquiries to SPE. 

Swedish Trade Council 
SPE 
P.O. Box 5513 
S-114 85 Stockholm, Sweden 
Phone + 46 8 783 85 00 
Telex 19620 exports 
Telefax + 46 8 629093 

Nitro Consult AB 
P.O. Box 32058 
S-12611 Stockholm, Sweden 
Phone: + 46 8 744 25 20 
Telex 13269 consult s 
Telefax + 46 8 7441259 
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bergab 
Established in 1972 Bergab is to
day one of the leading Swedish 
consulting companies within the 
range of engineering geology, 
rock mechanics and hydrogeol
ogy. 

Bergab has been involved in a 
great number of rock projects of 
different kinds in Sweden and 
abroad. The company is mainly 
handling feasibility studies, basic 

Consulting Geologists 

and detailed design concerning 
geology, excavation, reinforce
ment and grouting. Bergab has al
so carried out several research 
projects concerning, geological 
prognostication, blasting, sealing 
and hydrogeology. 

Special fields in which the com
pany is engaged include under
ground storage of oil, gas and 
water, tunnels for water power, 

sewage, district heating, road 
and railway and defence and civil 
defence construction. 

Bergab, 
S:t Pauligatan 33 A 
S-416 60 Goteborg, Sweden. 

Phone: + 46 31 80 43 80 
Telex 27891 bergab s 

RockTea111 Experts and Assistant Managers to Contractors 
Rock and Dam Works, Improved Output, Profit, Safety 

Rock Team represents worldwide 
experience and thourough know
how on all the different phases of 
rock excavation and dam con
struction including grouting -
from prequalification, initial esti
mate, bidding, and planning of 
the project through the actual 
carrying out of the job: drilling, 
blasting, reinforcing, rock-bolting, 
shotcreting, dam fill, grouting, 
etc, up to final inspection. 

We assist contractors with exca
vation of tunnels, caverns, under
ground facilities, construction of 

airports, road cuts, quarries, 
filling of dams, grouting etc. 

In addition to ordinary excavation 
we also cover underwater drilling 
and blasting, controlled blasting, 
grouting works including treat
ment of leaking dams. 

Rock Team acts as assistant 
managers to contractors or takes 
on the project management and 
full technical responsibility for 
rock excavation and dam con
struction including grouting. We 
provide the required expertise 
and experienced personnel. 

Engineering Geology Geophysics 
Rock Mechanics Rock Engineering 

THE SPECIALISTS IN DEEP SPACE 
Modern underground construc
tion needs a little deep thought to 
answer the question: How can 
planners make better use of 
space underground more cre
atively? 

Success in underground con
struction means building in the 
best geological structure. 

You have to be in the right rock. 
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Petro bloc ab of Sweden offer full 
geological survey services for all 
types of underground construc
tion. Their expertise can locate 
the best rock mass, as well as 
consulting services for exca
vation planning, stability analysis 
and excavation methods. 

Petro bloc ab. International expe
rience in consulting for surveying, 
design and construction under
ground. 

Our references include projects 
on locations spread worldwide: 
France, South Korea, Madaga
skar, Peru, Saudi Arabia, Sri 
Lanka, Kenya, Thailand, Tanza
nia, Tunisia and other countries. 

Rock Team 
Cervins vag 71 
S-163 57 Spanga, Sweden 
Phone + 46 8 761 51 33 
Telex 12442 fotex s 

/Attn Rockteam 
Cable Rockteam 
Contact: Orjan Sjostrom 

Petro bloc ab 
P.O. Box 96 
S-401 21 Goteborg, Sweden 

Phone + 46 3115 31 09 
Telex 2585 kemo s 
Telefax + 46 31 159561 
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UNDERGROUND ENGINEERING DESIGN AB 

• Underground Construction 
and Development. 

• Mining Development and Re
search. 

• Educational and Training Acti
vities. 

• Groundwater Technology. 

Grundteknik has specialised in 
design of excavations, found-
at ions and monitoring of con-
struction sites. Our software en-
ables us to do static linear and 
nonlinear analysis of soil- and 
rock structures using the Finite 
Element method, the Boundary 
Element method and the coupled 
method. 

Reference objects: Analysis and 
monitoring of a large silo for low 
and medium level reactor waste 
material in Forsmark, Sweden. 
Design and monitoring of large 
excavations in the city of Stock-
holm. 

• Trading and Marketing of 
Equipment and Instruments. 

• Monitoring Tunnelboring
projects (TBM) and Shaft
boring-projects (SBM). 

• Waste disposal Management. 
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Mineconsult AB 
Banergatan 37, 
S-115 22 Stockholm, Sweden 

Phone + 46 8 662 20 60 
+ 46 8 767 85 14 
+ 46 8 767 85 25 

Telex 14493 mincon S 
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P.O. Box 17026 
S-104 62 Stockholm, Sweden 

~! Phone + 46 8 68 02 80 
Telefax + 46 8 695861 
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VIKING INTERNATIONAL AB 

The company with 20 years of ex
perience from underground in
stallations for oil, gas, food and 
other purposes in Sweden, South 
East Asia, Japan and Europe. 

• Feasibility studies 

• Detail design and construction 
supervision for all kinds of 
underground installations. 

• Consultants for the process in
dustry and energy producers. 

Viking International AB 
P.O. Box 6017 
S-400 60 Goteborg, Sweden 

Phone + 46 31 25 04 70 
Telex 20806 vint s 
Telefax + 46 31 255042 
Contact: Ingemar Nordgren 
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The heavy hydraulic Atlas Copco Boomer rigs are spe
cially designed for high-speed tunnelling and mine 
development projects. Based on thoroughly tested and 
well-proven standard components, the Boomer 130/ 
170 concept represents the most effective and reliable 
rock drilling rigs available today. Carriers, booms, 
feeds, rock drills and power packs provide all the flexi
bility to adapt your Boomer exactly to your operations 
and overall system solution. 

NO JOB IS'TOO TOUGH 
NOR THE WAY THERE 

Ruggedness, combined with high mobility, make no 
application too tough for your Boomer. Nor the way 
there. Saving you time during travelling and relocation. 

Featuring rapid and exact boom positioning with 
easy and logical joystick manoeuvering, the new BUT 
30/35 boom series results in overall shorter collaring 
times. Roof-drilling and crosscuts can be made as 
easy as normal drilling. 

Supplemented by the hydraulic COP 1238 rock drill 
series, with the fastest penetration rates in its class, the 
heavy hydraulic Boomer rigs give you more metres 
drilled. 

In less time, at less cost. 

Boomer HJ 78 with three 
BUT 35 booms and a 
2-metre boom elevation 
for cross-sections up to 
150 m2, equipped with a 
HL service platform. 

Boomers H174 at work in the 8 km long 

PRECISION THAT 
STAYS IN POWER 

The unique double-tripod suspension of the BUT 30/ 
35 booms, with hydraulic cross-connected cylinders, 
ensures stability and automatic parallel holding during 
all boom movements. The feed can be rotated 360° to 
turn the rock drill towards the wall when drilling con
tour holes. This, together with the feed dump and low
profile COP 1238 rock drill, minimizes the look-out 
angle, providing a smooth profile and less overbreak. 

Each joint in the BUT 30/35 booms has adjustable 
expanding shafts to prevent play and keep the preci
sion throughout the entire service life of the boom. 



Plabutsch Road Tunnel Project near Graz, Austria. Photo: Freisinger KG. 

STANDARDS TO MEET 
ANY NON-STANDARDS 

Simplicity and high availability are the key concepts 
behind the Boomer 130/170 design. Plus, the standard 
components and the extensive range of supplemen
tary* and optional equipment to perfectly adapt your 
Boomer to your worksite application and operator 
requirements. 

However satisfied you are with your current perform
ance and economy, we can help you improve them. 

With the Atlas Copco heavy hydraulic Boomer 
130/170 concept. 

* long-standing, close co-operation between Sandvik and Atlas Copco has 
resulted in a wide range of Sandvik Coromant rock drilling tools matched for 
maximum efficiency and economy 

Atlas Copco heavy hydraulic standard drill rigs for 
high-speed tunnelling and mine development projects 
cover cross-sections from IO to 150 m 2 

4idl,taw . 
0 0 
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BOOMER H129/134 
Hydraulic drill rigs with articulated steering and one BUT 30/35 
boom for cross-sections up to 70 m2 

BOOMER H130/H135 
Hydraulic drill rigs with articulated steering and two BUT 30/35 
boom for cross-sections up to 85 m2 

BOOMER H174/Hl75 
Heavy hydraulic drill rigs with two or three BUT 35 booms for cross
sections up to 90 m2 

BOOMER H177/178 
Heavy hydraulic drill rigs with two or three BUT 35 booms and a 2-
metre extra boom elevation with extended reach for cross-sections 
up to 120 m2 

BOOMERH179 
Heavy hydraulic drill rig with four BUT 35 booms and a 2-metre 
extra boom elevation with extended reach for cross-sections up to 
150 m2 

ATLAS COPCO MCT AB, 
UNDERGROUND EQUIPMENT 
5-104 84 STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN 



Introduction 
to 

Scandiaconsult. 
S candiaconsult, established in 194 7, has over the years become one of 
the largest consulting engineering companies in Scandinavia. 
The company's techno-economic and engineering services have been 
commissioned for a variety of projects in different parts of the world. 
The projects have comprised regional planning, surveying and mapping, 
feasibility studies, geological and hydrogeological studies, planning and 
design of harbours, airports, roads and highways, bridges, water works, 
waste water treatment plants, dams, power plants, industrial plants, 
buildings, building installations and technical services to the offshore 
industry. 

" 
IN THE FIELD OF UNDERGROUND CONSTR CTION WORKS 

SCANDIACONSULT UNDERTAKES THE PLANNING AND DESIGN OF: 

Energy storage plants Rock storages for oil 
Hydro power plants and other commodities 
Nuclear waste plants Military defence installations 
Road and railway tunnels Civil defence installations 
Waste water treatment plants Public shelters etc. 

II 

SCANDIACONSULT.it'ft 
P.O. Box 4560 - S-10265 Stockholm, Sweden Phone +468714 7000 -Telex 17496.consult s -Telefax +4687148806 



Skanska International Division, Stockholm, S-182 25 DANDERYD, Sweden.Tel. +46 8 7538000. Telex 11524 skanska s. Telefax +46 8 7557126. 



Heavy duty pumping 
the ecWy Flygt -w-ay. 

Imagine submersible 
pumps that are installed 
merely by lowering them 
into the water. 

Pumps that keep on 
running even if the water 
is full of suspended solids. 

Pumps that are extreme
ly wear resistant and re
liable. 

You don't need to rely on imagina
tion. Flygt has the real thing - and 
has had for years. The Flygt range 

of submersible pumps for heavy duty 
drainage applications. 

Flygt pumps are manufactured to a 
superior design that has been used in a 
wide variety of applications for almost 
40 years. These design principles have 
made Flygt the world's largest manufac
turer of submersible drainage pumps. 

COMPACT ANDSIMPLE 
TO INSTALL. 

Flygt pumps need very little space. The 

impeller is fitted directly onto the short, 
strong motor shaft. This makes for a 
pump that is compact, rugged and light 
in weight A pump that's easy to handle. 

The motor is carefully enclosed and 
protected. Flygt pumps, unlike dry in
stalled pumps, are completely flood
proof. And, as Flygt pumps work totally 
submerged, noise is cut down as well. 

Flygt pumps need no expensive 
pumping stations. No suction pipes and 
no valves on the suction side. They can 
be placed anywhere within a basin or 
sump. All this cuts building and installa
tion costs. 

Connect up a Flygt pump, lower it 
into the water - and start pumping. 

SURVIVE THE DIKl1EST JOB. 
The impeller and the other pump parts 
subjected to abrasive particles are made 
of hard-alloy material. So Flygt pumps 
are made to last - in every detail. 

A well-tested system for selecting 
material makes it possible for us to 
adapt Flygt pumps for particular appli-

cations - with low maintenance costs 
and high reliability as the result. 

FLYGT HAS IT ALL. 
Flygt has a very comprehensive pro
gram of submersible pumps, fittings 
and accessories for installation and con
trol. All designed and built with the 
same idea in mind: reliability and low 
operating costs. 

Add to this the fact that Flygt offers 
technical advice and service for pump
ing applications in more than 100 
countries around the world through 
subsidiaries and representatives. 

Please contact us or your local Flygt 
representative for additional informa
tion. You'll find that Flygt has some 
supreme submersible suggestions. 

AUSTRALIA: Flygt Australia Ltd., ERMINGTON, N.S.W. Tel: (2)647-1855. AUSTRIA: Flygt Pumpen GmbH, WIEN, Tel: (222)301646. BELGIUM: N.V. Flygt S.A., ZAVENTEM, 
Tel: (2)7209010. CANADA: Flygt Canada, Pointe Claire, QUEBEC, Tel: (514)6950100. DENMARK: A/S Flygt Pumper, GLOSTRUP, Tel:(02)962333. FRANCE: Flygt France S.A. 
SURESNES CEDEX, Tel: (1) 772 3131. GREAT BRITIAN: Flygt Pumps Ltd., NOTTINGHAM, Tel: (602)6144 44. IRELAND: Flygt Pumps Ltd., DUBLIN, Tel: (01)52 44 44. ITALY: Flygt 
Italia S.p.A., MILANO, Tel:(02)90197 21. JAPAN: Flygt Japan Ltd., TOKYO, Tel: (03)347-8825. NETHERLANDS: Flygt Pompen BV DORDRECHT., Tel: (078)18 77 00. NORWAY: Flygt 
Pumper A/S., OSLO, Tel: (2)25 94 50. SWEDEN: Flygt AB, SOLNA, Tel: (08)733 65 00. U.S.A.: Flygt Corp., NORWALK, Tel: (203)846 20 51. WEST GERMANY: Flygt Pumpen GmbH., 
LANGENHAGEN, Tel: (511)7800-0. 



Swedish State Power Board 

Construction of the 530MW Porjus 
power plant, supplied by Vattenfall. 

Model of the 945MW Harspranget 
hydro power station, Sweden's largest. 

Designer and builder: Vattenfall. 

Designers and builders of hyd
ro and thermal power plants 
since 1907. 

When it comes to the design 
and construction of subsurface 
hydro and thermal power sta
tions, rely on the extensive ex
perience and know-how of 
Vattenfall, the Swedish State 
Power Board. 
We supplied our first power sta
tion in 1910. Since then, we 
have designed and constructed 
more than 40 other under
ground plants. 
You get the advantage and se
curity of co-operating with a 
supplier that has its own design 
and construction personnel for 
new power stations or plant 
modernizations. We offer you a 
full range of services, from pre
liminary studies to construc
tion, operation, maintenance 
and staff training. 

Vattenfall Swedish State Power Board 
S-162 87 Vallingby, Sweden 
Phone: +46 8 7395000 
Teletex : 812 50 86 SVTELVX 
Telefax: +468370170 

SwedPower P.O . Box 34 
S-101 20 Stockholm, Sweden 
Phone: +46 8 248100 
Teletex: 810 62 25 SWEDPOW 
Telefax: +46 8 213306 

Swedish State Power Board 
(Vattenfall), provides services worldwide through 

II 
SweOPower 
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WIAR RESISTANCE & TOUGHNESS 
THE NEW TECHNOLOGY DELIVERS BOTH 
With the revolutionary DP 60 carbide, DP for 
Dual Property, Sandvik Rock Tools has again 
made a major breakthrough in the development 
of cemented carbide. The new technology makes 
it possible to increase both the wear resistance 
and the toughness - independently of each other. 
The result: a cemented carbide specially design
ed for buttons in rock drilling tools. 

Wear 
resistance 

The DP 60 carbide provides the 
possibility to increase wear resistance 

A 1 for a given toughness, or vice versa. 

DP60 
cemented carbide 

Conventional cemented carbide 

Toughness 

With the unique DP 60 carbide, the wear resistance/toughness 
diagram for Sandvik Coromant cemented carbide can be biased, 
Increased toughness for a given wear resistance can be achieved 
(A), or vice versa (Ai). 

40°/oEXTRA LIFE IN 
A NEW BUffON BIT IRA 

By giving the DP cemented carbide the desired 
wear resistance and toughness ratios, entirely 
new possibilities arise to tailor button bits for in
creased penetration rates and extended bit life. In 
hard and very abrasive rock formations field-test 
drilling indicate up to 40% increased service life. 

The DP 60 Dual Property cemented carbide is 
first introduced in Sandvik Coromant drifter bits 
for very abrasive rock. Allowing you to get better 
return from your capital investment in rock drill
ing equipment, while at the same time providing 
substantial savings in tool costs and service. 

After corresponding analysis and tests to opti
mize the number of buttons and their size and 
disposition in the drill bit steel body, DP cement
ed carbide grades will gradually be introduced in 
our other Sandvik Coromant products. 

Sandvik Coromant DP 60 Button Bits are mar
keted by the worldwide Atlas Copco sales and 
service organization, which is represented in 
more than 120 countries and encompasses a net
work of more than 400 service centres. 

SANDVIK 
Rock Tools 

Sanrlv1K RorK To0ls. S-81181 Sandv1ker SwPder 
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))The tunnel I am making 
will soon reach the Opera House, 
and nobody is going to notice it~' 

Mikael Andersson is a rock

blasting engineer for SIAB, 

the General Contractor for the 7. 5 

kilometre long tunnel now being 

built in Stockholm. 

But Mikael is not going to 

explode many charges this time. 

The tunnel is not being blasted, 

ies being drilled by a monster 

drill: the Atlas Copco Full Face 

Driller Foro type 900S. 

Full face drilling offers major 

environmental advantages, both 

for the people working on the tun-

nel and for the buildings above. 

The tunnel runs under many of 

the most sensitive and famous 

buildings in Stockholm, including 

the Opera House and the Klara 

Church. So it is very important 

that there should be no vibrations. 

And there won't be, with full face 

drilling. 

With the development of the 

technology, the full face driller can 

now cut even into hard Swedish 

granite. This is achieved by 2 5 

wheel cutters advancing at a pace 

of 2 metres per hour, producing a 

circular tunnel with a diameter of 

3.5 metres. 

The whole drilling unit is 

200 metres long and weighs 130 

tonnes. It will be free in 1988 for 

new projects, when this tunnel has 

reached the island ofKastellholmen. 

SIAB, Tegeluddsvagen 21 
Mailing address: 115 86 Stockholm 
Telephone +46-8-782 00 00 
Telex 19986 
Fax +46-8-60 53 48 
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NONEL ®, our non-electric ignition system, has been a 
great success throughout the world and has considerably increased 
safety in blasting operations. 

Add our world-wide technical service and our extensive 
training programme and we have still only touched upon what makes 
Nitro Nobel a leader in rock blasting. 

~oO!!_'s First C 

Nitro~m ',:Nobel 
S-710 30 Gyttorp, Sweden. Phone (+46) 587 850 00, Telex 73260 nobele s. 
Part of Dyno Explosives Group 



The NEW Volvo BM A25 4x4 Articulated Hauler 
Providing turning areas for haulers 

during tunnel constructibn is a time
consuming and expensive operation. 
One you could afford to do without. 

WITH Bodies are even designed to allow 
loading from the rear if height restrictions 
are a problem. 

Well-now you can, 
Volvo BM has introduced a unique 
turnround system on this dumptruck 
which allows it to makeacompleteturn in 
a 9.5 metre wide tunnel, or even 
narrower if small niches are made in the 

The A25 4x4 with its articulated steering, 
low ground pressure, plus longitudinal and 
drive axle differential locks, offers excellent 
gradeability and off-road mobility. 

UNIQUE 
TURNROUND 

SYSTEM. It can also be fitted with a low emission 
engine with exhaust gas cleaning for 
underground work. Driver comfort is, of 

course, vital in this kind of application and the A25's cab is the 
best there is. 

walls at turning places.This system is very simple and easy to 
operate and consists of a pair of transverse, unpowered wheels 
that can be lowered hydraulically to lift the rear driving wheels 
off the ground. 

Then, by using the steering hydraulics with brakes applied, 
the body is simply rotated around the articulation axis. 
Just 30 seconds is all it takes to be turned and ready for loading. 

~~~~,~i~~·t~:J..~'f.~"}i,'! ~id~ ~ •~-
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VOLVO BM, MICHIGAN, EUCLID, trademarked products developed, 
manufactured and marketed by Volvo BM Company andVMEAmericas Inc., 
members of the VME group. 

A superb seat, excellent springing, low noise levels, good 
visibility and the ergonomic design and positioning of controls all 
help to keep the driver fresh and alert. So, if you want to save 
money on turning places, turn to the Volvo BM A25 4x4.We'II be 
pleased to send you full technical details. 

VolvoBMA254x4 25 sh.tons 

Volvo BM Company 
Volvo BM Company S-631 85 ESKILSTUNA, SWEDEN 

A member of the VME Group 



The Swedish Committee 
for Subsurface Construction . . . 
The OECD Advisory Conference 
on Tunnelling held in Washington 
DC in 1970 attempted to summarize 
experience of the utilization of the 
subsurface, determine its potential, 
and discover how international co
operation could aid future develop
ments. This conference, in which 
Sweden took an active part, promp
ted the Royal Swedish Academy of 
Engineering Sciences (IV A) to co
ordinate Swedish know-how in the 
form of the Committee for Subsur
face Construction. This was set up 
in 1971 by the IVA, and contained 
the cream of the experts available at 
the time. 
The Committe was very active, and 
over the period from 197.J-1981, 
assisted in founding the Interna
tional Tunnelling Association 
(ITA) (1974), whose president from 
1977 to 1980 was H-C Fischer. 

The Comr:nitte was the instigator 
of, and a driving force behind, the 
first major international conferen
ces to be held on subsurface utiliza
tion, Rockstore-77 and Rockstore-
80, which were both held in Stock
holm. 

One result of these Rockstore 
events was that the UN Committee 
on Natural Resources recom
mended in 1981 that subsurface 
space should be recognized and 
considered a natural resource in the 
development of society. The UN 
workshop on the Utilization of 
Subsurface Space in Developing 
Countries, held in Stockholm in 
1982, could also be said to derive 

... and its successor 
In 1982, the Committee was trans
formed into the Swedish Group for 
Subsurface Use. The group moni
tors the non-technical aspects of 
subsurface utilization and its de
velopment. Major tasks have in
volved viewpoints on the new 
legislation for tunnels and rock 
caverns, and indeed, the produc
tion of this book. The group is the 
ITA Swedish national body. 

from the Rockstore work. In the 
years 1971-81 the broad-based 
group included the following 
members: 

Hans-Christian Fischer 
Professor, University of 
Uppsala, chairman 

Sven Gunnar Bergdahl 
Director, Swedish Mining 
Association 

Sten G A Bergman 
Rock engineering consultant 

Sten Bjurstrom 
Director, Swedish Rock Engi
neering Foundation - BeFo (-1982) 

Jan Boman 
Director, Swedish Mining 
Association (-1977) 

Erik Bolinder 
Physician, Swedish Trade 
Union Conj ederation 

Bengt Broms 
Professor, Royal Institute of 
Technology 

Sten Brannfors 
Chief engineer, Skanska 

Peter Heimburger 
Architect, National Board of 
Physical Planning and Building 

Sven August Hultin 
Director, 
Swedish State Power Board 

Birger Jansson 
Chief Architect, VBB AB 

Carl-Olof Morfeldt 
President, Hagconsult AB 

Stig Elg 
Committee secretary 
IVA 

Sven August Hultin 
chairman 

Director, 
Swedish State Power Board 

Tomas Franzen 
Director, Swedish Rock 
Engineering Research 
Foundation - BeFo 

Mikael Granit 
Chief Architect, BSK AB 

Stig Nordqvist 
Professor, Nordic Institute for 
Studies in Urban and Regional 
Planning 

Torbjorn Winqvist 
Principal Administrative Officer 
Energy Research Commission 

Annica Nordmark 
executive secretary 
Information Secretary, Swedish 
Rock Engineering Research 
Foundation - BeFo 

Stig Elg 
coordinator 
Royal Swedish Academy of 
Engineering Sciences 

The group can be contacted via its secretariat: 
BeFo, Box 5501, S-114 85 STOCKHOLM, Sweden, tel. + 46 8 783 80 00 
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